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All new, all nine hf bands and only $849! 
DELTA — the symbol of change—the name 
of a great new TEN-TEC transceiver A 
transceiver for changing times, with new fea-
tures, performance, styling, size and value, 
TOTAL SOLID-STATE. By the world's most 
experienced manufacturer of Id solid-state 
amateur radio equipment. 
ALL 9 HF BANDS. First new transceiver since 
WARC. 160-10 Meters including the three new 
hf bands 00, 18 ar 24.5 MHz). Ready to go 
except for plug-in crystals for 18 and 24.5 MHz 
segments (available when bands open for use). 
SUPER RECEIVER. New, low noise 
double-conversion design. with 0.3 i.LV sen-
sitivity for 10 dB S+N/N. 
HIGH DYNAMIC RANGE. 85 dB minimum 
to reduce overload possibility. Built-in. switch-
able, 20 dB attenuator for extreme situations. 
SUPER SELECTIVITY. 8-pole monolithic 
SSB filter with 2.4 kHz bandwidth, 2.5 shape 
factor at 6/60 dB points. And optional 200 Hz 
and 500 Hz 6-pole crystal ladder filters. Eight 
pole and 6-pole filters cascade for 14 poles of 
near ultimate skirt selectivity. Plus 4 stages of 
active audio filtering. To sharpen that i-f 
response curve to just 150 Hz bandwidth. 
4-position selectivity switch. 
BUILT-IN NOTCH FILTER. Standard 
equipment. Variable, 200 Hz to 3.5 kHz, with 
notch depth down to -50 dB. Wipes out 
interfering carriers or CW. 
OFFSET TUNING_ Moves receiver frequency 
up to _±1 kHz to tune receiver separately from 
transmitter, 
"HANG" AGC. For smoother, clearer, re-
ceiver operation. 
OPTIONAL NOISE BLANKER. For that 
noisy location, mobile or fixed. 
WWV RECEPTION. Ready at 10 MHz. 
"S"/SWR METER. To read received signal 

strength and transmitted standing wave ratio. 
Electronically switched. 
SEPARATE RECEIVER ANTENNA JACK. 
For use with separate receiving antenna. 
linear amplifier with full break-in (QSK) or 
transverters. 
FRONT PANEL HEADPHONE AND 
MICROPHONE JACKS. Convenient_ 
DIGITAL READOUT. Six 0.3" red LEDs. 
BROADBAND DESIGN. For easy opera-
tion, Instant band change—no tuneup of 
receiver or final amplifier. From the pioneer. 
TEN-TEC. 
SUPER TRANSMITTER. Solid-state all the 
way. Stable, reliable, easy to use. 
200 WATTS INPUT. On all bands including 
10 meters (with 50 ohm load). High SWR does 
not automatically limit you to a few watts 
output. Proven, conservatively rated final 
amplifier with solid-state devices warranted 
fully for the first year. and pro-rata for five 
more years. 
IN% DUTY CYCLE. All modes, with confi-
dence. 20 minutes max. key-down time. 
Brought to you by the leader in solid-state 
finals, TEN-TEC. 
QSK — INSTANT BREAK-IN. Full and fast, 
to make CW a real conversation. 
BUILT-IN VOX AND PTT. Smooth, set-and-
forget VOX action plus PU control. VOX is 
separate from keying circuits. 
ADJUSTABLE THRESHOLD ALC & 
DRIVE. From low level to full output with 
ALC control. Maximum power without distor-
tion. LED indicator 
ADJUSTABLE SIDETONE. Both volume 
and pitch, for pleasant monitoring of CW. 
SUPER STABILITY. Permeability tuned VEO 
with less than 15 Hz change per F° change 
over 40" range after 30 min. warmup—and 

less than 10 Hz change for 20 Volt AC line 
change with TEN-TEC power supply. 
VERNIER TUNING. 18 kHz per revolution, 
typical. 
SUPER AUDIO. A TEN-TEC trademark. 
Low 1M and HD distortion (less than 2%). 
Built-in speaker. 
SUPER STYLING. The '80s look with neat, 
functional layout. "Panelized- grouping of 
controls nicely human engineered for logical 
use. New, smaller size that goes anywhere, 
fixed or mobile (4'Wh x 113,4"w x 15"d). 
Warm, dark front panel. Easy-to-read contrast-
ing nomenclature. Black "clam-shell-

aluminum case Tilt bail. 
MODULAR/MASS-TERMINATION CON-
STRUCTION. Individual circuit boards with 
plug-in harnesses for easy removal if neces-
sary. Boards are mailable. 
FULL ACCESSORY LINE. All the options: 
Model 282 200 Hz CW filter $50. Model 285 
500 Hz CW Filter $45; Model 280 Power 
Supply $139, Model 645 Dual Paddle Keyer 
$85; Model 670 Single Paddle Keyer $34.50; 
Model 247 Antenna Tuner $69; Model 
234/214 Speech Processor & Condenser Mi-
crophone $163; Model 215 PC Ceramic Mi-
crophone $34.50. Model 283 Remote VFO, 
Model 287 Mobile Mount, and Model 289 
Noise Blanker available soon. 

Experience The Notable Change In liF 
Transceivers. Experience DELTA. See your 
TEN-TEC dealer or write for full details. 
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ck Attack from DenTr 
Components are the latest in communication systems adapting to your stations' needs. The DTR-3KA and DTR-1200L are equipped 
with heavy-duty handles for easy rack mounting-and rack brackets that can be easily removed. The DTR-1200L linear amplifier pro-
vides 1200 watts SSB and 1000 watts CW input continuous duty. It features large 31/2  e shadow box, back lit meters for easy reading; 
and tuned input for compatibility with solid state or tube transceivers. The DTR-3KA antenna tuner ,handles a full 3KW PEP. It 
features a built In 2KW dry dummy load with thermostatically controlled forced air cooling, a remote sensor box to insure meter 
accuracy and 50 OHM Impedance, Component racks available at your DenTron Dealer. 

DTR-1200L Linear Amplifier 

Frequency Ranges: 
80 Meter Band  3.45 - 4.6 MHz 
40 Meter Band  6.00 - 9.0 MHz 
20 Meter Band  10.00 - 16.00 MHz 
15 Meter Band  20.95 - 23.50 MHz 
10 Meter Band  Export Model , 

Modes:  USB, LSB, CW, RTTY, SSTV 
Power Input:  1200W - SSB, 1000W - CW 
Power Requirements:  234/117 VAC 50/60 Hz 
RF Drive Power:  150 Watts maximum and 65 watts 

minimum for 1 KW DC Input. 
DC Plate voltage:  idle + 2300V approximate 
Duty Cycle:  100% SSB, CW, RTTY, SSTV 
Input Impedance:  50 Ohms nominal 
Input VSWR:  1.5 lo 1 average 
Output Impedance:  50 Ohms nominal 
Antenna load VSWR:  2 to 1 maximum 
ALC:  negative going, adjustable from front 

panel 
Spurious Emissions:  MD - greeter than 30 db down 

Harmonics - greater than 40 db down 
SwItchable 12VDC accessory output voltage 

„z MultImeter: - 
Plate Voltage  0 - 3000VDC 
Plate Current  - 500ma 
Relative Output  Adjustable 

Front Panel Plate Voltage Switching 

DTR-3KA Antenna Tuner 

Frequency Coverage: 1.8 - 30 MHz continuous 
Built in 2 KW PEP Dummy Load - Forced Air Cooled 
Input Impedance: 50 ohms (Resistive) to transmitter 
Antenna Inputs 
Coax 1, 2 & 3 unbalanced—may range from a few 
ohms to a high impedance 
Long wire - low to high Impedance 
Balanced line - 75-660 ohms 

Power Capability: 3000 watts P.E.P. 
Wattmeter: 200 watts forward 
'  2000 watts forward 

---200 watts reflected 
Accuracy: ± 
Remote sensor box 
31/2 e backlit meters 
Dummy Load: with manual or automatic forced air 

cooling. 
Integral 3KW Balun 

- 

FCC Type Accepted 
Size: ' 51/4 " H x 17" W x 13" D (19' W with 

rack brackets) 
Weight:  46 pounds 

ele"--e"TE3 

DTR4217,1. 

TE.01A 

D e n7 Trt n . 
Radio Co., Inc 
1605 Commerce Drive 
Stow, Ohio 44224 
(216) 688-4973 
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Lightning Protection 
Those atmospheric rumblings heard 
in the summer and early fall usually 
send chills up and down the back of 
almost every Amateur, and well they 
should — lightning is a part of nature 
to be taken seriously. What can you 
do about it? Other than being some-
where else when it hits, there are 
some measures that will help prevent 
strikes, and other things to do that will 
reduce the damage. Most are com-
mon-sense precautions, and the price 
is low, compared to the cost of being 
unprepared. W1HEO has some 
pointers for you, starting on page 12. 

Inside A Transceiver 
Some of us can remember when it re-
quired three or four switches to con-
trol a rig — one for low voltage, one 
for high voltage, one for the antenna 
circuit, and possibly another for the 
audio circuitry if you were using 
phone. Today's hams need only say 
the word (usually "aaaahhhhh") and 
their rig comes alive. Many other fea-
tures abound inside the modern 
boxes that sit quietly on the desktop, 
and author Grove gives you a peek at 
what's in there, starting on page 20. 

Telephone "Phone" 
If you think expeditions are your bag, 
but can't afford the time or expense, 
be not dismayed; change the prefix 
from "DX" to "Mini," and forge blind-
ly ahead. 

Getting Started 
To the newly licensed Amateur Radio 
operator, the task of deciding "which 
way to go" in setting up his station can 
be a formidable one. Author W8FX 
provides some valuable guidance to 
help chart a course through some dif-
ficult decisions. The advice starts on 
page 33. 

The Novice Experience 
You say you haven't quite made up 
your mind about becoming a ham? 
That exam got you scared? Or you're 
not sure about those Amateur Radio 
courses offered by a school or club in 
your area? Well, relax, and read a 
"life experience" (as the current buzz 
words go) from a guy who "never got 
around to it" for a long, long time. He 
finally took that first step, and found 
out what he had been missing. You'll 
read all about it in several install-
ments, and the first one starts on 
page 42. 

Ham Radio Techniques 
This month, Bill talks about some 
novel antennas, including a micro-
wave radiator that can be implanted 
through a hypodermic needle (!), and 
takes a look backward and forward at 
TVI and Hi-Fi interference. Look on 
page 46. 

DXer's Diary 
What happens when a rare one 
shows up on a Sunday afternoon, 
when all the big guns of the DX world 
have plenty of time to work him? 
W9KNI tells you, and the excitement 
and pace is so tangible that it'll make 
you perspire just to read about it. Try 
page 52, if you think you can stand it! 

Airtime 
September's Airtime selections cover 
the Delta QSO Party and the North 
Hills ARC "City of Champions" 
Award. See page 64. 

The Cover 
Lightning has instilled fear and awe in 
mankind for eons, and, although re-
cent studies have taken some of the 
mystery out of the flash and rumble, it 
still commands great respect. Our fea-
ture article this month treats both the 
history of lightning studies and some 
protective measures you can take. 
Photo courtesy of the National Center 
for Atmospheric Research. 

HAM RADIO HORIZONS Septem:. 
ber 1980, Volume 4, Number 9. Pub-
lished monthly by Communications 
Technology, Inc., Greenville, New 
Hampshire 03048. Telephone (603) 
878-1441. Second Class Postage paid 
at Greenville, New Hampshire and at 
additional mailing offices. ISSN 
0147-8818. 

Subscription price: Domestic, one year, 
$12.00; two years, $20.00; three 
years, $27.00. Canada and World-
wide, one year, $12.00; two years, 
$22.00; three years, $30.00, payable 
In United States funds. 
Subscription inquiries and changes 
of address should be directed to Ham 
Radio Horizons, Greenville, New 
Hampshire 03048. Please include ad-
dress label from most recent issue if 
possible. 
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f MFJ KEYERS 
Uses Curtis 8044 IC. All 
have dot-dash memories, 
weight control, solid state 
keying. RF proof. 

« 1:4 31-  $6995  
The NEW MFJ-406 Deluxe Electronic Keyer 

sends iambic, automatic, semi-automatic. man-
ual. Use squeeze, single lever or straight key. 
Socket for external Curtis memory, random 

code generator. keyboard. Optional cable. 53 00. 
Iambic operation with squeeze key. Dot-dash 

insertion. Semi-automatic "bug" operation pro-
vides automatic dots and manual dashes. 
Dot-dash memory, sell completing dots and 

dashes, jam proof spacing, instant start. RF proof. 
Solid-state keying: grid block, solid state xmIrs. 
Front panel controls: linear speed, weight, 

lone, volume, function switch. 8 to 50 WPM. 
Weight control adjusts dot.dash space ratio; 

makes your signal distinctive to penetrate ORM. 
Tone control. Speaker. Ideal for classroom. 
Function switch selects off, on, semi-automatic/ 

manual, tune. Tune keys transmitter for tuning. 
Uses 4 C-cells. 2.5 mm phone jacks for exter-

nal power (6-9 VDC). Optional AC adapter $7.95. 
Eggshell white, walnut sides. 6x2x6 inches. 
Optional Bencher Iambic Paddle, S39.95. 

'4995 
The MFJ-400 8044 IC Econo Meyer is a 

reliable, full feature economy keyer for squeeze, 
single lever or straight key. 
Sidelone, speaker, volume, speed. internal 

weight and tone controls. Pull-tolune switch. 
On-oft. Iambic operation. Dotdash memories. 
8 to 50 WPM. Uses 9 V battery. 2x3x4 inches. 
Reliable solid state keying: grid block, cathode 

solid state transmitters. 

:5995 

'44" 
MFJ-404 8044 IC ECONO MEYER al $59.95 

has adjustable single paddle, sidetone, speaker, 
weight, tone, volume, speed controls. Dot dash 
memories. 8 to 50 WPM. Solid state keying. 
2x3x4 inches. Uses 9 V battery. Switch lar 
TUNE, OFF, ON, SIDETONE OFF. Jacks for ex-
ternal key_ Iambic with squeeze key. 
MFJ-402 8044 IC ECONO MEYER. $44.95. 

Paddle, weight, speed controls. Dot-dash memo-
ries 8 to 50 WPM. 2x3x4 inches. Uses 9 V bat-
tery. No sidetone arid jacks for external key. 

Order from MFJ and try it. If not delighted, 
return within 30 days for refund (less shipping). 
One year unconditional guarantee. 
Order yours today. Call toll free 800-6471800. 

Charge VISA, MC. Or mail check, money order. 
Add $3.00 each for shipping and handling. 

CALL TOLL FREE ... 800-647-1800 
Call 601-323-5869 for technical information, or 
der/repair status. Also call 601-323-5869 outside 
continental USA and in Mississippi. 

MFJ ENTERPRISES, INC 
BOX 494, MISSISSIPPI STATE, MS 39762 

MFJ SCW/SUPER 

FILTERS 
ilACTON  KLIC .81, 
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'5995 
MFJ-721 

MFJ-721 SUPER SELECTOR CW/SSB FILTER 
gives 80 Hz BW, steep SS8 skirts, noise limiting. 
CW Filter gives 80 Hz BW. No ringing. 8 

poles give super steep skirts (60 dB down one 
octave from center freq. of 750 Hz). No tunable 
filter can match performance. 13W: 80, 110, 
150, 180 Hz. Reduces noise up to 15 dB. 
SSS Filter improves readability. Reduces 

splatter, hiss, static, noise, hum. IC active filter 
has 375 Hz highpass cutoff; 2.5, 2.0, 1.5 KHz 
(36 dB/octave) lowpass cutoffs. 
Works with any rig. AM, SSB, CW. Plugs into 

phone jack. 2 watts for speaker. Inputs for 2 
rigs. Speaker and phone jacks. Phones disable 
speaker. OFF bypasses filler. 9-18 VDC, 300 
ma. 5x2x6 inches. Optional AC adapter, $7.95. 
Switchable noise limiter for impulse noise; 

trough clipper removes background noise. 
Simulated stereo for CW lets ears. brain re-

ject CAM. Yet, hear off frequency calls. 

Tunable Filter 
Instantly zero in SSB/CW 
signals with tunable peak, 
notch, lowpass filter. 

$5995 

MFJ-751 

MFJ-751. Peak, notch or lowpass signals, zero 
in with freq. control, adjust bandwidth for mini-
mum OHM. Double tuned for extra steep skirts. 
Linear freq. control tunes 300 to 3000 Hz. 

Output is constant as bandwidth Is varied flat 
to 40 Hz, Tight notch to 70 db. 5x2x6 in. 
Hear off frequency calls with simulated stereo. 
Works with any rig. Plugs in phone jack. 

2 watts for speaker. 110 VAC or 9-18 VDC. 
300 ma. One year unconditional guarantee. 

MFJ-721 has 4 CW stages for super sleep 
skirts. Best for CW. MFJ-751 is best for general 
use when versatility is more important. 

Order from MFJ and try it. II not delighted re-
turn within 30 days for refund (less shipping). 
One year unconditional guarantee. Order today. 
Call toll-free 800-647-1800, charge VISA, MC. 
Or mall check, money order. Add $3.00 shipping. 

CALL Tou. FREE ... 800-647-1800 
Call 601-323-5869 for technical information, 
order/repair status. Also call 601-323-5869 out-
side continental USA and in Mississippi. 

MFJ ENTERPRISES, INC. 
BOX 494, MISSISSWPI STATE, MS 39762 ., 

MFJ 

ANTENNA 
TUNERS 

Agar  1.410.4. 
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'6995   
NEW MFJ-940 VERSA TUNER Il matches 

coax and random wire 1.8 to 30 MHz. 
Up to 300 watts RF OUTPUT. SW8, dual 

range wattmeter (300 and 30 watts full scale). 
Six position antenna switch on rear. Select 2 

coax lines direct or thru tuner, random wire, and 
tuner bypass for dummy load. 
New efficient alnvound Inductor (12 positions) 

gives you less losses than tapped toroid for 
more watts out. 8x2x6 inches. S0-239 coax 
connectors. 208 pf, 1000 volt capacitors. 
Optional mobile mounting bracket, add $3.00. 
Beware of Imitators. When you buy MFJ you 

buy proven MFJ quality . . . and a one year 
unconditional guarantee. 

'3995 
MFJ-909 ECONO TUNER matches coax, ran 

dom wires. Full band coverage 1.8 to 30 MHz. 
Up to 200 watts RF OUTPUT. Efficient airwound  
inductor gives more watts out than tapped toroid. 
SO-239 coax connectors. 5x2x6 inches. One 

year unconditional  guarantee. 
MFJ-901 Versa Tuner available. Same as 

MFJ-900 but has 4:1 balun for balanced lines, 
$49.95. 
Beware of Imitators. Some are still copying 

our earlier models. MFJ has made Improvements. 
For example, a new efficient airwound induc-

tor gives you less losses than a tapped toroid 
for more watts out and plenty of inductance for 
full band coverage 1.8 to 30 MHz. 

'2995 
ta.  cebviao .. 

- 1.re WISE ... PSI, 

MFJ-16010 RANDOM WIRE TUNER lets you 
qoerate 1.8 to 30 MHz with random wire. Up to 
200 watts RF OUTPUT. Small enough to carry 
in your hip pocket. Ultra compact 2x3x4 inches. 
Match low and high impedances by interchang-

ing input and output. SO-239 coax connectors. 
One year unconditional guarantee. 

Order from MFJ and try it. If not delighted, 
return within 30 days for refund (less shipping). 
Order yours today. Call toll free 800-647-1800. 

Charge VISA, MC. Or mail check, money order. 
Add $3.00 each for shipping. 

CALL TOLL FREE ... 800-647-1800 
For technical information, order/repair status, in 
Miss., outside continental USA, call 601-323-5869. 

MFJ ENTERPRISES, INC. 
BOX 494, MISSISSIPPI STATE, MS 39762 

More details? Ad Check page 78. September 1980  I-RH 3 



fact: 
ARMCHAIR 
COPY 
begins 
here! 

The NEW Model 444D 
For: High/Low Impedance SSB/FM 
The Model 444D incorporates all the tried-and-proven features 
that made Shure's Model 444 the recognized "standard" fixed-
station microphone among serious amateurs. The 444D retains 
the Shure-designed, super-rugged CONTROLLED MAG-
NETIC', microphone element that lets you come across with 
"armchair copy"! Its unmatched performance characteristics 
include a tailored response for maximum voice intelligibility, 
PLUS... 

DUAL IMPEDANCE —(150 ohms) Low & High. Imped-
ance selector switch located on bottom of base. 

FREE NAMEPLATE IMPRINTED WITH YOUR 
CALL LETTERS—Personalized nameplate with your station 
call letters. 

ALL-NEW WIRING GUIDE —Provides user instruc-
tions for wiring the microphone to major manufacturers' 
ham equipment. 

IMPROVED CONTROL BAR —Shure Million-Cycle 
push-to-talk (PTT) improved fingertip action actuates 
microphone and an external relay or control circuit. 

VOX/NORMAL SWITCH —Defeats PTT switch, for 
VOX equipment requiring continuously "on" microphone. 
Located conveniently on bottom of base. 

PROFESSIONAL BLACK FINISH —Sturdy, high 
impact ARMO-DUR e1 base and microphone case is 
metalized for RF shielding. It is comfortable to 
the touch in any temperature or humidity, 
and will not rust or deteriorate. 
CONVENIENT INSTALLATION 

—The coiled cable leads and 
push-to-talk switch are arranged 
to permit immediate hookup to 
transmitters with either isolated 
or grounded switching. 

FREE 
Personalized 

y call letter 
e nameplate 

Intelligibility & 
Reliability 

Ti 
Shure Brothers Inc.. 222 Hartrey Ave., Evanston. IL 60204 

In Canada: A C. Sirnmonds & &ma Limited 
Outside the U.S. or Canada, write to Shure Brothers Inc . Ann Dept J6 for Information on your local distributor. 

Manufacturers ol high fidelity components, microphones, sound systems and related circuitry. 

4 September 1980 FRH More details? Ad Check page 78. 
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FOCUS & COMMENT 

j A friend of mine here in the office (W1XU) regularly cone-
, f sponds with an acquaintance in England, and recently, as we • 

were doing our daily two-mile-around-the-block grind (a good low-
calorie substitute for lunch, by the way), he told me about a program on 
BBC, described by his pen pal 
It seems that one particular TV channel had an unusual offering. 

They somehow accumulated a pile of assorted bits and pieces of mate-
rial, including hardware and bric-a-brac of all sorts. (Sounds like what is 
commonly found in my basement.) Each week, a group of engineers 
was invited into the studio, and given the challenge of using this pile of 
assorted oddments to construct a gadget to perform a specific task — 
with a time limit of three hours. 

One task Jim's friend described was to design a means of transporting an egg a certain distance dur-
ing the shortest time period (it had to arrive unbroken — no catapults!). Another was to devise a 
mechanical method of flipping a pancake as you would do if you were cooking, — and the pancake 
had to land "other side up" inside the frying pan; stuck on the ceiling doesn't count. 
This sounds hice great fun, and it must be fascinating to watch different engineering approaches to the 

problem at hand, and to see which group came up with the best (most efficient, least complicated, etc.,) 
method. I cannot help but wonder why our own Educational TV channels have not offered similar fare, 
rather than reruns of the nesting habits of the Arctic Tern, etc_ 
But, then, let's not get off on a tangent — little that I say here will matter at all to the boob-tube 

industry. 
I guess the real thought behind this is that it could be a wonderful way to introduce youngsters (of any 

age) to the technical side of Amateur Radio. I seem to remember that, a few years ago, some hamfests 
advertised a "junk-box rig" contest as part of the day's entertainment. The idea was similar to the BBC 
effort — a well-stocked junk box was provided, and participants were encouraged to dive in and con-
struct a functional piece of gear (of any sort) before the day was out. Entries were judged on originality 
of thought, uniqueness of application, or usefulness of the end product. It was a lot of fun, with some 
interesting gadgets produced from the most unlikely pile of stuff. 
Now, how about some clubs getting into the act. Set up the ground rules any way you like, but make 

them realistic. Perhaps a 1-month time period would work, giving the newcomer time to bone up on 
some theory and come back to the junk box for a second look. Maybe you could use a point system for 
scoring, with points added for originality, and subtracted for the dollar value of any part which was pur-
chased instead of coming from the junk box. 
Being chosen as the winner of the contest would be reward enough for many youngsters, but how 

about boosting his ego a bit more than that — have the best of the year as an honored guest at your 
annual dinner or hamfest, or give him an award and send a write-up to your newspaper. 
The program will not only show youngsters that there is a lot of fun in Amateur Radio besides oper-

ating art appliance, but it will also be a popular subject at your monthly meetings and over the air. 
One small problem, though. Someone is going to have to be pretty sharp to judge the entries. But 

then, your theory needs a bit of brushing up lately, doesn't it? 

Thomas McMullen, W1SL 
Managing Editor 
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Amateur Radio 
Just getting started? This book is ideal for you. It will help 

you get your first license. Or if you already have your ticket, 

the book will serve as your handy station manual. Written by 

Bill Lowry, VV1VV, it includes a brief description of major 

activities, equipment and procedures to help the new ham 

decide where to begin, what equipment to buy initially, and 

how to make contacts with other hams after the station is 

assembled. Most importantly, this book tells the beginner 

how to study for the test, and presents the facts that must be 

learned in order to pass the written part of the exam. It in-

cludes complete FCC rules and official study guide for all li-

cense classes_ Also included is a colorful call-area wall map. 
Just S6.95 

e Amateur Radio Poster. Add this beautiful poster to your 

amateur radio station_ Rich-in-color lithograph is produced 

from artwork shown on Amateur Radio book. Suitable for 

framing.  Just $3.50 

Order NOW!! 

Street   

Practical Antennas for the 
Radio Amateur 

Brand new antenna book in a new easy-to-read format with big 

diagrams_ You've never seen an antenna book quite like this! Written 

by well-known author, Robert Myers, W1 XT, it tells you how to 

choose, use and build your antenna system. Here's what you get: How 

to build practical beams, quads and wire antennas . . . Computer-

generated beam headings to every known country in the world ... 
Charts and tables to eliminate tricky calculations . . Practical ideas 

for the newcomer ... OSCAR antennas ... Complete bibliography of 

magazine articles on antennas . .. Antenna safety ... Trick antennas 
for portable work . .. Tips on how to keep your antenna up. Durable 

vinyl cover.  Only $9.95 

• , Ham Radio's Bookstore 
• Greenville, NH 03048 

D Amateur Radio Cl Poster  D Practical Antennas 

Name   

City   State  Zip   

Please enclose proper amount for books plus S1.00 shipping 
or credit card information. 



EXTRA limiest Ne Oi XTRA  

T H O U S ei t 4 in PRIZES 
Biggest Show in the East 

Special Edition For Those Seeking a Good Time  

The Great Boxboro 
Convention Returns!! 
Remember the fantastic Boxboro hamfest back 
in 1978? Well here we go again with im-
provements galore to make the show even bet-
ter! Located in the "country" on Route 495 at 
Route 111 the New England ARRE Conven-
tion for 1980 features free shuttle bus service to 
and from a giant new free parking area — no 
more parking worries!! 

Prizes Awarded 
Both Days of Show 

Through the generous cooperation of the 
manufacturers and exhibitors lucky conven-
tioneers will be taking home transceivers. 
antennas, microphones. amplifiers . . . the list 
goes on endlessly. The event is a non-profit af-
fair and surplus funds go directly into the prize 
fund. 

See Every Possible 
Make of Ham Gear 
Virtually everybody who is anybody will be at 
the show. Equipment on display should in-
clude Kenwood, Icom, HyGain, Hustler. Den-
tron, Microwave Modules, Kantronics, Yaesu, 
Cushcraft, Robot, HAL, Ten-Tec, Tri-Ex, 
ETO, Vomax, Heath, TPL, DS1, Ramsey. Op-
toelectronics, Larsen. Telex, Wilson, Azden. 
Collins/Rockwell, etc. etc. Manufacturers and 
distributors will be there in force. 

Big Events All Weekend 
Two meter fox hunts. YL programs. seminars 
on all aspects of ham radio including 
microprocessors. RTTY. SSTV and DX, a 
Wouff Hong ceremony, Saturday night ban-
quet show and dance. plus prizes awarded all 
weekend. 
There will be a home brew equipment exhibit 
and contest, FCC exams, QSL and CW con-
tests, an antique wireless exhibit and special YL 
programs. 

Flea Market Sellers' Permits 

Early Bird Tickets Available by Mail Only! 
Registration is $4 early bird, $5 at the door. Banquet and show tickets, 
$12 each. Order tickets from George Stewart, W1ZQQ, 17 Barnes 
Avenue, East Boston, Mass. 02128. Include SASE! Hotel reservations 
must be made directly with the Sheraton Boxboro Hotel, Boxboro, 
Mass. 01719; $42 single, $46 double. Hotel will NOT ACCEPTphone 
reservations! 

SAVE OSCAR 9-B Matching Fund! 
Add 50' to your ticket order and we will match it with another 50<. 

More details? Ad Check page 78. September 1980  FRH 9 



$19995 
Forward Gain 
Front to back ratio avg. 

Average Bandwidth 
Power Rating 
Feed Point Impedance 
Connector 
Boom 
Elements/Longest 
Wind Sfc. area 
Weight 
Turn Radius 
Mast Diameter 
Material 
Fasteners 
Telescope Method 

UPS Shippable 

No balun required 
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1 /I 

If 

12 

8 dBd 
25 dB 
1.2-1 Typical 
500 KHz 
2000 w PEP 
500 
Twin terminal stainless steel takes all coax. 
1%*-1 V x 14' 
1%"-X" x 27'9" 
5.6 Feet, 
35 Pounds 
15'6" 
1% " min. 2" max, 
6063-7832 Seamless aluminum 
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Taper tubing with full circle clamps 
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10 
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The full power, 
full performance 
20-15-10 meter beam. 
Enjoy the thrill of working rare DX with excellent A3 forward gain. 
Increase the pleasure of your daily contacts with A3 interference 
reducing front to back ratio. Use your linear amplifier with con-
fidence in our new A3 high power traps. 

Make friends of your neighbors with A3 compact dimensions, low 
profile, and small turn radius. Satisfy your budget with A3 
economy pricing. 

The Cushcraft engineering team has again created that unique 
combination of quality materials, easy assembly and high perfor-
mance with A3. the three band beam for the eighties. 
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A LEADER FOR OVER 30 YEARS 

c)cushcraft 
CORPORATION 

The Antenna Company 
48 Perimeter Road, P.O. Box 4680 
Manchester, NH 03108 



NEWSLINF 
STATE-OF-THE-ART NEW FRONTIERS for Amateur Radio are going to be pushed by the FCC's 

Office of Science and Technology, the monthly meeting of AMRAD was told by Assistant to 
the Chief Scientist Mike Marcus on July 7.  The Radio Amateur and computer buff group 
heard that the OST would be preparing a Notice of Proposed Rule Making that would permit 
Amateurs to use spread spectrum, a sophisticated broadband communications technique that 
can be used on frequency bands already occupied by conventional discrete frequency sta-
tions.  He also challenged experimentally minded AMRAD members to apply for Special 
Temporary Authority to use spread spectrum and advanced digital communications techni-
ques such as packet radio, now in use in Canada.  Amateur use of spread spectrum, as he 
described it, would not be restricted to Amateur bands but could encompass all VHF/UHF 
frequencies! 

He Also Discussed the possibility of a code-free digital license like the new Canadian 
ticket, noting that thus far only 300 Canadians had passed the digital exam since it's 
been offered. 

27-mHZ SSB EXPANSION was dealt a major setback at a special Commission meeting on July 
1, while, in the process, Amateur Radio received probably the most compliments it's had 
at an FCC meeting in a long time.  Back in December, the Commissioners had directed the 
staff to prepare a Notice of Proposed Rule Making on expansion of SSB-only CB channels, 
and this meeting was to have approved that NPRM.  It didn't work out that way. 

The Proposal Was In Trouble almost from the moment the meeting opened_  Though strong-
ly supported by the originating Private Radio Bureau and endorsed by the Office of the 
Chief Scientist, expansion ran into heavy opposition from Field Office Bureau Chief Jim 
McKinney for rewarding present illegal operators and not solving any real problems.  He 
noted his monitors had already recorded comments from out-of-band operators that they 
planned to move away from any expansion to maintain "clear channels" and cited CB's lack 
of self-enforcement and consequent ignoring of the rules (as contrasted with Amateur Radio 
and its tradition of self-enforcement and respect for the rules).  Commissioner Lee then 
agreed with McKinney's points, saying he couldn't support the item while also compli-
menting traditional Amateur values. 

Chairman Ferris Again Noted the difficulty in distinguishing Amateurs from CBers, and 
that a few hundred thousand Amateurs had so many frequencies while millions of CBers had 
so few.  Commissioner Washburn objected to the proposed "okay" for skip contacts, while 
Commissioner Brown questioned Chief Scientist Lukasik on expansion's effect on TV chan-
nel 6.  License exams were discussed at length, with the conclusion that apparently 
they're not possible. 

FREEDOM TO LISTEN TO RADIO communications would be drastically curtailed by a new 
bill just introduced in the House Of Representatives.  HR-7747, by Rep. Richard Preyer 
(D -North Carolina) and several co-sponsors, would "prohibit the unathorized recep-
tion of private radio communications."  By prohibiting reception this new bill goes much 
further than Section 605 of the Communications Act, which is generally interpreted to 
ban the divulging of the content of private radio communications. 

ARRL'S  SOUTHWESTERN DIVISION Convention in Los Angeles September 7-8 also coincides 
with the 200th Anniversary of the City of Los Angeles, and the mayor's office has asked 
for Amateur Radio assistance for the bicentennial celebration.  WB6VHS of the group co-
ordinating celebration communications is working out assignments so operators who wish to 
do so will be able to attend the convention as well, and suggests that some out-of-towners 
may want to take part.  Assignments in first aid, security and crowd control are avail-
able--contact WB6VHS if interested, 

PLANS FOR ANOTHER AMATEUR SATELLITE are accelerating, particularly in the U.S. and 
Germany.  Almost all the contributors to the Phase III satellite have now volunteered to 
participate in the Phase III-B effort.  Discussion is underway over whether this new 
satellite should be an exact "clone" of Phase III or revised in view of new capabilities 
and possibilities.  However, the issue may not really be resolved until a specific launch 
opportunity is ensured, since satellite design depends on the vehicle. 

Greater Testing and burn-in seem almost certain for the new satellite, enhancing both 
performance and lifetime,  AMSAT's pleas for assistance have thus far been answered by 
qualified draftsmen and machinists, but still more professional help is needed. 

"THE WORLD OF AMATEUR RADIO," the W6AQ/ARRL film, is now available to clubs on a free-
loan basis through Modern Talking Picture Service, 5000 Park Street North, St. Petersburg, 
Florida 33709.  Playdate requests should include a first choice and alternates. 

THE MOUNT ST. HELENS volcanic eruption death toll now includes two Amateurs among the 
confirmed dead, Gerald Morton, W6TQF, and Reid Blackburn, KA7AEF. 

A SPANISH-LANGUAGE AMATEUR EXAM is now available, though cnly for Technician/General 
applicants who don't already have a Novice ticket»  The applicant must first pass the CW 
exam (in English), then ask for the Spanish-language Element 2/3 exam.  Other class exams 
are not available in Spanish at this time. 
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The ABCs of 
BY "DEE" LOGAN, WIHEO 

tv 

That ominous rumbling in the sum-
mer sky and a rising static level in 
your receiver are warnings that light-
ning is on its way. For safety-minded 
Radio Amateurs who have taken 
¡bins to install a good ground system, 
the signs cause no panic. For others, 
unfortunately, the approach of an 
electrical storm results in a frenzied 
rerar j,le to yank ac plugs, disconnect 
antenaasted pray for escape. 
Lightnin aça frequently found nat-

eural phenomefion*Each day, 44,000 
htning storms boiribard the earth 

.kw  about 9,000,000 strokes. The  
'button of these savage electrical 
s varies with climate and loca-
with the highest frequency in 
atotial regions. The U.S. average 

'itbUt40 storms a year. 
The lthtning season for most of the 

northern, states extends from early 
May through October. As you move 
southehowehr, the season increases 
in tenet In the Gulf states, lightning 
stormsecan appear from early March 

December. 

The "hit" parade 

Between 100 and 150 people in 
the U.S. are killed by lightning each 
year. Death Is frequently caused by 
fibrillation of the heart, as is the case 
with ordinary electric shocks, and the 
same first-aid techniques can be used 
in efforts to revive victims. 
There are certain locations in the 

country where lighting damage is 
more likely than in others. A study in 
February, 1977, by the Rural Electrifi-
cation Administration of the U.S. De-
partment of Agriculture produced a 
lightning probability map. It's based 
on a mathematical formula taking into 
account earth resistivity and other fac-
tors, plus the annual number of thun-
derstorm days, see Fig. 1. 
The calculations show that north-

west Florida, southwest Florida, 
northeast Georgia, and central Colo-
rado are the worst lightning-damage 
areas in the country. The west coast is 
the least vulnerable, see Table 1. 
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American homes just a few. yeass.S.ce 
was the lightning rod. It  
the respect that mere,,h,prtil tge 
owners had for the aitese r 
' of lightning. Today, Cd'iltie› 

Lightning 
Protection 
The annual toll of damage and loss 

from lightning Is over $40 million. 
Over 20,000 fires are caused each 
year by lightning bolts. Much of this 
damage is the result of direct hits, 
either to a building or to the electrical 
lines near the service entrance. Other 
damage is the result of lightning-
induced surges on power lines, anten-
nas, and conductors In the vicinity. 

Spare the rod? 

suburbia reveals that the lightning rod 
has faded from the scene. Unfortu-
nately, lightning has not. 
The popularity of the ground-"plane 

antenna has produced a new substi-
tute for the lightning rod. Few consid-
er it as more than a radiator of rf 
energy, but when installed on a roof, 
the vertical ground-plane antenna 
serves as a likely target for a bolt from 
the not-so-blue sky. When well-
grounded, the ground-plane antenna 
caeaserve to divert a surge frop, seek-

A common sight on the rooftops cif 'ing a 14Wer point on the 
er e‘ arnyte)Infortriatibe, today 

e h e eba hpr eetearaiest. the. 
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Fig. 1. Average thunderstorm days in the United States. 

Table l. Lightning-damage probability. Source: Rural Electrification Admin-
istration study of February, 1977. 

Geog.  Earth Res.  Storm days  "Fig. of  Lightning Damage 
area  zm  per year  Merit"  Probability 

NW FL  1,000  80  11,520  Very high 
NE GA  1,000  55  6,655 
SW FL  250  110  4,840 
C CO  500  60  4,140 
NE WS,  500  52  2,974 
E TN  500  50  2,875  — 2900 High . ' 
C WV  500  45  2,531 
C ME  1,000  25  1,938 
W TN  250  53  1,615 
SE AZ  250  50  1,375 
NW MS  125  52  743  — 1000 Average 
NW NY  250  30  675 
E NV  250  30  630 
C UT  125  40  520 
NW MN  125  35  475 
COK 67  53  433 
CIL 67  50  419 
C NM  67  50  385 
SME 500  15  382 
C LA  67  45  353 
SW KA 67  45  339 
NE TX  67  47  325 
W NV  250  18  243 
SE TX  33  55  200  — 200 Low 
C KA 33  50  198 
C MT  67  30  187 
W KA 33  45  167 
CND  33  33  111 
W VA  500  7  93 
W CA  125  5  11  — 80 Very low 

themselves and their property. The 
latter most emphatically includes our 
expensive radio gear! 
A good lightning protection system 

for the Radio Amateur would cover 
three major areas: grounding of radio 
equipment and antennas, avoiding 
easy entry of lightning charges via the 
electrical service entrance, and proper 
installation of a good ground system. 
The accepted standard for lightning 

and fire protection is the National 
Electrical Code adopted by the 
National Fire Protection Association 
(NFPA). Installations made in con-
formance with this code will assure 
the Radio Amateur little grief with the 
law or insurance adjusters, should a 
claim arise. 
Part of the NFPA code deals with 

radio and television equipment. For 
example, outdoor antennas and feed-
lines running to a building shall not 
cross over electric light or power cir-
cuits, and should be kept well away 
from all such circuits so as to avoid 
possible contact. Masts and metal 
structures supporting antennas shall 
be permanently and effectively 
grounded, without intervening splice 
or connection. Each conductor or 
lead-in to radio transmitters shall be 
provided with a lightning arrestor, or 
other suitable means, that will drain 
static charges from the antenna 
system. 

AC lines 

One of the easiest ways for a light-
ning surge to enter your home and 
radio shack is the main ac power line. 
Some induced surges can be several 
volts in amplitude and be sufficiently 
high to burn out or harm any electrical 
device plugged into the household 
lines. The accepted practice is to 
allow surges on the incoming service 
line to be bypassed to ground by 
means of a lightning protector in-
stalled at the service entrancé. A 
typical unit is the GE TLP175, a Thy-
rite® disc type that will perform its pro-
tective function repeatedly without 
maintenance, see photographs. 
Since other spikes on the ac line 

can be induced by surges inside the 
home due to inductive "kicks" from 
solenoids, motors, or the switching on 
or off of an appliance, protective de-
vices may be installed at the ac input 
of radio equipment, TV receivers, 
and other solid-state devices. The va-
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Charles Proteus Steinmetz, electri-
cal wizard, whose pioneering 
work included basic understand-
ing of lightning, the law of hyster-
esis, alternating-current calcula-
tions, and the theory of electrical 
transients (photo courtesy Gener-
al Electric Co.). 
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Until ,Ben Franklin's famous kite-flying 
"experiments in 1752, thunder and lightning 
carried mysterious significance. Ancients 
gazicl'skyward at the thundering clouds; 

•:imploring Zeus and his- bolt-hammering ass°-, 
date; -Vulcan, to spare them another hair--„ 
ráising experience. 
.'•• While Ben's observations first identified 
qightning• as . electricity, it escaped serious 
stüdy until early in this century. Then, a ver:y 
large intellect, carried in a small body belong-
ing to Charles Proteus Steinmetz, began labo-
ratory *experiments that quantified lightning 
and helped man understand the means need-
, ed to tâme it.  - 
Steinmetz was a tireless experimenter who ° 

'frequently worked long into the evening, at his 

suiting .voltage buildup can be rapid as- 'evi- .•-•i 
dencéd by the riumber of strokes occurririg : 

_ While a storm passes over an area. 
Lightning bolts descend from the sky in a 

series of successive, hesitating steps. Total' 
time for this zig-zag route m'ay be as much as 
1/150th of a second. 
.Stroke voltages may start at hundreds of 
millions of volts between cloud and earth, but 
when the bolt hits earth, mutualization of  - 
charges somewhat reduces the voltage. How- - 

• ever, millions of volts can still be delivered to 
, 'the :building, 'tree, power line, or antenna 
'which is struck. Actual voltage depends upon. - 
'the amount of current, conductivity .of the 
struck object' and impedance of the Path to' 
&us eground:  • 

• _ " Depending upon the violence of the storm, - - - - • 
the stroke current may range between 1,000 

• and 200,000 amperes. Stroke. current flows 
'Schenectady, New York, home, on arc-light' „ ° through the le••ading node of a bolt; and usually " • 
electiodes. The flashing blue lights undoubted-- builds to a peak within one to ten microsec-
• ly attracted the attention of neighbors, who - onds aftér the bolt completes contact with the 
observed the electrical wizard's bearded chin,   ̀earth;  • 
ever-present cigar — and fondnessfor unusu-  • About half of the lightning strokes are multi-
--al pets such as Gila monsters and alligators —  ple, with from 2 to as many as 42 individual 

strokes. They're caused by quick recharging of 
the cloud area and may last for as long as 1.5 
seconds, with cumulative energy and destruc- : 
tive force also multiplied. 
When, a:stroke is about to take place, the 

surrounding surface b! the ground for à radius* 
of several miles carries an electrical charge. As 
the lightning stroke takes place, this surface - 
charge moves. radially toward the ground end , 
of the air pàth, forming an electric current in 
the ground. At the point where the discharge* - 
enters the ground, the current density be-

cal spark, resulting from millions of volts and •• , • cornes high. If the flow . takes place through a • • 
thousan•ds• • of 'amperes hurtling between-  'foundation wall, such as your shack, damage '• 
clouds and earth, and produced by the attrac- - is likely. 
(ion between positive and negative electric « In' view of this, ground systems should be 

distributed rather symmetrically outside and 
aroiind the circumference of your house and 
shack rather than grouped on one side. With  - 
ground connections properly distributed, the , 
current will be collected at the outer extremi-
ties, with the flow underneath your home mini-
mized. At least two ground connections 
should be made at opposite sides of your 
house. 

and undoubtedly branded him eccentric. Yet, • 
Steinmetz was the first to make key observa-
tions on the protection of electric-power trans-
-mission systems. He was called, "the man 
who tamed lightning." 
Frbm such experimental work unfolded an _ 

understanding of the anatomy of lightning. 
Sensitive instruments measured it, and the 

rotating-lens camera showed it to, 
• be a complex phenomenon of many compo: 
nents rather than a single bolt. 
By :definition, lightning is a gigantic electri: • 

charges.' 
_ Lightning is accompanied by thunderstorrns 
which develop with the formation of massive 
. clouds and rapid updrafts of moist air rising by , 
convection from a hot, humid area. Within this 
' major upheaval are produced charges of hun-
dreds of millions of volts, adequate to produce 
lightning strokes from cloud to earth, or 
among.clouds. Separation of charges and re-, 

• 

It 
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Charles Proteus Steinmetz, 
left, "the man who tamed light-
ning," in 1922 demonstrated 
his artificial lightning generator 
- to Thomas A. Edison in Sche-
nectady, New York (photo . 
courtesy General Electric Co.). 

Lightning 
Protection 
ristor is one electronic device that 
chops off surges at 600 volts, protect-
ing the circuits beyond. 
Like the ac line, any conductor en-

tering a home or ham shack supplies 
easy entry for lightning surges. There-
fore, the best protection is to com-
pletely disconnect all equipment from 
antennas and eliminate all paths for 
strokes. Rotator cables are frequently 
overlooked, but should be discon-
nected during electrical storms. 

Transmission lines 

Any lightning surge that hits your 
antenna feedline will follow it into 
your shack unless it is bypassed to 
ground outside your dwelling. Some 
commercial devices are available that 
can be inserted in the coaxial line — 
the "Blitz bug" and Hy-Gain's LA-1 
and LA-2 are examples — and when 
connected to ground will provide 
some protection. 
Installing your feedlines so that they 

enter your shack via SO-239 chassis 
fittings mounted on the outside wall 
allows rapid disconnections when 
your station isn't in use. 
For open-wire feedlines, a simple 

lightning arrestor can be made with 
copper or brass strap mounted on 
three stand-off insulators. A spark gap 
between the two conductors is con-
nected to ground, adjusted so that it 
doesn't arc at the highest power level 
operated. see Fig. 2. 
Long wires, with the antenna run-

ning directly to the transmitter, are a 
particularly dangerous lightning path. 
Either the conductor should be dis-
connected completely or an outside 
spark gap should be mounted at the 
point of entry into the shack wall. 
Any feedlines that are grounded in-

side your shack will allow voltage 
spikes and surges to gain entry, and 
should be considered risks of fire or 
damage to your radio equipment. 
There are many coaxial switches 

sold that offer automatic grounding of 
antennas when not in use, and anten-
na tuners that are equipped with a 
"lightning protect" position, but both 
allow lightning to come inside your 
shack. They will protect against static 
buildup on the antenna system, but 
any solid hit will carry high currents 

ample to cook wafer switches, and 
most coaxial switches as well. 
The best protection is to keep light-

ning outside your shack! 
Equally important is disconnecting 

the ac lines from your radio gear 
when not in use and when thunder-
storms are most likely. 

Ground wires 
The conductor used for grounding 

connections should be equivalent in 
strength and cross-sectional area to a 
No. 6 AWG (4 mm) copper wire. 
Solid wire is ideal. 
If aluminum wire is used for a 

ground conductor, it should not be 
used in conjunction with copper, 
copper-covered, or copper-alloy fix-
tures. 
Materials used for the ground sys-

tem should be resistant to corrosion, 
according to the >TPA code. No com-
bination of materials should be used 
that forms an electrolytic couple so 
that corrosion is accelerated in the 
presence of moisture. 
Ideal ground rods are from six to 

ten feet long, and are usually made of 
solid copper, copper-clad pipe, gal-
vanized pipe or galvanized iron rod. 

The ground system 
A good ground system is easily 

made in areas where the soil has low 
resistance — moist soils near salt 
water are ideal — but will require 
more effort if rocky, dry conditions 
prevail. 
Properly made ground connections 

are essential to a well-functioning sys-
tem, and every effort should be made 
to provide ample contact with the 
earth. Where good, moist soil exists, 
a ground rod ten feet into the ground 
will provide a resistance of from 20 to 
50 ohms, and two such rods con-
nected together, one at each end of a 
house, will be adequate for collecting 
and dissipating the energy of a flash. 
If your soil is rocky, as it is here in 

Connecticut, conventional grounding 
methods will be difficult. Most kinds of 
rocks are insulators, or at least of high 
resistivity, so to obtain an effective 
ground, an extensive network of 
wires can be laid on the surface of the 
rock — much like an antenna coun-
terpoise — or pushed into slits cut in 
the soil to cover the wires and avoid 
the hazard of tripping passers-by. 
Such a wire web will include areas 

where the resistance to earth is high, 
but at the same time the potential dis-
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Lightning 
Protection 
tribution around the house is substan-
tially the same as though it were rest-
ing on conducting ground, and the 
protection resulting is also about the 
same. 
One technique used by hams with 

dry, rocky soil is to add salt to the soil 
surrounding a ground rod. If a post-
hole digger is available, the rod can be 
inserted after a hole is cleared of rocks 
and gravel and filled with a mixture of 
commercial salt and topsoil. Try to 
avoid getting the salt near the surface, 
or grass will have a hard time sprout-
ing. Putting a ground rod near drains 
or downspouts will work, as they help 
keep the soil moist. 
It's recommended that all ground 

systems in the house be bonded to-
gether. The copper or lead water 
pipes, and telephone ground wire, 
should be included, together with the 
ground of the electric service. Com-
mon bonding is recognized as the 
most effective method of preventing 
side flashes resulting from a lightning 
discharge. 
Conductors should be installed with 

consideration for offering the least im-
pedance to the passage of stroke cur-
rent between the air terminals and 

ground. The most direct path is best, 
and there should be no sharp bends 
or narrow loops for the lightning to 
jump across on the ground. The im-
pedance to ground is almost inversely 
proportional to the number of widely 
separated paths, so from each roof-
or tower-mounted air terminal there 
should be at least two paths to 
ground. 

Towers and masts 

By their nature, towers and vertical 
structures are ideal "targets" for light-
ning and should be well grounded. 
The tower and its guys should be con-
nected to the main ground system, 
and a separate ground rod should be 
installed near the base of the tower. A 
radial system of ground wires extend-
ing away from the tower base is effec-
tive, and each wire should have an in-
dividual ground rod connected at its 
end. If these radials are cut for one-
quarter wavelength, they will natural-
ly serve as rf grounds should the 
tower be shunt fed and used as a ver-
tical antenna. The radials should be 
spaced about ten feet apart at their 
ends, and the main tower ground rod 
should not run through the concrete 

To operate General 
Electric's new Voltage 
Spike Protector (VSP), 
simply plug the VSP 
into any 120-volt 
grounded alternating 
current (ac) recep-
tacle, and then plug 
the cord from your TV 
set, radio, or stereo 
into the VSP (photo 
courtesy General Elec-
tric Co.). 

base if one is used to support the 
tower. The reason is that with a direct 
strike, the high current would likely 
heat the base material and cause it to 
explode. 
An rf ground and a lightning 

ground may not be the same, as 
many apartment-dwelling hams have 
discovered. If the radio shack is lo-
cated several floors up, the ground 
wire may become resonant on several 
bands and lose its effectiveness for rf 
purposes. One solution is to add 
quarter-wave resonant lengths. 

Boats 

For Radio Amateurs operating mar-
itime mobile, the installation of anten-
nas on the mast is a common proce-
dure. In such cases, the radio antenna 
may serve as a lightning-protective 
mast provided it has adequate con-
ductivity and is equipped with light-
ning arresters, lightning-protective 
gaps, or a means of grounding during 
electrical storms. 
Obviously, materials used for 

grounding systems on boats should be 
resistant to corrosion. Avoid using 
combinations of metals that form gal-
vanic or electrolytic couples. Number 
8 AWG (3.3 mm) copper is recom-
mended. 
If a vertical antenna is used that has 

a loading coil at the base, consider the 
antenna as ending immediately below 
the coil. A suitable gap should be pro-
vided for by-passing lightning current. 
A current connection for a boat 

consists of any metal surface normally 
submerged in the water and that has 
an area of at least one square foot; 
propellers and metallic rudders may 
be used. A steel hull also provides an 
adequate ground. 

Protecting lives 

Most of our discussion has involved 
the protection of property — includ-
ing our radio equipment. But please 
remember that simple safety precau-
tions can also help protect lives 
against severe injury or death due to 
lethal strikes or high-voltage shock. 
The lightning hazard is greatest 

among those who are outdoors a 
great deal. For those who are inside 
buildings during electrical storms, the 
risk is far less and serious injuries are 
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A home lightning protector installed on the main ac service en-
trance will bypass lightning surges to ground and guard appliances 
and radio equipment plugged into the ac system (photos courtesy 
General Electric Co.). 

rare. It has been said many times that 
to seek shelter from an electrical 
storm by standing under a tree is a 
mistake, and an invitation to a light-
ning strike. Working around towers, 
masts, and various antennas with a 
thunderstorm approaching is also a 
bad bet. Avoid the high ground and 
any conductor that could suddenly 
get "hot" in the event of a strong 
buildup of electrical potential. 
Seek shelter in one of these places 

if possible: large metal-frame build-
ings, homes that have lightning pro-
tection, automobiles or buses with 
metal tops and bodies, trains, trailers 
with metal bodies, enclosed metal 
boats or ships, or on city streets that 
are shielded by nearby buildings. 
In heavily urbanized, built-up towns 

and cities, the hazard isn't as great as 
in the open country. Barns and other 
large, isolated buildings are the most 
prominent targets for lightning in a 
large open area. In hilly or mountain-
ous districts, a building on high 
ground is usually subject to a greater 
hazard than one in a valley or other-
wise sheltered area. 
During an electrical storm, be sure 

to remind other members of the fam-
ily to stay away from electrical appli-
ances or plumbing fixtures such as 

faucets, etc. Taking a shower or bath 
during an electrical storm is ill-ad-
vised, since a lightning strike in the 
neighborhood could send severe 
high-voltage surges through the 
ground, and the surges can travel 
along conducting pipes. Pulling the 
plug on the family TV set is also a 
good idea, although the kiddies in the 
household might stage an instant pro-
test. 
Every ham shack should have a fire 

extinguisher handy, and additional 
units should be mounted convenient-
ly on each floor. The rating should be 
such that the contents are effective 
against electrical fires in particular. 

First aid 

What do you do in the event some-
one is shocked by a lightning-induced 
surge or an electrical short circuit? 
Follow the basic rules of first aid for an 
electrical emergency. 
If the victim is in contact with live 

electricity, first shut off power. If this 
isn't possible, call the power com-
pany. An alternative is to free the vic-
tim from the "hot" wire or appliance 
using either a dry rope, dry board, or 
dry stick, making sure that your hands 
are dry and that you're standing on a 
dry surface. 

Then, treat for asphyxiation. Use 
the standard methods of mouth-to-
mouth, or the modern cardiopulmo-
nary resuscitation (CPR) technique of 
artificial respiration. 
For shock, get medical aid as soon 

as possible, and in the meantime keep 
the victim warm, placing the head 
lower than the feet. If the person is 
conscious, give fluids unless the vic-
tim is nauseated or has a penetrating 
abdominal wound. 
If the victim has burns, cut away 

loose clothing, cover the burned area, 
and around it, with sterile dressings to 
keep out air. 

Conclusion 

Lightning is a serious business, but 
it need not cause you to give up a 
wonderful hobby, or to lose a lot of 
gear for lack of protection. Provide 
low-resistance paths, in several direc-
tions, outside your shack to encour-
age lightning to take the shortest 
route. Hook some protective devices 
across the ac line to suppress spikes 
and surges, and then disconnect your 
lead-in wires when things really start 
grumbling. You'll sleep a lot easier 
and still have a rig for tomorrow 
morning's DX search. 

HRH 
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Anatomy 
of a 

Transceiver 

Not too many years ago, the begin-
ning Amateur had few decisions to 
make in selecting a rig. Transmitters 
were separate from receivers, and he 
used either CW or a-m voice modes 
on the high-frequency bands. 
As more and more users began to 

soak up radio-spectrum space, mutu-
al interference became a serious con-
sideration in design. Adding to the 
melee were television receivers by the 
millions. Hams came under attack 
more and more often because of tele-
vision interference, and TVI kits were 
sold by the countless thousands to 
help reduce the problem. 
Eventually, the Federal Communi-

cations Commission was pressed into 
the struggle, and a series of regula-
tions were enacted to ensure that 

proper interference suppression was 
built into the rig right at the factory. 
Cleaning up the transmitters didn't 

do much to alleviate the problem of 
spectrum congestion, however. 
Those old wideband a-m signals used 
more than twice the frequency space 
necessary to convey their informa-
tion. Narrow-band techniques be-
came mandatory, and single sideband 
(SSB) became the standard mode for 
voice communications on the high 
frequencies (3-30 MHz). 
The receiver was just as guilty of in-

adequate performance as the old 
transmitters were. They were Insensi-
tive, noise-prone, unstable, wideband 
. . . they, too would have to be rede-
signed. And they were. 
As the older transmitter/receiver, 

two-piece combinations became ob-
solete, a new style of radio came to 
the forefront: the transceiver. Built 
around the premise that receivers and 
transmitters use some common cir-
cuitry (power supply, audio stages, 
frequency control, etc.), a good argu-
ment was presented for the economy 
and practicality of combining both 
functions in one box (see Fig. 2). The 
approach was especially appealing to 
a growing breed of ham who would 
rather buy than build their rigs, and 
whose main interest was operating 
(sometimes referred to in depreciating 
terms by the old-timer as the "appli-
ance operator"). True, not all hams 
have either the time or the interest to 
build their own equipment, and sag-
ging sales at parts supply houses testi-
fied to the growth of the "factory-
wired" market. 
Radio surplus inventories of choice 

components dwindled, and Japa-
nese-manufactured imported trans-
ceivers became increasingly attrac-
tive. Regarded at first with suspicion, 
these imported transceivers were 
often referred to by cynical old-timers 
as "rice boxes." Nevertheless, names 
like Yaesu and Kenwood began to 
catch the eye — and the wallet — of 
the ham. 
Few veteran American firms sur-

vived the onslaught which followed; 
time-honored names like Hallicraft-
ers, National, Gonset, and Hammar-
lund disappeared from the Amateur 
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Fig. 1. A block diagram of a modern transceiver. The shaded portions indicate circuitry that is shared by both the transmitter 
and the receiver. For clarity, switching is not shown. 
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marketplace. And yet, other Ameri-
can firms were born: Swan, Drake, 
and Ten-Tec to name a few. 
Their products were good, the 

prices were affordable, and their prod-
ucts are found in many hamshacks 
today. 
This month we are going to take a 

close look at a typical American-made 
Amateur transceiver marketed for the 
high-low frequency bands: the Ten-
Tec OMNI-B will serve as an example. 

A good look at a rig 

Even a casual glance at one of 
these new rigs reveals a host of fea-
tures hardly dreamed of in the early 
days of a-m transmitters and receiv-
ers: receiver offset tuning (RIT), tun-
able notch filter, voice-actuated oper-
ation, digital frequency display, all-
solid-state construction, and automat-
ic level control. 
The OMNI is a six-band rig in the 

sense of Amateur operations, (160, 
80/75, 40, 20, 15, and 10 meters), 
but includes 10-MHz WWV for re-
ceiving time signals. This convenience 
is included in Kenwood, Yaesu, and 
Drake. Since each band tunes slightly 
more than 500 kHz, (except 28-30 
MHz) licensed out-of-band operation, 
such as on the MARS frequencies, is 

possible, as is reception of non-Ama-
teur signals. This feature is also 
shared on products from !corn and 
Swan. The Drake TR-7 and Collins 
KWM 380 include a general-coverage 
receiver, and Palomar's PTR-130K 
transmits and receives from 1.8-30 
MHz inclusive! 
All high-frequency transceivers use 

a common oscillator to control both 
transmitter and receiver, thus you are 
ensured of being on-frequency when 
you call another station. In some 
cases, it is desirable to transmit slightly 
off frequency; a receiver offset control 
(RIT) allows this flexibility (see Fig. 2). 

Fig. 2. The "OFFSET" control, top center, 
is sometimes called Receiver Incremental 
Tuning (RIT). This allows you to change 
the receiver's frequency slightly without 
disturbing the transmitter's setting. It's 
useful for following a "drifter," or for 
working DX stations who are not listening 
on frequency. 

It is analogous to the "delta-tune" fea-
ture found on many CB sets, and per-
mits fine tuning your receiver on the 
other fellow's signal without moving 
your transmitter off frequency. In the 
days before offset tuning, it was com-
mon to hear two hams working one 
another and moving up and down 
across the band trying to tune in one 
another! 

The Receiver 

Offset tuning for the receiver sec-
tions of transceivers which have this 
feature is accomplished by switching 
in a set of varactor diodes (see Fig. 
3). These are devices which change 
capacitance with applied voltage. A 
front-panel potentiometer changes 
that voltage, thus altering the fre-
quency of the normal receiver tuning 
circuit. 

Preselector 

A preselector peaks incoming sig-
nals by resonating (tuning) the rf am-
plifier circuit of the receiver (see Fig. 
4). Some transceivers, such as Ken-
wood's TS-120S, are automatically 
tuned on both transmit and receive 
modes. 

Fig. 4. The receiver rf amplifier, or 
input stage, is tuned by a front-panel 
control for better rejection of out-of-
band signals and noise. 

Fig. 3. Varactor diodes are switched 
into the VFO circuit for offset tuning. 
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Fig. 5. The NOTCH and SELECTIVITY 
controls are very important for the receiv-
er, and the DRIVE control helps keep the 
transmitter from overworking. See text 
for details on these functions. 

Bandswitch 

The choice of band for both trans-
mitting and receiving is accomplished 
by rotating a multi-section band-
switch. The switch provides the cor-
rect sets of inductances and capaci-
tances for proper resonance on the 
bands selected. When set for 10-MHz 
WWV, the transmitter circuitry is de-
feated to prevent accidental or unlaw-
ful transmission on that frequency. 
NOTCH and SELECTIVITY are 

among the handiest of receiver con-
trols, Fig. 5. In many cases, they will 
spell the difference between failure 
and success from a reception stand-
point. They work totally opposite 
from one another in terms of tech-
nique. 

Selectivity 

The selectivity control is a step-
selectable bandwidth control; it per-
mits the operator to choose how wide 
a portion of spectrum around the 
wanted signal will be detected. Ob-
viously, it is advantageous to make 
this bandwidth as narrow as possible 
to avoid interference from adjacent-
frequency signals. With too narrow a 
bandwidth, however, intelligibility of 
the desired signal suffers. A compro-
mise is therefore often necessary, 
allowing a slight amount of nearby in-
terference to come in, in exchange for 
high intelligibility of the desired signal 
(as in Figs. 6 and 7). If the interfer-
ence has a well-defined pitch, as in 
Fig. 6, it may be tuned out by a good 
notch filter. 

Notch filter 

A notch filter is a sharply tuned 
(high- Q) filter which may be adjusted 
over an audio-frequency range, typi-
cally from 250 to 7000 Hz. It will trap 
out any audio frequency to which it is 

tuned. This will substantially reduce 
many types of interference, and when 
used with a narrow i-f filter, single-sig-
nal reception is often a reality. 

Attenuator 

The volume control is nothing new, 
nor is the way in which it operates, an 
d-gain control with its built-in attenua-
tor is unusual. 
To prevent the delicate front-end 

circuitry from being overloaded by a 
strong nearby signal — and to reduce 
distortion on unusually strong signals 

— a set of PIN diodes may be switched 
into the circuit, forming an attenuator. 
They, in effect, short out part of the 
incoming energy. 

Noise blanker 

A noise blanker is another popular 
feature of modern transceivers. Auto-
matic noise limiters (ANL) are found 
on many less expensive receivers. 
They work by smoothing out noise 
peaks, such as ignition noise, by clip-
ping any excessive voltage peaks as 
they appear in the audio circuitry. 
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Fig. 6. Selectivity in the l-f system can help keep interference out of your receiver 
by limiting the response to a narrow segment of spectrum, left. Audio filters can 
further eliminate interference by reducing the range of tones that you hear in your 
headset or speaker, shown at right. 
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However, a noise blanker senses each 
spike of noise, shutting off the receiv-
er for a fraction of a second while that 
spike occurs. Our ears usually do not 
notice this brief period of inoperation, 
and thus a signal is easier to copy. 
Noise blankers are superior to noise 
limiters in this respect, and a distinct 
advantage when considering a rig. 
They are available on transceivers 
from virtually all manufacturers. 

The Transmitter 

While modern receivers boast fea-
tures which are certainly a far cry from 
the old Hallicrafters days, new trans-
mitters also show true state-of-the-art 
innovation. 
On most high-frequency (i.e., 

1.8-30 MHz) transceivers, two modes 
of operation are available: CW and 
single sideband, with a choice of 
either upper or lower sidebands. 
Because of the good frequency sta-
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Fig. 7. Two carriers close to one 
another will produce a beat note that is 
directly related to their frequency sepa-
ration. In this case, they are 1 kHz 
apart, thus you'll hear a 1000-hertz 
tone when they are both on. 

bility required by single-sideband 
communications, the tunable oscilla-
tor must be extremely well designed. 
The modern approach is to use a per-
meability-tuned oscillator (PTO), pio-
neered by Collins Radio Company 
and widely used in their classic "S-
Line" receivers and transceivers. The 
military R-388 and 390 series exem-
plify this superior stability of frequen-
cy and ease of tuning. 
Essentially, selection of tempera-

ture-cancelling components, coupled 
with a slug-tuned oscillator coil, pro-
vide the basic oscillator circuit. It is 
mechanically and thermally stable 
and, also important, linear in re-

Fig. 8. A modern transceiver is a joy to use, but that convenience does not come 
easily. This block diagram of the Ten-Tec OMNI-D shows what it takes to pack all 
those marvelous functions into one neat box. 
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sponse through its tuning range. This 
makes calibration easier (when using 
a printed dial). 
Frequency readout on most new 

transceivers is provided by a digital 
display. The readout circuit is actually 
a special frequency counter, cali-
brated to measure the output of the 
tunable oscillator, compare it with the 
heterodyne-oscillator frequency, and 
display the actual operating fre-
quency. 
This procedure is similar to the 

super-heterodyne principle in which a 
received signal is mixed with an oscil-
lator signal to produce an intermedi-
ate frequency. In most transceivers, 9 
MHz is the output of the sideband 
generator, and that frequency must 
be taken into consideration when 
compared with the VFO output in 
order for the readout to display the 
correct operating frequency. 
The signal generated by the VFO is 

fed to both the receiver and the trans-
mitter. In the receiver, the VFO signal 
is heterodyned (mixed) with the in-
coming radio signal to which you are 
listening, producing an intermediate 
frequency (i-f). This i-f signal is then 
reduced to an audio output by mixing 
it with the output from the BFO (beat 
frequency oscillator) in the product 
detector. The resultant audio is ampli-
fied and fed to a speaker or ear-
phones. 
In the transmitter, the signal gener-

ated by the VFO is mixed with a 
9-MHz signal which comes from a bal-
anced modulator. The balanced mod-
ulator has two inputs, one from the 
microphone and one from the 9-MHz 
oscillator (carrier generator). Linear 
amplifiers are used to produce a sig-
nal of usable strength. 
Naturally, the complex processes 

mentioned here have been reduced 
for simplicity, but the essentials are 
there, and shown in block diagram 
form in Fig. 8. By using a common 
BFO and VFO, transmit and receive 
functions will occur on identical fre-
quencies. 

Bandpass filters 

In order to remove spurious (un-
wanted) signals from the receiver and 
transmitter circuits, special filters are 
used throughout the transceiver as 
shown in Fig. 9. These filters are de-
signed to allow only the desired fre-

Fig. 9. Because of the broad-band nature of modem, solid-state circuitry, band-
pass filters must be used in the output to keep harmonics and spurious signals from 
being transmitted. These filters are visible in the Ten-Tec OMNI, 

quency to pass through. This pre-
vents potential interference from 
being radiated along with your signal, 
or from being received along with the 
desired signal while you are listening. 
Of particular interest in the design 

of a modern transceiver is the broad-
band output circuit, or "final". In vac-
uum tube days, two front-panel con-
trols were alternately peaked and dip-
ped while watching the final-amplifier 
plate-current reading on the meter. 
This procedure insured that the final 
amplifier tubes were operating within 
their limits, and that the antenna and 
feedline were properly coupled to the 
transmitter. 
With solid-state amplifiers, the pro-

cedure is quite different. Instead of 
the high voltage we had with tubes 

(often 1000 volts or more), we have 
high current (as much as 20 amperes) 
and low voltage (12 to 14 volts), 
Additionally, no tuning is required 

for these final amplifier stages. Broad-
band output circuitry maintains a rela-
tively constant impedance over the 
full operating range, see Fig. 10. As 
handy as this may seem, it has certain 
disadvantages. If an improper load is 
connected to the final amplifier, the rf 
(radio frequency) power which is pro-
duced will heat the transistors rather 
than radiate from the antenna. This 
mismatch is called SWR (standing 
wave ratio), and results from improp-
er antenna or feedline design. If pre-
cautions are not taken, the result may 
be a blown set of expensive output 
transistors! 

Our 
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Fig. 10. The push-pull circuitry of this driver and final amplifier stage bears a slight 
resemblance to that found in older rigs, but note the lack of tuning capacitors; it's 
all done by impedance matching. 
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SWR protection 
Fortunately, most manufacturers 

have thoughtfully provided a failsafe 
system to check the impedance mis-
match before it can do harm. A circuit 
breaker or drive-reducing system dis-
ables the power supply when a sensor 
detects reflected power (SWR) at an 
unsafe level. Everything shuts down, 
and (with some rigs) the operator 
must wait a few seconds before he 
can restore power. In the meantime, 
the cause of the mismatch should be 
determined. 
When feeding a properly designed 

antenna system, many of the new rigs 
are capable of 200 watts input power 
or nearly 100 watts output into a 50-
ohm unbalanced (coax-fed) load. 
Just to let you know what's going on, 
some rigs like the Ten-Tec OMNI have 
a built-in SWR meter. 

To prevent tune-up interference, 
some manufacturers provide a couple 
of extra features: a drive control per-
mits low-power tuneup by reducing 
the amount of signal going into the 
power amplifier. The Ten-Tec OMNI 
includes an automatic-level-control 
circuit which permits the user to set a 
maximum power level beyond which 
the transmitter will not operate re-
gardless of the drive level setting. This 
is useful for driving external linear am-
plifiers which do not need the full out-
put of the transceiver. This, too, helps 
protect the output transistors from 
high-SWR antenna systems. 
On single sideband, your voice pro-

vides audio which is mixed with the 
BFO to drive an amplifier. This is why 
there is no signal between words 
when you are listening to an SSB sta-
tion — your S-meter keeps hopping 

Fig. 11. Voice-operated transmit (VOX) 
controls make the operator's life easier. 
All you need do is speak, and electronic 
wizardry does the rest. The controls 
shown here, below the main tuning 
knob, are for adjusting the sensitivity and 
time-delay of the VOX; the one labeled 
"ANTI" Is to prevent your own speaker 
from turning the rig on. 

up and down with voice peaks! 
Many hams enjoy the automatic 

convenience of VOX (voice-operated 
transmit-receive control). VOX is not 
only handy for "rag chewing" with 
other hams, but for phone-patch ap-
plications it is quite practical too. In-
stead of having to manually switch the 
rig back and forth between transmit 
and receive while you anticipate com-
ments from parties on the telephone, 
they automatically switch the rig to 
transmit each time they talk! The loca-
tion of these controls varies from rig to 
rig, but you can see them just below 
the main tuning dial of the OMNI, as 
shown in Fig. 11. The first controls 
the amount of gain required to actu-
ate the VOX circuit. The second ad-
justs the amount of delay time be-
tween the last voice sound and when 
the rig switches to receive. The third 
control is "ANTI-TRIP." Its purpose is 
to prevent the rig's own speaker audio 
from activating the VOX circuit 
through the mic. For those hams who 
still would rather push the mike but-

Compact, lightweight, versatile — today's transceiver provides all the features hams 
usually need to partake of Amateur Radio to the fullest. Accessories that were never 
dreamed of in the early days of Amateur Radio are provided in the modern trans-
ceiver — such as phone patches, electronic keyers, a remote VFO, and more. 
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ton to talk, PTT (push-to-talk) opera-
tion is also provided. Since VOX con-
trols rarely need constant readjust-
ment, they are often located else-
where on other rigs. 
For totally arbitrary reasons, the 

lower three Amateur bands (160, 75 
and 40 meters) were committed by 
early SSB operators to lower-side-
band mode. The higher frequencies, 
(20, 15, and 10 meters) use almost 
exclusively upper sideband. Nearly all 
Amateur sideband communications 
will follow this plan. Some transceiv-
ers like the OMNI have already been 
programmed to follow this plan as the 
operator switches bands. Just in case 
the operator wishes to swap side-
bands, however, he may switch from 
normal sideband to reversed sideband 
by rotating the appropriate control. 
For CW operators, sharp receiver 

filters really help separate the wheat 
from the chaff. Full break-in (QSK) is 
provided in some rigs like the OMNI. 
When you stop keying, the receiver 
automatically comes on so that you 
don't have to reach up from the key 
to switch manually. 

In conclusion 

Years ago, it was considered a rou-
tine responsibility for hams to build 
their own rigs. Virtually all Amateurs 
"home-brewed" their transmitters, 
and a large number even made their 
own receivers. They wound coils, and 
fabricated their own cabinets and 
chassis. But times have changed; 
these older rigs could not begin to 
compare with the simplest of today's 
technology. While good rigs can still 
be made at home — kits and compo-
nents are available — the majority of 
ham rigs in use today are factory 
wired. 
A manufacturer buys his compo-

nents in large quantities, keeping 
costs down. We couldn't begin to put 
together from scratch a transceiver in 
the class of the Ten-Tec OMNI, Heath 
SB-104, Kenwood's TS series, the 
Yaesu, Icom, or any of several other 
modern rigs, at anywhere near the 
price. 
Amateur Radio has grown into an 

intricate and fascinating hobby. 
Understanding the functions of your 
transceiver will help you appreciate 
the thoughtful engineering which 
makes our hobby even more enjoy-
able than In yesteryear. 

HRH 
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wo r ki n g  BY ROY MOSES WD5ICY 

Phone From Telephone 
A Telephone Exchange with a Difference 

The Telephone, Texas, barbershop (left), and the general store (right). Next door is the Masonic Lodge, with the Baptist Church behind. 

Expedition — A journey undertaken 
by an organized group of people with 
a definite objective. 

The American Heritage 
Dictionary of the English 
Language 

You can't be an active ham very 
long without hearing or reading about 
DXpeditions to far-off places, pileups, 
operating marathons, rare QSLs, and 
the attendant problems in logistics, 
planning, and red tape that must ac-
company such efforts. 
And, if that sort of activity appeals, 

it brings wistful wonderings about how 
such massive efforts are accom-

plished. How does the average eight-
to-five working ham afford such a 
"vacation?" How can he arrange that 
much time away from job and family? 
Where does he find companions of 
like desire and circumstance for a suc-
cessful working party? 
Some members of the North Texas 

High Frequency Association in Den-
ton, Texas, pondered these questions 
over coffee and doughnuts one night 
after a club meeting, and came up 
with an alternative. We planned an 
expedition, but changed the prefix 
from "DX" to "mini," then charged 
blindly ahead. The result was one of 
the most enjoyable operating events 
in the history of the two-year-old High 

Frequency Association. 
The logic was simple: knowing full 

well that trips to distant atolls, reefs or 
islands were beyond the time and 
means of the club or its members, the 
next step was to select an operating 
site that, while not "exotic" in the 
strictest sense of the word, still had 
some uniqueness to it. 
Texas, like most states, has any 

number of small towns with quaint 
names, so NTHFA members began 
looking at tiny dots on state maps. We 
came up with several possibilities, the 
most appealing being Telephone, 
Texas, providing the concept of 
"working phone from Telephone." 
Others were Telegraph, Texas, for 
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CW, naturally, and Novice, Texas, 
for working the Novice-class fre-
quencies.' 
We selected Telephone primarily 

because of its size (population 210 in 
the last census) and proximity (about 
85 miles northeast of Denton). Also, 
since this would be a first-time effort, 
we thought the mini-expedition con-
cept could be more easily explained 
on the air by voice than by CW. 
These initial steps were taken in 

early 1979, and by the end of March, 
planning had proceeded with all the 
organization and detail of a Keystone 
Cops vice raid. The major decision 
was made: "Go." Minor decisions, 
such as date, time, operating site, fre-
quencies, equipment and logistical 
arrangements, were left almost to 
chance. 
In late spring, Duncan Engler, 

WD51KY, had occasion to be near 
Telephone, and stopped in for a visit 
with the postmaster. His town, the 
postmaster said, is the only one in the 
world named Telephone, and he 
would be delighted to hand cancel 
our QSLs with a Telephone postmark 
— particularly if we would buy the 
stamps for him. 
Telephone consists basically of the 

Post Office, a general store, barber-
shop, Masonic Lodge, and Baptist 
Church. Duncan selected a vacant lot 
across from the general store as a pos-
sible operating site, and so reported at 
the next club meeting. 
The next step was to select a time, 

and publicize it. A tentative early sum-
mer date was set and notices were 
mailed to ham publications. But then 
came a severe gasoline shortage in 
the area; original plans were scrubbed 
and the entire operation was tempo-
rarily put on the back burner. 
By summer's end, the gasoline 

problem had eased somewhat, so 
club members revived the mini-expe-

•Keep an ear tuned to the bands for more 
activity from this group. They plan to re-
peat the "Telephone" experience late In 
September or early in October, and are 
perhaps operating an "Alternate Olympics 
Mini-Expedition" from Moscow, Texas, 
even as this magazine Is In the mall. Plans 
call for a Box 88 QSL address if every-
thing works out. Who says summertime 
hamming is dull? — Editor. 

dition project. We looked for a new 
date while keeping one eye on the 
calendar, for fall weather in North 
Texas can be most unpredictable and 
"iffy." Finally, it was agreed: the 
weekend of October 27, operating 
from noon Saturday, local time, to 
noon Sunday. 
Equipment, in keeping with the in-

formality of the entire operation, was 
simplicity itself: a trailer-mounted 
generator and forty-foot layover, tele-
scoping mast; ground-mounted verti-
cal; 40- and 15-meter inverted vees; 
Ringo Ranger on top of the telescop-
ing mast for 2-meter contacts; Swan 
500CX transceiver operating bare-
foot; and an Autek QF-1 audio filter. 
When the new date was set it was 

too late to publicize the operation, but 
we did notify hams who had made 
specific inquiries after our earlier an-
nouncement. We also notified area 
news media, but other than that, we 
just figured to take our chances on 
random contacts. 
The main party of the mini-expedi-

tion consisted of George Watkins, 
WD5FN1;  George  Lindley, 
WA5HKW; Smitty Kiker, KB5UM; 

and me. We were joined later by Fred 
Opaskey, WB5TSB; Greg Jones, 
WD5IVD, Gary Fellers, K5LQP; and 
David Goins, KB5TO. 
We departed from Denton at 0800 

local time Saturday, October 27, and 
arrived in Telephone about 1030, 
with a stop in Bonham for coffee and 
road directions. In Bonham, we dis-
covered that advance publicity mailed 
to weekly and daily newspapers in the 
area had paid off — we mentioned 
Telephone or Denton or ham radio, 
and people knew who we were, 
where we were going, and why. 
In Telephone, we found a four-

man welcoming committee waiting in 
front of the general store. We dis-
cussed operating sites and they sug-
gested we set up in front of the Com-
munity Building, about a block and a 
half off the main (and only) road 
through Telephone proper. They 
took us across the street to the local 
barber, Calvin Felts, who is in charge 
of the Community Building. 
Mr. Felts interrupted a haircut in 

progress to tell us he didn't think we 
would have enough public visibility at 
the Community Building. "Why don't 

Telephone mini-expeditioners, from left, are: Fred Opaskey, WB5TSB; Smitty Kiker, 
KB5UM; Greg Jones, WD5IVD; Roy Moses, WD5ICY; George Lindley, WA5HKW; 
Darren Brown (kneeling), at the time a Novice-dass trainee, now KA5HHJ; George 
Watkins, WD5FN1; and Gary Fellers, K5LQP. Not pictured: David Goins, KB5TO, who 
had taken David Jr. fishing (photos by Smitty Kiker, KB5UM). 
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you just set up in front of the shop 
here?" he asked. He further sug-
gested we plug into his ac power and 
not have to cope with the noise of the 
gasoline-powered generator, and ad-
ded that he would leave his shop un-
locked that night in case the weather 
turned a little cool and we wanted to 
sleep or operate inside. 
It didn't take us long to accept that 

hospitality. We offered Mr. Felts $10 
as a token of appreciation for his elec-
tricity and facilities, and he unplugged 
his clippers and went home, since he 
was scheduled to close at noon. (He 
returned in mid-afternoon, however, 
because George, WD5FNI, had men-
tioned wanting a haircut, and Mr. 
Felts obliged. The price was $2.50.) 
It required about an hour to get the 

station assembled and all the wires 
sorted out, and from then on it was 
pure enjoyment. There was a large 
open area beside and behind the bar-
bershop where we parked vehicles, 
set up the vertical antenna and trailer, 
did our cooking, and where two par-
ticipants even pitched a small tent. 
Some slept in the open on cots, some 
in the back of a station wagon, and 
two moved their cots inside the bar-
bershop. 
We descended on the general store 

next door for barbecue sandwiches 
for lunch. We put a brisket on a 
smoker for supper, and bought bacon 
and eggs for breakfast, to be cooked 
on a Coleman stove. We forgot only 
two major items — a cube tap for the 

power line, and a "guest register" for 
visitors, of which we had many. 
Some stayed as late as 2 AM Sunday, 
and we answered many questions 
about ham radio. 
With a phone contest in progress, 

high winds and blowing dust most of 
the day and lots of QRN, operating 
conditions were less than ideal, but 
the hospitality of the Telephone citi-
zens more than compensated. 
When we inquired about rest-

rooms, we were told the back door of 
the nearby Baptist Church would be 
left open so we could use those facili-
ties. Mr. Felts made several trips back 
to our operating site to check on our 
needs, and provided some backup 
extension cords. The lady at the gen-
eral store said she normally slept late 

Taking a "Telephone break" are, from left 
to right: Gary Fellers, K5LQP; David 
Goins, KB5TO; David Jr.; George 
Lindley, WA5HKW; and Greg Jones, 
WD5IVD. At right is trailer-mounted gen-
erator and telescoping mast. 

on Sunday mornings, but volun-
teered to come down and cook a hot 
breakfast for us Sunday morning if we 
lacked the necessary facilities. A Fan-
nin County deputy sheriff came by 
Saturday night to see if we needed 
anything, stayed for a long visit, and 
left a phone number where he could 
be reached if necessary. 
Operationally speaking, things be-

gan slowly, but gradually picked up as 
word seemed to spread about work-
ing phone from Telephone. Early 
Sunday morning, we stumbled into 
the Kadiddlehopper Net on 40 
meters, and had Kadiddlehoppers 
lined up for the next four hours. From 
the beginning, however, the philos-
ophy was for quality of contact, not 
quantity; so instead of just quick ex-
changes of QTH and signal reports 
we did a lot of ragchewing along the 
way. As one member said, the fun of 
this operation compared to Field Day 
is that, "We make up our own rules as 
we go along." 
We operated 23 hours, and the box 

score stacked up like this: 183 total 
confirmable contacts. We worked 43 
states and Washington, D.C., includ-
ing a pickup truck mobile in down-
town Las Vegas and a mobile on the 

Shortly before sunup, 
WD5ICY took a 
break from logging to 
start fixing breakfast, 
while George Wat-
kins, WD5FNI, kept 
radio operations 
going strong. 
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Our smart machine 
reads sloppy copy. 
New! Includes 24-hour UTC clock, 
110 and 300 baud ASCII, & tuning eye! 

Kantronics. 

Field Day® $449.95 

If someone tells you they offer the same features 
we do, check them out with the list below. 
Kantronics offers the finest in state-of-the-art 
technology through over 35 dealerships in the 
United States, Canada and West Germany. 

III Morse copying ability 
III 3 to 80 WPM Morse range 
II Computer programs for. improving 
sloppy Morse 

oln Radioteletype copying ability - 60, 
67,75 and 100 WPM Baudot 

III ASCII radioteletype ability - 110 
and 300 WPM baud 

• Copies any shift of RTTY 
Ill 24-hour UTC clock available in any 
mode 

• Entire unit contained in one package 
IN Automatic code-speed tracking 

• Full 10-character, large-size display 
• Displays code speed 
III Tuning eye for faster tuning 
• Full year limited warranty 
• Internal speaker 
II Requires no TV set for use 
I Advanced demodulator circuits 
al Internal 200 Hz bandwidth filter 
la All letters, numbers and punctuation 
plus 8 special Morse characters and 
5 special RTTY characters 

• 15-day trial period. 

Send for our free brochure that explains the Field Day 
system of Morse and RTTY decoding. Or you can order from 
one of our dealers or our factory today. Our number is below, 
give us a call. 

Special SWL model - $464.95 

“ ee  Okay, tell me more. 1 
Name 
Address 
City  State 

Zip 

1202 E. 23rd Street (913) 842-7745 
Lawrence, Kansas 66044 

Colorado River in Arizona. We 
worked VE3s and VE7s, St. Kitts In 
the Leeward Islands, the Canal Zone, 
and a California ham on board his 
sailboat near Costa Rica. 
We had with us a foreign and U.S. 

Callbook, with supplements, and as 
each station was logged, the logger 
would look up the address and pre-
pare an adhesive-backed mailing 
label. The labels were later used to 
mail QSLs. 
To commemorate the event, spe-

cial QSLs were prepared. These con-
sisted of four panels of pictures and 
text, each panel measuring 4 x 81/2 
inches. After labels were put on, the 
QSLs were sent to Telephone, where 
the postmaster affixed stamps and the 
Telephone postmark. 
A byproduct of the mini-expedition 

was that it provided one of the most 
entertaining club-meeting programs 
of the year. Gary, K5LQP, took 
"home movies" of the entire opera-
tion, from departure to return, and 
these were shown at the next meet-
ing, complete with appropriate com-
ments and narration by the partici-
pants. 
As far as cost goes, the concensus 

seemed to be, "I've spent a lot more 
money and had a lot less fun." The 
largest single expense — about $80 
— was for printing and mailing the 
QSLs. The club treasury took care of 
that expense, and individual mem-
bers who participated shared the costs 
for travel, food, and incidentals. 
The experiences at Telephone 

were so enjoyable and rewarding that 
NTHFA members are giving a second 
thought to similar mini-expeditions to 
Telegraph, Texas, Novice, Texas, 
and possibly other unique or unusual 
operating sites. But Telephone, the 
first, will always be the favorite of 
those who took part. 
We have already had inquiries 

about the possibility of a second mini-
expedition to Telephone, and re-
quests for personal notification if we 
go again, so it may become an annual 
event. 
The Telephone trip is still a prime 

conversational topic when members 
of the "Telephone Crew" get togeth-
er, and one may have summed up 
the general feeling recently when he 
said, "You may have a hard time get-
ting me to work Field Day after the 
fun we had at Telephone." 

HRH 



Getting 
Started: 

KARL T. THURBER, JR., W8FX 

Build, Buy; 
Used or 
Surplus 

Setting up the hamshack can be a dif-
ficult and challenging task. A number 
of important decisions have to be 
made that will have far-reaching im-
pact on the ultimate composition of 
your station and the satisfaction you 
derive from its operation. These in-
clude decisions on building your own 
gear (or working from kits), buying 
your station fully assembled and fac-
tory-fresh, scouring the ham markets 
for suitable used gear and accessories, 
and looking into the surplus scene for 
gear that you might put to use. 
In this article, I will survey these 

considerations, covering the merits 
and drawbacks of homebrewing, build-
ing and constructing kits, purchasing 
ready-made equipment, shopping the 
secondhand market, and salvaging 
surplus gear. 
Whether you decide to buy com-

mercial gear, assemble kits, or home-
brew, you will want to know what's 
available. You'll want to acquire some 
general electronics catalogs and those 
of the ham-equipment specialty deal-
ers. You will surely want to obtain 
flyers from Radio Shack, Burstein 
Applebee, Olson Electronics, and 
McGee Radio. The ham catalogs of 
distributors such as Tufts Radio, AGL 
Electronics, and Amateur Radio Sup-
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Getting 
Started: 

ply should also be high on your list. 
And you'll need the catalogs and 
specification sheets of equipment 
manufacturers such as Drake, Yaesu, 
Icom, Kenwood, Heath, and Ten-
Tec, as well as the myriad accessory 
suppliers, too. 
The Amateur Radio publications 

such as Ham Radio Horizons, ham 
radio, 73, CQ, and QST constitute a 
treasure-trove of information about 
current equipment. Additionally, clas-
sified ads in these magazines can give 
you a good picture of the used mar-
ket. Furthermore, you can read the 
product reviews to find out about per-
formance of newly introduced equip-
ment, though the reviews will rarely 
be critical or objective enough to be 
really useful in making final equip-
ment-selection decisions. 
This all brings up the question of 

what it costs to be a ham. While, at 
this time, the ham license costs noth-
ing, getting on the air does cost 
money. A basic station can be bought 
or built for as little as $100, or many 
thousands of dollars can be spent on a 
commercial-quality installation. As in 
any other undertaking, you get what 
you pay for. However, Amateur 
Radio is not necessarily a super-
expensive hobby. Wise and judicious 
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equipment selection can optimize 
your results based on a minimum 
monetary investment. 
The beginner has some decisions to 

make. First, whether to build his own 
gear, buy new or used commercial 
equipment, try a kit, or homebrew — 
or even seek to convert a suitable 
piece of surplus gear. Next, he has to 
decide just what receiver, transmitter, 
or transceiver to buy. And then he 
has to make a selection of those 
accessories which will be most useful 
to him. 
As a beginner, you should not be 

reticent about asking for help from 
those who are already established. A 
little advice from one who has suc-
cessfully "weathered" the equipment-
selection process can save a great 
deal of heartache and expense in try-
ing to correct poorly made choices. If 
there is a ham club in your area, at-
tend its meetings and pick the brains 
of its members. You'll have to evalu-
ate what you are told in the light of 
your own needs and finances, but 
you'll be all the wiser for doing so. 
Let's present a few guidelines that 

should be helpful in wrestling with the 
decisions you'll have to make. 
Less fashionable than it once was, 

building your own gear is a good way 

to "get your feet wet" and to learn 
about the hobby's technical aspects. 
No matter how intently you study the 
license manuals and read the hand-
books, all this means nothing until 
you do something with the knowl-
edge you've gained. It's not necessary 
to build sophisticated equipment, but 
building something helps to develop 
real understanding. If a transceiver's 
circuitry is over your head, you can 
tackle a simple project that can be 
used in getting your "ticket," such as a 
code practice oscillator. Or, you can 
tackle an item for use with your new 
station, such as a field-strength meter, 
SWR bridge, or dummy load. There's 
little penalty involved if what you 
build doesn't work right the first time 
— if you start small. But, the experi-
ence gained can be invaluable. 
If you go the homebrew route, 

there are some important considera-
tions. First, the cost of building can 
actually be much more than the price 
of an equivalent kit, and, unless 
you're sure of the credentials of the 
designer, you have no assurance that 
the circuit is a good one. Homebrew 
equipment has a very low resale 
value, and it may very well be impos-
sible to sell except to another ham on 
a personal basis. Very rarely is home-
brew gear accepted on trade-in for 
new or used items. If you have trouble 
with your construction project, there 
may be no one to turn to for help. For 
these reasons, it's best to start simple, 
holding off on the more complex 
projects. 

If you build a kit 

Kits represent a good way of setting 
up at least a portion of your station. 
You gain building and troubleshoot-
ing experience and become familiar 
with the inner workings of your gear. 
You also learn about the use of tools, 

Most current high-technology, solid-state 
Amateur equipment pushes the limits of 
what can be accomplished by the home 
craftsman. However, this Heath SB-104 
transceiver, constructed from a kit, is easi-
ly within the reach of the Amateur with 
average electronic skills. Unit features 
plug-in circuit boards and modular con-
struction for most subassemblies (photo 
courtesy Heath Co.). 
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component color codes, schematics, 
and test equipment. Working from a 
kit overcomes many of the obstacles 
of building from scratch. Usually, 
holes are pre-drilled, step-by-step as-

Precise antenna matching requires the 
use of a standing-wave-ratio indicator 
Installed in the coax line between the 
tuner and the transmitter (or transceiv-
er). This Heath infirm wattmeter is a 
typical high-quality unit and features 
dual power/SWR scales. This particular 
model Is designed to handle gear run-
ning from 10 to 2000 watts over the 
range 50-160 MHz, making it ideal for 
6 or 2 meter use. A similar model is de-
signed for 160 through 10 meters 
(photo courtesy Heath Co.). 

sembly and alignment instructions are 
provided, and only simple tools are 
required for construction. 
The kit will usually cost about 

20-30 per cent less than that of a 
comparable wired-and-tested unit be-
cause of the factory labor that did not 
have to be put into it. Well-established 
kit manufacturers, such as Heath and 
EICO, provide easy, "by-the-num-
bers," instructions that the inexperi-
enced beginner can follow. These 
same firms also label in their advertis-
ing those few kits that should not be 
attempted by the first-time kit builder. 
In most cases — unless a defective 

part is inadvertently furnished — the 
kit will work as advertised. Even if it 
doesn't work the first time it's turned 
on, the experience gained in tracing 
and analyzing circuit diagrams and 
performing trouble-shooting routines 
can be worth the technical insight that 
results. 

DX'ER, 
CONTESTER, 
or 
RAG-CHE WER 
With the sunspot cycle nearing its peak, 
and traffic on 10, 15 and 20 meters at an 
all-time high, you need a tri-band beam 
that really delivers. You'll find that there 
are more Hy-Gain Tri-Banders on the air 
than any other brand, and that says a lot! 
All of Hy-Gain's Tri-Banders feature 
separate High-Q, high-efficiency traps 
that ensure maximum F/B ratio and gain 
and minimum VSWR on ALL THREE 
bands. Hy-Gain's "no-compromise" 
construction features; taper-swaged 
6063-T832 thick-wall aluminum tubing 
for maximum strength and minimum wind 
resistance: a rugged boom-to-mast 
bracket that adjusts from 11/4" to 21/2"; 
heavy gauge, machine formed, element-
to-boom brackets that won't allow the 
elements to twist on the boom; and 
improved element compression clamps 
that allow greater tightening ability and 
easier readjustment. 
Hy-Gain's unique Beta-Match is factory 
pre-tuned to ensure minimum VSWR and 
maximum gain on all three bands. All 
Hy-Gain beams are fed with 52 ohm 
coaxial cable and deliver less than 1.5:1 
VSWR at resonance. 
Write for full details today! 

TELEX. rhg-gatn.  
TELEX CO M MUNICATIONS. INC. 

040••••••Log  1101,340 
U P . ..a. W W1\ Or..1•••• 

Hy-Gain has 
the right 
Tri-Bander 
for you! 

Antenna shown is: 
TH6DXX 
6-Element 
Tri-Band Beam 

Other Trl-Banders in the 
Hy-Gain line: 
TH5DX 
5-Element 
Tri-Band Beam 

TH3MK3 
3-Element  . 
Tri-Band Beam 

Tower shown is 
The NEW Hy-Gain 
HG-52SS 
Self Supporting 
Crank-Up Tower 
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Getting 
Started: 

Are you ready to tackle the conversion, 
adjustment and troubleshooting required 
to get that "good-deal boat anchor" into 
proper shape? Be sure you have all the 
facts before ordering or lugging home an 
"unknown." 

There are disadvantages. Kit-built 
equipment has a lower resale value 
than commercially constructed gear. 
Many firms will not take kits in trade, 
or may offer very low trade-in quotes 
because of the bad experiences they 
have had in accepting poorly wired or 
modified kits for resale. Unfortunate-
ly, there are only a few firms whose 
prime business lies in selling electronic 
kits — foremost among them being 
the two giants we mentioned, Heath 
and EICO. Kits sold by others typical-
ly do not have the detailed instruc-
tions so necessary for success; details 
are often limited to a schematic and 
the basic entreaty, "install the parts." 
And, kit savings may be washed out 
by factory returns and repair charges. 
Try your hand at a few simple, 

accessory-type kits. If you enjoy 
building and are successful at it, go on 
to more complex gear, such as a 
transmitter, receiver, or transceiver. 
There's plenty of time to build up your 
construction skill as you develop your 
operating skill. 

Buying commercial gear 

Everyone knows that buying top-
quality, strictly brand-new gear at the 
start is fine if you can afford to do so. 
You have the warranty backing of the 
dealer and/or manufacturer, and you 
have a list of the specifications that the 
equipment should meet. If it doesn't, 
you can return it for repair or replace-
ment. It's a good deal. 
Still, ordinary cautions should be 

observed, just as in buying any major 
household or personal item. Know 
what you want before you shop, 
know the facts and specifications, 
carefully assess the differences be-

tween competing equipment, and 
consider price. Be aware, however, 
that price should definitely not be the 
only consideration. The price often 
determines the degree of post-sale 
service you can expect, warranty or 
not. If you buy locally, you may pay 
more. Buying from the "800 number" 
market is fine, but check on post-sale 
service — ascertain who will back the 
equipment in case something goes 
wrong. Inquire as to refund and ex-
change policies. There may be a 
10-15 per cent restocking charge 
should you return the unit. And don't 
rely completely on the advice of the 
salesman for critical information on 
the unit you're interested in. Check 
out the facts on your own. 
Used equipment may actually pro-

vide better value than new gear. A 
current model used Amateur trans-
ceiver usually costs 20-30 per cent 
less than an equivalent brand-new 
unit; depreciation takes its toll on ham 
gear as it does on anything else. On 
older gear, cost decreases consider-

If your budget is strained for the purchase 
of needed gear to get your station on its 
way, check out the used equipment tables 
at a local hamfest. The used market in 
ham gear is an âtive one, and genuine 
bargains can be had. If you're a beginner, 
however, take a friend who can help eval-
uate any prospective purchases. (Photo 
taken at 1979 ARRL. National Conven-
tion, Baton Rouge, Louisiana.) 
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ably. Actual prices depend on the 
condition of the equipment, terms of 
sale, and current demand. 
Where to buy used gear? Typical 

sources are local hams, through the 
magazine classified ads, from others 
at hamfests and swap meets, and 
from regular used-equipment dealers. 
Buying from local hams is preferred, 
since it's unlikely that a "local," partic-
ularly a member of your own radio 
club, would shortchange you with a 
lemon. Buying through the classifieds 
is usually successful, but satisfaction 
depends on the personal integrity of 
the seller. Several trading firms have 
sprung up in recent years to act as in-
termediaries in the buying and selling 
of ham gear between private parties. 
These services set up various proce-
dures to help prevent the buyer from 
getting "stuck" with a lemon and to 
make sure the seller gets prompt pay-
ment. Most of these outfits run classi-
fied ads, and it's worthwhile to check 
out the services offered. They can 
function as effective "matchmakers." 
Buying at swap meets can yield 

great savings, but there is little protec-
tion from bad deals. Again, you have 
to rely on the Integrity of the seller; 
there is no warranty and lots of risk. 
It's best to shop with specific equip-
ment in mind, and to have an idea of 
the range of acceptable prices. If nec-
essary, take along an experienced 
ham to help you check out the gear 
you're interested in. There is little re-
course for a poor choice. 
Scouting out your equipment in 

person or by mail from a store special-
izing in used Amateur gear is usually 
satisfactory. Most ham supply houses 
accept "clean" trade-ins on new 
equipment as a convenience to their 
customers, and they dispose of it 
through their used-gear'clepartments. 
Normally, the equipment is at least 
checked over. In some cases it is "re-
conditioned" to near-new condition, 
or certainly put in working order. 
Most dealers will not accept beat-up, 
modified, kit-built, or homebrew gear 
in trade. If they do, the gear/equip-
ment is usually sold "as-is" at a low 
price, and return policies vary. Before 
clinching a deal, you should check to 

18HT 
the World's Finest 
Muftibarid Vertical 

The 18HT "Hy-Tower" is the only full size, 
--automatic band-switching vertical antenna 
for 80 thru 10 meters on the market today! It 
:features a unique stub decoupling system 
_.which effectively Isolates various sections 
of the antenna so than an electrical 1/4 

-wavelength (or odd multiple of a 1/4_, 
wavelength) appears on all bands. As a 
result, the VSWR Is less than 1.5:1 at 
resonance 80 thru 10 meters. 

Typical 2:1 VSWR Bandvvidths are: 

-- •-   ••  730000  kkHHzz  o(onr  1b0e tmteert) eorsni  -15, 20, and  
- 

" 40 meters  ' 
"'•''"t ' • 250 kHz on 80 meters 
With the addition of a base loading C6i1,> 
the 18HT also provides exceptional 160 
meter performancel  , 

Many 18HT's have been in service for 
15 years or more and they still deliver 
"original spec" performance.-This 
enviable record is the result of .. 
- Hy-Gain's no-compromise attitude 
- toward materials and construction. The 
-18HT is complete with a 24 foot 
-galvanized tower that supports the ' 
_-entire system without guys in winds up 
- to 75 mph. The top section consists of 
dependable 6063-T832 taper 
swaged aluminum tubing that 
-extends the antenna fo an overall 
'height of 50 feet. A special hinged 
. base allows complete assembly on the 
-ground and permits easy raising and  -;" 
lowering.  ' 
• Hy-Gain °liars a wide selection of 
. vertical antennas as well as a' e' _ 
complete line of beams and crank-up 
towers. Write for detailed information' 
today! 

1‘ 

TELEX, hegam 
TELEX COMMUNICATIONS. INC. 

KIT] NrIvel‘ Alm Se St morsIsts. SS4 »ISO  SA 
Socçar Pe n», 0.•ligyar...anonar. WP M  glens .nres 

.14:64,11414.).4. 
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Getting 
Stinted: 

Older, tube-type gear abounds on the 
swap tables and under the auction block 
at most hamfests. But be sure you know 
what you're buying before you buy. 

see if the firm allows you to return un-
satisfactory year for a refund or credit 
toward other equipment. There is 
usually a time limit — normally 10-30 
days — on a free-trial or return privi-
lege, and up to 90 days for a trade-
back on new gear. Check also to see 
who pays for repairs after the return 
period has expired, and for how long 
the warranty — if any — is valid. 
A disadvantage of buying used 

equipment in this manner is that you 
may not be able to get just what you 
want when you want it. Dealers' 
stocks are constantly changing; a re-
cent ad showing the equipment you 
want may have been prepared three 
or four months ago, and the year long 
since has been sold. Many dealers will 
hold the next unit they receive in 
trade for you upon placing a small 
deposit. 

What about surplus? 

If you aren't much on homebrew-
ing or constructing kits, you may want 
to consider modifying surplus gear for 

hamshack use. Some equipment re-
quires a minimum of reworking — 
just add an ac power supply to make 
it ready to go. 
There are a number of reputable 

outlets for surplus gear, military and 
commercial, such as Fair Radio Sales, 
Delta Electronics, and Surplus Cen-
ter. Getting on their mailing lists and 

Table 1. Selected surplus equipment dealers. The companies listed below sell 
military and/or commercial surplus equipment and parts to the Amateur commu-
nity. Those marked by an asterisk (•) issue a catalog which is usually available on re-
quest, either free or for a small fee. 

Atlantic Surplus Sales, 3730 Nautilus Ave., Brooklyn, NY 11224 
B&F Enterprises, 119 Foster St., Peabody, MA 01960' 

Barry Electronics, 512 Broadway, New York, NY 10012 
Delta Electronics, P.O. Box 2, 7 Oakland St., Amesbury, MA 01913' 

Electronics Distributors, Inc., 4900 Elston Ave., Chicago, IL 60630' 
Etco Electronics, North Country Shopping Center, Plattsburgh, NY 12901' 
Fair Radio Sales, 1016 E. Eureka, Box 1105, Lima, OH 45802' 
Gregory Electronics Corp., 249 Route 46, Saddle Brook, NJ 07662 
John Meshna, Jr., Box 62, E. Lynn, MA 01904' 

Poly Paks, P.O. Box 942, S. Lynnfield, MA 01940' 
Space Electronic Co., 36 Ruta Court, S. Hackensack, NJ 07606 

Spectronics, Inc., 1009 Garfield St., Oak Park, IL 60304' 
Surplus Center, Box 82209, Lincoln, NE 68501' 
Surplus Electronics Corp., 7294 N.W. 54th St., Miami, FL 33166 
Ultima Electronics Ltd., 73 Sherwood Court, Huntington, NY 11743 

obtaining their catalogs are good ways 
to become familiar with the range of 
surplus equipment and parts that are 
available. Surplus gear is usually sold 
for a very small fraction of its original 
cost, and much of it is built to higher 
standards than ordinary equipment. 
Despite the obvious cost-saving 

aspects of surplus gear, there are 
many drawbacks of which you should 
be aware. Although much military 
gear is adaptable for ham use, it really 
isn't intended for such use. Surplus 
gear is rarely eye-appealing, power 
requirements are cumbersome, con-
trol panels are designed with other 
purposes in mind, and what is avail-
able is rarely state-of-the-art. Most 
popular equipment of World War II 
and Korean-War vintage just doesn't 
"hack it" on today's crowded bands. 
Tube-type surplus requires high-volt-
age dc; filament supplies typically run 
off of 12 or 26 volts; and conversion 
data and manuals are often not avail-
able. Be especially careful of purchas-
ing surplus gear with which you're not 
familiar, or for which modification 
data isn't available. Consider the cost 
of conversion (including new parts re-
quired), the outlay for the basic year, 
and the resultant value of the equip-
ment after conversion. Simply stated, 
is the conversion worth the cost and 
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trouble, and will you have a good 
piece of ham gear once the job is 
done? 
Commercial (non-military) surplus 

is often perfectly good new equip-
ment, sub-assemblies, and compo-
nents that go "on the block" when a 
contract is completed or an overstock 
condition is reached. You can reap 
parts bonanzas by careful reading of 
the surplus houses' ads and flyers — 
see Table 1. 
It's good to choose which acquisi-

tion route you will take while you're 
waiting for your license to arrive — 
you don't need a license to make 
these decisions. Be ready to operate 
when the awaited "ticket" arrives! 
These, then, are the main consider-

ations involved in making the impor-
tant "way to go" decisions. Follow the 
hints and suggestions I have pre-

A five-band antenna tuner with a differ-
ence — it can be built from a kit to offer 
valuable construction experience while 
producing a useful hamshack accessory 
(photo courtesy Apollo Systems). 

sented, and you should be well on 
your way to achieving a functional 
first ham station that "gets out." 
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HRH 

HG-52SS 
Self-Supporting 
Crank-Up 
Tower ,u 

o. 

The Hy-Gain .Model HG-52SS is a 52 
foot self-supporting crank-up tower 
designed for antenna loads of up to 9.0 
square feet in winds ùp tci 50 mph. This 
all steel constructed tower is hot dip 
galvanized after fabrication to ASTM 
specifications. Features include extra-
strength diamond web bracing and an 
Improved guide system for the 
telescoping sections_which provides 
rigid, close tolerance-structural support 
while leaving the tube..ends open for 
complete surface galvanizing and 
unrestricted moisture drainage. Rotators, 
including the Hy-Gairk -300 and CDE 
Tailtwister, can be mounted inside the 
top section on the rotor mounting plate 
included with the tower.lhe HG-52SS is 
easily raised and lowered by manual or 
optional electric winch system. A thrust 
bearing is available which bolts to the top 
section and !Kok:ma-Iodates masts up to 
2 inches in diameter.-The HG-52SS is 
easily erected on a limited area site, and 
can be readily retracted to a 21 foot 
height for service of the antenna:* 
Hy-Gain manufactures à.complete line of' 
Crank-Up towers from 33 to 70 feet. 
Write for complete details today. 

Hy-Gain '7-
-Diamond Web 
Bracing for the - 
ultimate in— 
structuraI  
strength. 

• •_• .  r4 • 
TELEX.Ihg-nd e 

TELEX CÇIMMLINIC4rIONS. INC. 

1,1Q  In * 

Antenna shown 
Hy-Gain 

"..TH6DXX - 
Tri-Band Beziak, 

• 
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WORLD TIME CALCULATOR  NEW! 
Here's a very handy operating aid toe your nail shack To use il. you 
locale your ',Dui time, move the dial to your local lime zone and voila 
— you know the time anywhere around toe world Besides determining 
time, yOu get a full explanation of many confusing terms such as mean 
solar tune, ephemeris time. atomic time and more Indispensable aid 
for both the contester and OX'er C:;1980 

OVG-TC $2.95 

SAVE TIME & MONEY! 
RADIO FREQUENCY INTERFERENCE 

by ARRL 
Finally! A new book that helps you understand RFI Here's a conven-
ient, practical source that details everything from goad neighbor rela-
tions lo simple technical cures for RFI Six complete chapters take you 
from RFI definition to good workable solutions, The final section is an 
FCC reprint that presents a step-by-step procedure lo identify, localize. 
and resolve specilic radio-TV interference problems 64 pages ,D1978 
DAR-FI Softbound $3.00 

OWNER REPAIR OF RADIO EQUIPMENT 
by Frank Glass, K6R0 

'Trie successful repair of any device results in restoring its operation at 
least to the level it sad lust before it quit ' With this basic concept in 
mind, author Frank Glass gives you stet, by step instructions on how to 
repair all kinds of electronic equipment Fourteen chapters cover every 
aspect 01 repair procedure from component use and failure and how to read 
schematic diagrams to a most important subject. safety This book is a 
must for the amateur new to servicing his own equipment. 85 
pages. .t.1979 
ORO-OR  Softbound $7.95 

1980 34th EDITION 
WORLD RADIO & TV HANDBOOK 
The world's only complete reference gwde to international radio and televi-
sion. This 1983 edition has complete information on each station including 
address, frequency and scheduling. Much additional inlormation such as 
solar activity and World Time Table is included Unquestionably the leading 
book of this type. 554 pages 01980. 
CWR-TV Softbound $14.95 

THE ARRL ANTENNA ANTHOLOGY 
by the ARRL staff 

This brand new book pulls together a wide selection of antenna articles 
from OST Written for Amateurs of all levels and interests Included are 
phased arrays. verticals. Yogi's  . even the VHF Ouagi! Detailed 
instructions and lull illustrations make this a really useful book for any 
Amateur 152 pages '4)1979 
CAR-AA Softbound $4.00 

FM and REPEATERS 
for THE RADIO AMATEUR 

by the ARRL stall 
this completely new and updated edition gives you the latest in FM 
technology and design theory Highlights include microprocessor control 
circuitry, and a Phase Lock Loop 2 meter transceiver This mobile oper-
ator's tunante now has more to rifler if you're into FM and repeaters or 
just want to learn more, we have the book you're tooking for 176 
pages e.)1978 
CAR-FM  Softbound $5.00 

é 
te a" 

Shop By Mail 
ARRL CODE KIT 
A good practice kit for upgrading your Novice or Technician license 
Two 60 minute cassettes with 30 minutes each at speeds of 5. 7-1/2. 
10 and 13 wPM Also you'll receive an instructon booklet containing 
hints and suggestions on methods for mastering code 
DAR-C)(  $8.00 

RADIOS THAT WORK FOR FREE 
by K. F. Edwards 

It's not often that you can get something for nothing in this world, but 
this book will tell you how to come as close to it as possible "Radios 
that Work tor Free" tells you how to build several circuits, each et 
which will provide you with music, news and entertainment wnite using 
only the intercepted power of the station itself The parts used are 
inexpensive. or it you are a good scrounger and salvage expel, you'll 
find most of the parts for free, lust as the signals are Descriptions are 
amazingly Complete You are led through some of the mystery areas of 
radio such as antennas, grounds coils. capacitors. earphones. 
Schematic diagrams, and how to plan, layout, and wire your protects 
More than just a trip into nostalgia the bOok is a lesson in basic radio 
principles and techniques — and you can dance to the results. 137 
pages. t1977 
DHO-RWF  Spiralbound $5.00 

PRACTICAL ANTENNAS 
From the folks at SCE181, PRACTICAL ANTENNAS is not quite like any 
of the other ham antenna books, Written by a knowledgeable DICer, 
this new book is chock.full of helpful hints and suggestions on the 
how•to's of putting up a super antenna system. Chapters include infor-
mation on design and construction of practical Yogis, quads and wire 
type antennas Inside you'll also find a complete bibliography of anten-
na articles from the popular amateur publications Charts and tables are 
designed lo eliminate all those tricky calculations. And. SCELBI has 
included a list of computer generated beam headings from major popu-
lation centers to at the countr,es of the world. A new format, large 
easy-to-read text and durable vinyl cover make PRACTICAL ANTENNAS 
a "must" for every amateur library t1979 
DSC-PA $9.95 

GUIDE TO RTTY FREOUENCIES 
by Oliver P. Ferrell 

Radeteletype to many hares and SVVL's is an exotic. complicated form 
of electronic communication The author is a well known expert in this 
interesting field and brings to you a wealth al knowledge and practical 
experience First he cowers the basics of PITY identification codes and 
equipment Once you've mastered the basics, he gives you a complete 
runcown on now lo receive and understand what you'll be seeing And 
— Mere re over 60 pages of worldwide station listings For your con-
veniente. listings are made by trequency with station location and serv• 
ice .1)1980. 96 pages 
CGL-RF  Softbound $8.95 



Order $30.00 or more and take a 5% dis-
count. Order will be shipped postpaid. 

ANTENNA BOOKS by Bill Orr, W6SAI 

THE RADIO AMATEUR ANTENNA HANDBOOK 
by William I. Orr, W6SAI and Stuart Cowan, W2LX 

If you are pondering what new antennas to pul up. we recommend you read 
this very popular book. It contains lots ol well illustrated construction prot-
ects for vertical. long wire, and HF/VHF beam antennas. But. you'll also 
gel information not usually found in antenna books. There Is an honest 
judgment of antenna gain figures, information on the best and worst anten• 
na locations and heights, a long look at the quad vs the yagi antenna, 
Inhumation on baluns and how to use them, and some new information on 
the increasingly popular Sigler and Delta Loop antennas. The text is based 
on proven data plus practical. on-the-air experience. We don't expect you'll 
agree with everything Orr and Cowan have to say, but we are convinced 
that The Radio Amateur Antenna Handbook will make a valuable and often 
consulted addition lo any Ham's library. 190 pages. ©1978. 
CRP-AH Soltbound $6.95 

ALL ABOUT CUBICAL QUAD ANTENNAS 
The cubical quad antenna is considered by many to be the best DX antenna 
because at its simple, lightweight design and high perlormance In Bill 
Orr's latest edition at this well known book, you'll find quad designs for 
everything from the single element to the multi-element monster quad, plus 
a new, higher gain expanded quad (X-01 design There's a wealth at sup-
plementary data on construction, reeding, tuning, and mounting quad 
antennas. It's the most comprehensive single edition on the cubical quart 
available. 112 pages. ©1977. 

D RP-CO  Soltbound $4.75 

SIMPLE LOW-COST WIRE ANTENNAS 
Learn how to build simple. economical wire antennas. Even if you don't 
know a leedline from a feed-through. liaf6SAI will get you on the air with an 
effective low•cost wire antenna. And apartment dwellers take note' Fool 
your landlord and your neighbors with some of the "invisible— antennas 
found here. For the old-timer as well as the beginner. Ws a clearly written. 
well diagramed, and even humorous antenna book 192 pages t1972 
CRP-WA  Sottbound $6.95 

BEAM ANTENNA HANDBOOK 
Here's recommended reading 101 anyone thinking about pulling up a vagi 
beam this year 11 answers a lot of commonly asked questions  What is 
the best element spacing? Can different pal antennas be stacked without 
losing perlormanoe? Do monoband beams outperform Inbanders? Lots of 
construction projects, diagrams. and photos make reading a pleasurable 
and informative experience 198 pages t.1977 
ER MA  Sottbound $5.95 

THE WORKS. ALL FOUR BOOKS 
$24.60 VALUE — JUST $21.95 

EIRP-OL  FOUR BOOKS $21.95 

KANTRONICS THEORY CASSETTE 
Here's a new, easy way to study theory or your Novice, General, Advanced 
or Extra class exam Designed for folks on the run. All you have to do is 
drop in the cassette at home, work, or in the car and listen to an interview-
style tape covering Novice General. Advanced or Extra class theory A great 
way to reinforce other study methods. 
CKT-NT Novice Class Theory Cassette  One tape $4.95 
CKT-GT General Class Theory Cassette  Two tapes $8.95 
CKT-AT Advanced Class Theory Cassette  One tape $4.95 
CKT-ET Extra Class Theory Cassette  One lape $4.95 

Mail payment and order form to: 

am 
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GOING SAILING WITH AMATEUR RADIO 
Are you into sailing? Then you need Going Sailing — art extremely helpful 
book, especially for the boating and yachting enthusiast who wants to 
incorporate Amateur Radio in tus ship's gear. Whether it is lust for fun or 
safely measures, bringing Amateur Radio aboard makes a lot al sense. Next 
time you're headed for sea, take Amateur Radio and a copy of this great 
new book for long-range radio communications. 64 pages. 01978 

Sottbound $3.95 

SHORTWAVE PROPAGATION HANDBOOK 
Edited by George Jacobs, W3ASK, and 
Theodore J. Cohen, N4XX 

For many hams, both new and old, radio wave propagation is still a mys-
tery Realizing this, the authors went about the task of preparing a simpli-
fied text that Mild be understood by hams, swl's and engineers alike, 
Stress has been given to simplified explanations and charts. The authors 
also detail a simplified method of do-it-yoursell propagation forecasting. To 
assist your forecasting efforts, the book contains a complete listing of the 
12 month smoothed sunspot numbers since 1749. Join those who know 
how to predict when the bands will open to specific areas of the 
world ©1979. 

CICO-PH $7.50 

ARRL O Se A SERIES 
Each book Is full of sample questions that covet just about every aspect 
of the FCC Amateur exam series These handy study guides are a must 
for the soon-to-be or ready-to-upgrade Amateur .Convenient pocket size 
lets you take your study guide with you everywhere. Softbound. 
AR-OA Novice ©1979  $2.00 

CAR-TG Technician. General ©1979  $2.50 
AR-AE Advanced. Extra ©1979  $3.00 

RSGB AMATEUR RADIO OPERATING MANUAL 
Edited by R. J. Eckersley 

Compiled by the RSGEI. this exciting new book covers just about every facet 
at Amateur Radio, Slatting with a precise description of the Amateur Service 
worldwide. the Amateur Radio Operating Manual leads tne Amateur through 
the steps to setting up a station correctly, how to operate properly, DX, 
contests. satellites. RTTY and Slow Scan Television. You also get 5 big 
appendixes tam-packed with more information; callsIgns in use, maps, 
DXCC country list, time zones and international callsign assignments. 190 
pages. ©1979. 
CRS-OM  Sottbound $9.95 

GENERAL CLASS AMATEUR LICENSE 
STUDY GUIDE 

by Phil Anderson, WOXI 
This book was written in simple laymen's language with uncomplicated 
explanations and examples used to present electronic radio concepts and 
ideas. Throughout each chapter, questions and answers are used to 
strengthen your understanding of the terms and concepts presented. This 
book also covers several methods that can be used to improve code recep-
tion skills. The final chaplet Is a sample FCC exam which the author feels 
he would ask if he were to give the FCC exam. 160 pages. ©1979. 
021617  Softbound $6.50 

IN A HURRY? 
ORDER 

TOLL FREE 
1-800-258-5353 

Greenville, NH 03048 

Ham Radio's Bookstore 
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Relighting 
the Flame 

My fascination with Amateur Radio 
has bounced in and out of most of my 
37 years of life. It began, as I recall, in 
my pre-teens, as 1 listened to the 
plaintive "Ble-e-a-p, ble-e-a-p, 
ble-e-a-p" of the first Sputnik as it 
passed over the horizons of Raleigh, 
North Carolina. I had been invited to 
listen by a next-door neighbor who 
was an electronics wizard and a ham. 
Then it was crystal sets — the good 

Lord only knows how many coils I 
wrapped on cardboard tubes that 
once held aluminum foil, paper 
towels, or waxed paper. Happiness 
was sending an order off to Allied 
Radio in Chicago and then waiting for 
the postman. 
I'll even confess to having deliber-

ately sent an extra one or two cents in 
with my orders, because Allied would 
actually send you back a check for a 
penny if you overpaid. 1 thought that 
was not only a riot, but the ultimate 
test in honesty. 
Somehow, though, with all the tink-

ering, I never buckled down to the 
Morse code, nor did !sit for the exam. 
I do recall memorizing questions and 
answers from license manuals, not 
having the faintest knowledge of the 
why of the answers_ 
Then there was high school, cars, 

girls, college, more girls, wife, a job, 
family (all girls), starting a business 
(and the accompanying poverty), and 
a host of other excuses that kept the 
flame for ham radio diminished. It 
was always there, but burning very 
low. 
It took a sailing trip from Morehead 

City to Bermuda in the company of 
five good friends, one of them 
WB4PYT, to really fuel the flame. 
WB4PYT, Jim O'Daniel (now 
AA40D), put a rig on the Kristen, the 
Morgan 01-41 we sailed to Bermuda. 
Before we even left the dock, Jim 
cranked that gear up and worked a 
DL in Frankfort, using a vertical 
antenna which looked as though it 
had been purloined from some local 
junkyard. 
The trip to Bermuda took four and 

a half days, and it was truly magnifi-

cent to ride the wind and waves in the 
company of friends, polish off an oc-
casional frosty beer and, about twice a 
day, watch Jim tune up the ham gear. 
The special fraternity which makes 

Amateur Radio so appealing was 
quickly evident: operators in New 
Jersey were only too glad to run a 
phone patch back to North Carolina 
for us. VP9s in Bermuda followed our 
approach with interest and offers of 
assistance when we arrived. 
1 recall being at the helm one night 

while most of the others were sleeping 
below. A merchant ship we had first 
detected on radar was growing in size 
as our courses converged. The prob-
lem — it's a nightmare for sailors 
everywhere — was the ship, while 
growing closer, kept on a constant 
bearing. Constant bearing, decreasing 
range means a collision course. The 
idea is to get both parties to agree on 
who will turn and in what direction. 
We tried the conventional things: call-
ing on VHF Channel 16 for the "ship 
off our port beam," illuminating our 
sails with the boat's searchlight, but 
the merchantman, who must have 
been on auto-pilot, kept plowing on. 
O'Daniel came topside amongst the 

commotion, calmly reached for the 
searchlight, and began signalling in 
Morse code toward the bridge: "Turn 
to Channel 16 on VHF." At this 
point, the ship was sufficiently close to 
induce a lot of tension, but the 
tactic worked. A distinctly 
Spanish and sleepy voice 
came over the VHF and, 
once contact had been 
established, confessed that 
our masthead light — 
some 40 feet in the air in 
the dead of night — made 

• 

it appear our boat was much farther-
away than was fact. Aware of our 
existence, thanks to WB4PYT's 
Morse, both ships altered course 
enough to preclude the necessity of 
checks from life-insurance companies 
to six brand-new 
widows. 

Upon arrival 
in Bermuda, it 

turned out that 
one of the VP9s we'd 
worked. VP9HL, was an 
officer in the Royal Ber-
muda Yacht Club in 

Hamilton, where we 
berthed during our stay. Like Jim 
O'Daniel, John Young is a pharma-
cist by profession. More than that, 
though, when the wives and part of 
the return crew flew over to join us. 
John hosted an elegant harborside 
cocktail party for us at his home. I re-
call saying to myself, "I can't believe 
how nice the people of Bermuda are. 
This guy didn't even know us five 
days ago." 
WB4PYT had to fly home rather 

than sail back, and the return trip just 
didn't have the same luster or magic. 
Poor winds, either 2 knots or 50 knots 
but little in between, and the absence 

- 
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of Amateur Radio that brought friends 
into the galley, left the return trip a 
part of the excursion just as soon for-
gotten. 
The appeal of experiencing friend-

ships via the airways has lingered long 
after the trip. Four of the crew have 
now gotten Amateur licenses, mine 
coming after t simply ran out of 
excuses, and found myself close to a 
University which offered a night 
course geared toward the Novice 
exam. Herb Lacey, N4UE, was our 
instructor, and his technique reflected 
all that has ever appealed to me about 
Amateur Radio. His chats gave the 

subtleties and nuances appeal — find-
ing things out for yourself, learning 
radio etiquette, the pride behind the 
idea of self-policing, the courtesy of it 
all. Herb taught as a friend, and left 
the idea there are still challenges out 
there in radio: SSTV, 6 meters, QRP, 
DXCC. It's a neat promise. In fact, it's 
my belief in the promise of the experi-
ence that gets these words onto paper 
and into print. 
My thought has been that it might 

be interesting to offer a running com-
mentary on "The Novice Experience" 
for a while, sharing what happens, 
the impressions, the learning curve, 
with other hams, Novices, and friends. 
Possibly, it could make the appeal 
pleasant enough to attract a few read-
- ers who, like I did, stood on the out-
side for too long. Next, I'll tell you 
about Samuel Morse's revenge on hu-
manity. 73. 

HRH 

Aye! 

Larsen's 
clan of 
Killrod® 
Antennas 
deliver top 
performance # 
and value!  N' 

Performance and value are built into every Larsen Antenna 
because of craftsmanship that accepts no compromise. 

Making mobile antennas, mounts and accessories is 
Larsen's only business. All of the company's research, 
engineering and production efforts are directed to making the 

best antennas money can buy. The end result is the exclusive 
KOIrod by Larsen. A KOIrod antenna delivers maximum radiation 
efficiency instead of losing power to heat. 

Larsen's antenna clan includes low band, high band, 

quarter wave, VHF, UHF, mobile, fixed base and KOlduckies for 
hand-helds. And Larsen offers every type of permanent and 
temporary vehicle mount — including a magnetic model that's a 
real grabber. 

So whatever band you operate on, if your antenna is a 
Larsen you'll HEAR the difference! 

Larsen Antennas 
RO. Box 1686  In Canada, write to: 
Vancouver, WA 98668  Canadian Larsen Electronics. Ltd. 
Phone: (206) 573-2722 283 E. I Ith Ave., Unit 101 

Vancouver, B.C. V5T 2C4 
Phone: (604) 872-8517 

o Ku-Irocl is a Regslered Trademark cl Larsen Eleclromcs. Inc. 

KOtduckeIs a Trademark of Larsen Electronics. Inc. 
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Ham Radio 
Techniques 

BY BILL ORR, WbSAI 

The summer months are slipping 
away and fall is nearly at hand. Static 
levels are dropping and 10 meters 
should start opening up very soon for 
the fall DX season. 
As every Amateur knows, the sun-

spot activity is gradually dropping, 
and, in the next year or so, 10 meters 
will probably be gone, or nearly so, 
for DX contacts. A pity. Better take 
advantage of this marvelous band 
while you have the chance! 
Many newly-licensed Amateurs 

think that the glory-days of 10 meter 
DX will go on forever. Not so. As the 
sunspot numbers continue to de-
crease, the 10-meter band will be the 
first important victim, and eventually 
it will be as dead as a Scotch village 
on Tag Day. 
There's plenty of enthusiasm about 

10 right now, if I read my mail cor-
rectly. A frequently asked question is, 
"What can I put up for 10 meter DX 
work that is inexpensive and sure-
fire?" Luckily, there are several 
choices open to the ham with a thin 
purse. 

CB antennas on 
10 meters 
The best and least expensive choice 

of 10 meter DX antennas comes right 
from our neighbors in the CB range. 
Yes, it is easy to modify most CB an-
tennas to work on 10 meters. And, 
because these antennas are made in 
quantity, they are relatively inexpen-
sive. Two of the "best buys" are the 
Radio Shack three-element CB Vagi 
beam and quarter-wave ground plane. 
These are available in most metro-

politan areas in the United States, and 
can be easily and quickly modified for 
10-meter service. All that is required 
is that the element lengths be shorten-
ed by the ratio of the desired 10 meter 
design frequency to that of the CB de-
sign frequency. 
As an example, suppose that the 

original antenna is designed with CB 
channel 20 as the center frequency. 
This corresponds to about 27.2 MHz. 
Suppose that it is desired to shift the 

design frequency up some spot in the 
10-meter band, say, 29.0 MHz. The 
element(s) of the antenna must there-
fore be shortened by the ratio 27.2/ 
29.0, or about six per cent. In other 
words, the CB elements must be 
shortened by a factor of 0.94. This 
amounts to trimming a total of 1 foot 
2 inches off of half-wave elements 
and 7 inches off quarter-wave ele-
ments. 
The ground plane? Trim seven 

inches off each radial and the whip 
and you'll be in the ball-park. Leave 
the matching system, if any, alone. 
The Vagi beam? Trim a total of 1 

foot 2 inches off each element. That 
is, cut 7 inches off each tip. Again, 
leave any matching system as is. 
When you have completed this, 

place the modified antenna up in the 
air and run an SWR plot on it. This is 
how you do it. 

The SWR plot 

It is easy to measure the frequency 
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EXCITER 

ANTENNA 

SWR 
METER 

Fig. 1. Plot your SWR antenna 
response. This can be done by taking 
readings across an Amateur band and 
plotting the results-versus-frequency as 
shown in Fig. 2. 

response of your antenna. The setup 
in Fig. 1 is all that is required; your 
station SWR meter will do the job. The 
idea is to take SWR readings at vari-
ous frequencies across the 10-meter 
band, and plot them as indicated in 
Fig. 2. You'll get a nice, smooth 
curve if all goes well, and the frequen-
cy of minimum SWR is the resonant 
frequency of your antenna system. If 
you want to move the resonant fre-
quency about, you can do it by 
lengthening or shortening the anten-
na elements. Reasoning tells you that 
if you shorten the elements the reso-
nant frequency will rise, and if you 
lengthen the elements the resonant 
frequency will be lowered. In the case 
of a beam, all elements should be 
lengthened or shortened en masse, or 
you are liable to lose the particular re-
lationship established between the 
parasitic elements and the driven ele-
ment. 
And that's how to get an inexpen-

sive and good 10-meter antenna 
quickly. The only tool you need is a 
hacksaw! 

2.5 

2 0 

X 
1.5 

I.0 

DESION 
FREGVENCY 

28.0  28.9  29.0 295 30.0 

Ftelff:1 

Fig. 2. Representative plot of SWR 
taken at 100-kHz intervals across the 
10-meter band. Each SWR reading is 
plotted on a graph, and points are in-
terconnected to produce an SWR 
curve, ln most cases, you'll note the 
slope of the curve is greatest on the 
high frequency side of the design point. 
For this three-element Yagi, the design 
frequency is 29.0 MHz. 

The coaxial 
antenna 

Every once in a while the wheel is 
reinvented. This is the case of the so-
called coaxial antenna which has just 
come to life in a new form. 
One of the earliest forms of coaxial 

antenna is shown in Fig. 3. This is a 
vertical, 2-meter array made up of 
half-wave elements cut from sections 
of coaxial line. The phasing of the an-
tenna sections is achieved by cross-
connecting the coaxial lengths: shield 
to inner conductor and Inner conduc-
tor to shield. I haven't the faintest idea 
where this design originated, al-
though 1 do remember some informa-

Every once in a 
while the wheel is 
reinvented. This is 
the case of the so-
called coaxial 
antenna... 

tion floating around In the late forties 
concerning various forms of coaxial 
antennas used for early fm broadcast-
ing. I think they were called "needle 
antennas" because of their shape. 
Well, a few weeks ago 1 received a 

letter from "Doc," WA6IFO, of 
Solana Beach, California. He sent me 
a sketch of his coaxial antenna for 40, 
20, 15, and 10 meters (Fig. 4). In 
brief, it is a length of coaxial line, re-
versed In phase from the transmission 
line and terminated in a 50-ohm load. 
Doc used a Drake DL-300 dummy 
load for the termination. The antenna 
isn't very high in the air, but it works 
on four bands with no antenna tuner 
necessary. Maximum SWR on any 
band is no greater than 1.25 to 1. 
Doc reports that he's worked plenty 

of DX, including Japan on 40 meters, 
with this modest and inexpensive an-
tenna. Recently, he's made a com-
pact version, only ten feet long, and 
found that it loaded well on 40 and 20 
meters. He's going to try it as a radial-
less vertical antenna next. 
Doc's antenna resembles other an-

tennas which are terminated (such as 
the rhombic) and doubtless the radi-
ating portion of the coax could be re-
moved and open wire line substituted 
for it. If this is done, it then starts to re-
semble the so-called T2-FD termi-
nated dipole that was in vogue a few 
years back. 
Shortly after Doc's letter to me, I 

ran across another coaxial antenna 
design in the January issue of Pro-
ceedings of the IEEE (Volume 68, 
number 1). It was in an article entitled 
"Implantable Radiators for Cancer 
Therapy by Microwave Hyperther-

RC- 8/10 
SOLID DIELECTRIC —w. 
(NOT F0414J 

146-1471411i 

50R COAX 
FEED LINE 

TO 
RECEIVER 

1/45 IN AIR 
20.2" 

flàà IN COAX 
f3 45" 

I/2.1 IN COAX 
26 9" 

IXFX IN COAX 
f 3 43" 

ii4).  N AIR 
20.2" 

Fig. 3. A coaxial antenna made up of 
sections of transmission line. Each sec-
tion of line serves both as a radiator and 
a coupler to the adjacent section. An-
tenna is patterned after an early design 
used in fm broadcasting. Coaxial anten-
na is "terminated" by quarter-wave whip 
section at top. Drawing is adapted from 
FM and Repeaters for the Radio Ama-
teur, published by the American Radio 
Relay League. 
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Fig. 4. The coaxial antenna at WA61F0 works on all Amateur bands from 80 to 10 
meters. Length L is uncritical, and is about 40 feet at Doc's station. Sections A and B 
are random length. Doc reports maximum SWR on any band is less than 1.25 to 1. 
For best results, L should be as long as possible, although Doc has used lengths as 
short as 10 feet. Doc says, "It may not be the world's hottest antenna, but it seems to 
put out comfortably workable signals on all bands despite the random proportions." 
Latest DX Is Japan on 7 MHz. 

mia," by Leonard S. Taylor of the 
University of Maryland. 
It seems that certain cancers can be 

treated by combined effects of heat 
and radiation. Since microwaves are 
rapidly attenuated in passing through 
the body, a microwave antenna has 
been developed that may be inserted 
into the body by means of a hypoder-
mic needle! The "hypodermic mono-
pole" is shown in Fig. 5. Note that 
one of the versions has a phase-rever-
sal mode in it. The microwave radia-
tion applied by the implantable radia-
tor was in the 2.4-GHz region. 
Doc (WA61F0) has continued his 

antenna experiments and has come 
up with another interesting antenna 
(Fig. 6) that has no terminating resis-
tor. The idea came from a loop anten-
na that was described in the "Ham 
News" bulletin issued by the General 
Electric Company over thirty years 
ago. Doc substituted a coaxial section 
for the loop as shown in the illustra-
tion. He's driving it with a Swan 150 
on 40 meters. The coaxial line is quite 
low and runs in a north-south direc-
tion. He tunes the antenna for maxi-
mum current in the rf ammeter, which 
runs about 2 amperes. No DX yet 
with this antenna but plenty of S9 re-
ports around California! 

TVI revisited 

The period 1947-48 was a vintage 
year for QST magazine. In the Octo-
ber, 1948, issue there was a short arti-
cle about an "amplifying crystal" 
called a transistor. QST stated, 
"These clever little devices are well 
worth keeping an eye on." How true. 
Of equal impact was an article in 

the August, 1947, issue of QST en-
titled "Curing Interference to Televi-
sion Reception" by Mack Seybold, 
W2RYI, of RCA. While the transistor 
article under-emphasized the impor-
tance of the transistor, the WI article 
oversimplified the problem of TVI, be-
cause 34 years later we still have it! 

TVI is back with 
us once again. All 
that was learned 
the hard way has 
apparently been 
overlooked or 
forgotten. 

W2RYI summed up the solution: 
improved transmitter shielding, use of 
harmonic suppression circuits in the 
transmitter, and a high-pass filter on 
the television receiver. 
During the next decade, great ad-

vances in transmitter design came 
about, expressly engineered to re-
duce and suppress harmonic energy 
in the transmitter. The old Viking II 
and Ranger transmitters are examples 
of this forgotten art. 
TV-receiver manufacturers, too, 

improved their sets, incorporated fil-
ters in the design and generally but-
toned up their circuits. And finally, 
when SSB came along with its linear 
amplification that virtually eliminated 

the harmonic-producing class-C am-
plifier, the TV1 problem gradually 
faded into the background and was 
forgotten by the great majority of 
Amateurs. 
Alas, this scourge is again on the in-

crease. Once the TV1 uproar quieted 
down, transmitter manufacturers be-
came more lax, shielding disap-
peared, suppression circuits were for-
gotten, and the TVI shielded cabinet 
degenerated into a metal or plastic 
dust cover. TV-receiver manufactur-
ers did their part, too. High-pass fil-
ters were dropped out, shielding was 
cast aside, and the printed-circuit 
board took over, with its long ground 
loops and high-impedance return 
paths. 
The sorry result of all of this is that 

TVI is back with us once again. All 
that was learned the hard way has ap-
parently been overlooked or forgot-
ten. And the majority of new Ama-
teurs have never known the problems 
of the 1947-1955 period when TV1 
was rampant and Amateur Radio was 
shaken to the core by this serious in-
terference problem. 
So here we are in 1980 with TV1 on 

the increase. A lot of the problem is 
due to the great interest in 10-meter 
activity. Since the second harmonic of 
a 10-meter transmitter falls directly 
into the TV band, the problem is real, 
and any 10-meter operator should 
take steps to make sure that he hasn't 

=  I 

o  o 

0  0 

Fig. 5. The implantable hypodermic 
radiator used for cancer treatment. At 
A is a simple needle radiator. B shows 
a hypodermic monopole with ground-
plane flange. C is a sleeve monopole 
with quarter-wave isolating element. D 
is a cross-connected (phase reversal) 
radiator with needle radiator at right. 
Drawing Is adapted from Proceedings 
of the IEEE, January, 1980. 
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knowingly become the neighborhood 
nuisance. 
The 10-meter operator can do a lot 

to alleviate the TV1problem, and here 
are some suggestions for him. (This 
information applies equally well to the 
lower frequency bands.) 

1. Place a lowpass, transmitting-
type filter in the coaxial line to your 
antenna, or antenna tuner. R.L. 
Drake Co. makes a suitable filter and 
so does Barker & Williamson Co. The 
latter filter, by the way, is listed in the 
Heathkit  catalog  (HDP-3700). 
Another source of a suitable filter is 
J.W. Miller (C-514-T). 

2. Once your transmitter harmonics 
are prevented from running up the 
coax line to your antenna they will try 
to escape via the transmitter's ac 
power line. A line filter will stop this. 
Again, the J.W. Miller Company 
makes several line filters (model C-
508-L for a line current of 3 amperes 
and model C-509-L for a line current 
of 5 amperes). Also, I note in the 
Newark Electronics catalog, several 
pages of line filters. The Corcom 
model 20K6, for example, has a cur-
rent rating of 20 amperes — sufficient 
for that 2 kW PEP final amplifier. All 
filters, of course, should be installed 
properly according to the manufactur-
er's specifications. 

3. The final step is to add a high-
pass filter to the television receiver. 
You should not fool around with your 
neighbor's set. If anything goes wrong 
with it in the future, he'll blame it on 
your tinkering! Let him (or his service-
man) put the filter on his set. You can 
get a good filter from R.L. Drake Co., 
J.W. Miller Co., and at the Radio 
Shack outlets. Install the filter accord-
ing to instructions. 
If you do these three simple things, 

you'll probably clean up your TVI. 
Common-sense operating habits 
(don't overdrive your amplifier, and 
making sure your equipment is tuned 
properly) will certainly help a lot, too. 

Stereo 
Interference 
The same general cure applies to 

stereo interference as it does to TV1: 
keep your signal out of the equip-
ment. Stereo circuits are prone to rf 
pickup because of the long speaker 
wires and various interconnecting 
leads. Interconnecting cables used in 
most stereo setups are poorly shield-
ed and do their bit to act as an anten-
na, picking up your signal and piping 
it into the sensitive stereo circuits. 
J.W. Miller Co. makes a set of lead 

filters designed to suppress stereo in-
terference. The C-505-R filters are 
placed at the audio input jacks of the 
equipment, and the C-506-R filter in-
stalls in the speaker leads. Other man-
ufacturers make similar filters. Once 
your transmitter is properly filtered for 
TVI, the addition of these filters to a 
nearby stereo, tape recorder, elec-
tronic organ, or guitar amplifier 

Stereo circuits are 
prone to rf pickup 
because of the 
long speaker 
wires and various 
interconnecting 
leads. 

should clean up the problem. 
Just remember that cleaning up un-

wanted interference is a double prob-
lem: you must clean up your equip-
ment and then prevent your signal 
from getting into the entertainment 
equipment. Okay? 

Additional 
Reading 
From time to time 1 recommend in-

teresting reading that will enhance 
your knowledge of ham radio and 
electronics. This month's suggestion is 
a new magazine called R-F Design. A 

PROM 
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Fig. 6. The coaxial antenna of 
WA6IFO. A random length of small, 
50 ohm coaxial cable Is used for the ra-
diating portion of the antenna. The 
Original loop antenna is shown at (A). 

subscription to this magazine is free of 
charge to those who qualify. It is a 
monthly gold mine of information for 
the advanced Amateur. To obtain a 
subscription qualification card, write 
Cardiff Publishing Circulation Service 
Center, Box 1077, Skokie, Illinois 
60077. 
Interested in the latest electronic 

news from Asia? Information about 
imports and what is being manufac-
tured in Japan, Hong Kong, Korea, 
and parts west? Asian Sources Elec-
tronics will tell you what is going on. 
This fat (375-page), colorful, monthly 
magazine is published by Trade 
Media, Ltd., Box K-1786, Kowloon 
Central, Hong Kong. A one-year sub-
scription (by surface mail) is twenty-
five dollars. There's not much in the 
way of ham equipment in the maga-
zine, but you'll be dazzled by the fan-
tastic displays of stereo gear, digital 
watches, TV games, cassette record-
ers, CB gear, walkie-talkies, and so 
on. 
And, finally, a freebie. Send your 

QSL card, addressed to me, care of 
Ham Radio Horizons, Greenville, 
New Hampshire 03048, and I'll send 
you at no charge a data sheet on the 
popular EIMAC 3-500Z linear ampli-
fier tube, plus circuitry information 
about its use. 

HRH 
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SEPTEMBER $ALE AT 
Ham Radio's Ultimate Flea 

"Bumper,/ Sticker 
Put 'em everywhere — they're removable! These dura-
ble vinyl 33/4" X 15" stickers are color-fast and will not 
fade from weathering. Have fun with these snappy 
slogans. 
UBS1 High On Ham Radio Bumper 

Sticker  5 $1.75 
UBS2 Ohm's Law Bumper Sticker  $Y 5 $1.75 
UBS3 Monitoring .52 Bumper Sticker  $1.75 

T-Shirt 
"FLEX" Designs 
Do-it-yourself and give that new or old T-shirt some 
real zing! "FLEX" Designs are colorful heat-sensitive 
transfers which are far superior to screen-painted T-
shirts — FLEX Designs won't crack or fade, they're 
colorfast, too! Just iron-on transfer to any cotton-base 
garment. 
Important: Machine washable. For best results turn shirt 
inside-out when machine drying. 
UTI Ham Radio Freq  1. 
UT2 Ham It Up 
UT3 One World 
UT4 Something New 
UT5 Ultimate Flea 

I.D. Badges 
No ham should be without an I.D. badge. It's just 
the thing for club meetings, conventions, and get-
togethers, and The Ultimate Flea gives you a wide 
choice of color. Have your name and call engraved 
in either standard or script type on one of these 
plastic laminated I.D. badges. Wear it with pride! 
Available in the following color combinations 
(badge/lettering): white/red, woodgrain/white, 
blue/white, white/black, yellow/blue, red/white, 
green/white, metallic gold/black, metallic 
silver/black. 
UID Engraved I.D. Badge  $2.50 

$1.75 
$1.75 
$1.75 
$1.75 
$1.75 

Equipment Dust 
Cover 
Keep dust out and keep your equipment performing at 
its very best. By using these high-quality, vinyl dust 
covers you'll not only sustain the high performance of 
your gear, but you will prolong its life and keep that 
resale value at Its highest dollar price. This is not a pur-
chase, it's an investment! Order yours now . . . 
Be sure to use equipment model number when order-
ing your equipment cover. The Ultimate Flea is cur-
rently stocking those listed below, although many are 
interchangeable with equipment of similar dimensions. 
UDC Dust Cover 34-94, $3.95 
Now available: Drake-R4. T4X. TR4, L4B; Yaesu-FT101, 
FT301, FF'301; Ten-Tec-Triton IV; Century 21; Xenwood-TS-
820, TS•520, and more. 

Please add $1 for shipping & handling. 

Ham Radio's Ultimate Flea 
GREENVILLE, NH 03048 

Ham Radio 
Techniques 
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Erratic Errors 

Dimensions in the drawings for Fig. 8 
(page 45, July Horizons) were inad-
vertently switched, creating some 
confusion (to put it mildly). Here is 
the corrected version. For some of 
you who wrote In asking for a clarifi-
cation, dimension B is 1/4 wavelength, 
and is a "matching section." Dimen-
sion A is the tap point on that match-
ing section, and can be varied slightly 
up or down to obtain a good match 
on the coaxial cable from the trans-
mitter. The portion of the antenna 
above dimension B is a half-wave ele-
ment, and does the radiating. 
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HI-43 B ALUN 
• For dipoles, yagis, inverted 
vees & doublets 
• Replaces center insulator 
• Puts power in antenna 
• Broadbanded 3-40 MHz 
• Small, lightweight and 
weatherproof 
• 1:1 impedance ratio 
• For full legal power and more 
• Helps eliminate WI 
• With SO-239 connector 

HI-0 
Balun 

$10.95 
111' 

HI-Ca A NTE N N A 
CE NTER INSUL ATOR 

Small, rugged, lightweight, 
) weatherproof 
;le  Replaces center insulator 

Handles full legal power 
and more 

$5.95 With SO-239 connector 
HI-Gt A NTEN N A 

E ND INSULATORS 

Patent No. 
4,091,350 

Rugged, lightweight, injection molded 
of too quality material, with high dielec-
tric qualities, and excellent weather. 
ability. End insulators are constructed 
in a spiral unending lashion to permit 
winding of loading coils or partial wind-
ing Ion tuned traps. 

May be used for 
• Guy wire strain insulators 
• End or center insulators for 
antennas 

$4.95 • Construction of antenna load-
ing coils or multiband traps 

DIPOLES 
MODEL  BANDS  LENGTH 
Dipoles 
D-80  80/75 
D-40  40r1 5 
D-20  20 
D-15  15 
D.10  10 
Shortened dipoles 
SD-80  80/75 
SD-40  40 
Parallel dipoles 
PD-8010  80,4020,10115 
PD-4010  40.20.10115 
PDB040  80.40/15 
PD-402D  40.20/15 
Dipole shortener* • only, same 
S-80  80,75 
S-40  40 

PRICE WITH 
HI-0 BALUN 

WITH HI-0 
CENTER 

INSULATOR 

130'  $28.95  524.95 
66'  25.95  21.95 
33'  24.95  20.95 
22'  23.95  19 95 
16'  22.95  18.95 

90'  31,95  27.95 
45'  28 95  24.95 

130  39.95 
66'  33.95 
130'  35.95 
66'  29.95 

as Indicated In SD models 
$11.95/pr. 
$10 95/pr. 

All antennas are complete with HI-0 Balun or Hl-0 Antenna 
Center Insulator, No. 14 antenna wire, ceramic insulators. 
100' nylon antenna support rope (SD models only 501, rated 
for full legal power. Antennas may be used as an inverted V. 
and may also be used by MARS or SWLs. 

Antenna ICCOSSOffill - available with antenna orders 
Nylon guy rope, 4501 test, 100 feet 
Ceramic (00900ne Type) antenna insulators 
S0-239 coax connectorS 

All prices are postpaid USA 48 
Availabie at your favorite dealer or order direct from: 

Van 
Gorden 
Engineering 
BOX 21304,11. M Litt 01110 44121 

35.95 
29 95 
31.95 
25.95 

$3.49 
.70/pr. 
.55 

Desler Inquiries Invited 

JUST GETI1NG STARTED? 
do it right with 

MADISON ELECTRONICS 
AND KEN WOOD 

The folks at Madison Electronics have long 
been happy to serve the newest members of the 
'amateur community, and are proud to present 
these two "Getting started" packages. Pick the 
one that's right for you, and get started right. 

STARTER PACKAGE 1 

I.  

f 

Here's your chance to start with one of the hot-
test new rigs around and receive a free acces-
sory in the deal. The TS120S solid state 
tranceiver, featuring 8Q-10 meters, SSB and CW 
with VOX and IF shift. Small enough to go 
mobile! Top it with a free Palomar Keyer, and 
you're on your way. 

TS-120S  $899.00 
PALOMAR KEYER  our gift  

TOTAL  $699.00 

STARTER PACKAGE 2 

S . e-s 
re  • 

You simply can't buy better reliability, perfor-
mance and reputation than the 520 series from 
Kenwood, and the TS520 SE is no exception. 
This is a just plain good radio at a tremendous 
savings, when you consider the free CW filter 
(YK-88) and microphone (MC-50) too. 

TS 520 SE  $629.00 
MC-50 MIC  our gift 
YK-88 CW FILTER   
TOTAL  $629.00 

D Ii 
E ectron cs Supplm Inc. 

\ iss.  154)8 McKinney • Houston. Texas 77002 • (713)858-0288 

More details? Ad Check page 78. September 1980 FRH 51 
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"Daddy, what's a VQ9?" my eight-
year-old daughter sweetly asked me. 
"That's Chagos Islands. It's a coun-

try I need. Why?" 
"Well, Mr. Becker just called on the 

phone. He said that if you wanted a 
VQ9 you better get on your radio 
right now." 
Casually, I patted my daughter on 

the head, excused myself politely 
from my neighbor, and sauntered on 
home with that savoir-faire for which I 
am well known throughout the neigh-
borhood, clearing completely all the 
hedges but one — and bending it only 
slightly — and stepping in only one of 
the mines that my next-door-neigh-
bor's dog is always placing for me. 
In mere moments, I am in the base-

ment in front of the rig, in my stocking 
feet, throwing switches and grabbing 
for the microphone of my 2-meter rig. 
"K9MM W9KNI. Where is he?" 
"W9KNI K9MM. It's VQ9DC on 

Diego Garcia. He's on fourteen two-
ten, going by districts, and just finish-
ing the zeros. He said he'd be on CW 
at fourteen-oh-twenty-five after a 
short break." 
"All right! Are you all tuned up for 

CW?" 
"Roger. Go ahead and tune up — 

I'll watch for him. But let's switch to 
525 simplex first. You sound out of 
breath." 
"Roger." I flip the 2-meter rig to the 

simplex channel. 

"K9MM, W9KNI. Okay?" 
"Roger. W9KNI here's K9MM. Go 

ahead now." 
I'd had all the gear tuned up on 15, 

so a complete retuning was neces-
sary; dump in the dummy load, pre-
set the dials, linear on — Bzzzt-clunk 
goes the automatic surge circuit, and 
the blower starts its hum. Okay, linear 
out, peak the driver, dip the final, lin-
ear in, reduce drive, dip the final, 
load tighter, dip the final, redip the 
driver. Advance the drive — 115 mils 
— okay. Switch the antenna in, ad-
vance the loading a hair more, find a 
clear frequency, key down, dip the 
final, check output. All okay — 600 
watts — I even start to catch my 
breath. 
"Okay. I'm ready." 
"Good. He's not on yet, or at least I 

haven't found him. But listen to all 
those carriers! This isn't going to be 
just your ordinary Sunday afternoon 
pileup." 
"Hoo boy! Yeah, I hear them. 

Everybody and his brother is tuning 
up. He must have had the whole 
world after him on sideband. What 
heading was he peaking?" 
"I had him at 15°. He's pretty loud. 

He said he was running a kW to a log-
periodic." 
"Fantastic. That sure will be a nice 

change from that last DXpedition." 
"Sure will. I never did really hear 

those guys very well. We better start 
watching. W9KNI from K9MM." 
"Right. K9MM here's W9KNI." 
I settle the headset over my ears, 

and begin tuning. Almost instantly I 
find him . . . 
"CQ CQ DE VQ9DC VQ9DC AR" 
I grab the spotting-switch and pull 

the VFO down on him as he signs 
from that quick call. Already three 
stations are calling, all almost dead on 
him, so I jerk my transmitter VFO up a 
few hundred hertz. I start my call — 
oops! Keyer speed too slow — 1 goose 
it up to match the VQ9's speed . . . 
"VQ9DC DE W9KNI W9KNI AR" 
Hah! "W9KNI 599 599 Chagos 

QSL W3HNK DE VQ9DC" 
As he transmits, I thumb my 2-

meter microphone without lifting it off 
its hook, and shout, "John, I got him. 
Oh twenty eight — drop a tail end on 
me." The VQ9 turns it back to me . . . 
"VQ9DC DE W9KNI W9KN1R TU 

UR 5NN 5NN CHICAGO BOB BOB 
QSL OK 73 DE W9KNI" 
The transmitter drops out, and my 
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receiver comes back to life — I hear 
the ending of two or three tail end 
calls. John's got competition. 
"W9KNI R 73 BOB ES TU QRZ 

DE VQ9DC K" Bang! Instant pileup. 
Wow! Only one QS0 and already he 
must have twenty stations after him. 
Looks like he doesn't pick up tail-end-
ers either. Was I ever lucky! 
1 continue to listen as I scribble in 

the log entry. Chagos Islands. What a 
catch! Ahh. There he goes again. 
"W3KT DE VQ9DC R ." 
I get a call on 2 meters. "W9KNI 

from K9MM. Way to go, Bob. Boy, 
what a zoo. 3KT's got him now. Will 
you stick around and help me spot?" 
"Yeah, okay, fine, John. K9MM 

here's W9KNI. Hey, I was really 
lucky, and I sure appreciate you call-
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ing me. Of course I'll help. Hey, there 
he goes again." We listen back on 20 
meters. 
"W3KT R TU 73 QRZ UP5 UP5 

DE VQ9DC K" 
"Hey John, up five, up five. He's 

going split." I set my receiver cursor 
on 30, so that I can instantly return to 
the VQ9's precise transmitting fre-
quency, and then move up five kilo-
hertz to see what's happening for a 
three or four second look. I hear per-
haps a dozen stations calling the VQ9 
— it seems not everyone has the mes-
sage. Boy, am I glad I'm already 
through. listen to John call, note his 
frequency, and jump back down to 
the VQ9's frequency. 
Yes, there he is, coming back to 

someone . . . 

"W1XU DE VQ9DX 5NN . . . 
"Okay, John, he's back to WIXU, 

K9MM from W9KNI." I move back up 
to find the WI — yes, there he is, not 
too strong, about one kilohertz higher 
than John was. 
"Okay, John. The Wi is on oh-

thirty-four." 
"Yeah, I got him. I'll set up just 

above him. W9KNI FROM K9MM." 
We listen. . "QRZ DE VQ9DC UP 
5 K" 
I move the receiver up five again. It 

seems that most of the pileup has 
caught on. There must be fifty or even 
a hundred stations in there — it's hard 
to tell in a pileup. 1 find John — his 
signal here is very loud. But someone 
else is dead on him. 
"John, move up a couple — you're 
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being buried." I pull the receiver back 
to the VQ9's frequency. "Keep call-
ing, keep calling. Okay, okay, stop 
calling. He's back to someone — a 
two. Yeah, it's W2BA. It looks like 
the East Coast has propagation on 
him." 
W2BA signs. The pileup mounts. A 

WB4 snags him, He clears, Another 
three catches him, he clears. Hey, 
he's working a six. There's the six. 
Oh, "QTH CONN . . ." A transplant. 
Now an eight's got him. Maybe 
there's hope for us nines. But the pile-
up seems to be growing by the minute 
in what seems to be a geometric pro-
gression. 
"K9MM here's W9KNI. John, he 

seems to be moving up and down a 
bit, right around thirty-three. Try get-
ting on thirty or thirty and a half. It's 
quieter there. No way you're going to 
beat out that mob head on. But you 
might have a chance if you give a try 
down there." 
"Roger, I'll try it. W9KNI from 

K9MM." 
Ah, another four gets him. Then, 

"K9MM DE VQ9DC 5NN 5NN BK" 
"All right! You got him!" John com-

pletes his QS0. 
"W9KNI from K9MM. Whew! I 

didn't think I was going to get that 
one. Thanks a lot for the help, Bob." 
"Hey, you got to know I'm as 

happy as you are, John. You're the 
guy that found him. I'd have felt bad if 
I had gotten him and you hadn't. Of 
course, I'd have still QSL'd." 
"Yeah, I know. You wouldn't have 

felt that bad. But that's a good one." 
"Well, glad I could help. It's always 

easier with another set of ears to 
help." 
"Sure is. Well thanks, Bob. That 

was a big help." 
John and 1 clear, and I move my 2-

meter frequency back to the DX re-
peater channel; no sense missing a 
call for the next new one. Then, 1 
clear up my log entry, and check VQ9 
off my country-need-list records — 
with a big smile. VQ9 is an outstand-
ing catch in anybody's log book; a fine 
long-haul DX QS0, not to mention a 
rare country for DXCC. 
I fill out the QSL for the contact, to 

be sent with a self-addressed, stamped 
envelope for return, and address it to 
W3HNK. 
My feet are getting cold. Time to go 

clean my shoes. 
HRH 

• Over 600 Pages 
• Over 18 New Projects 
• Expanded Tables/Charts for 
Parts Suppliers 
Optimum Guy Wire Lengths 
Electromagnetic Spectrum 

Ili NBS design for 50-432 MHz Yogis 
IC Op Amp/TV Sweep Tubes 

W I M 
New information on EME, 

\ ASCII, Space Craft Orbital 
Parameters, Propagation, Phas-
ing Line Lengths & Loss, Tube 
Cooling  Specifications, 
UHF/VHF Arrays and more. 

\ RADIO AMATEUR'S 
HANDBOOK — updated annually 
since 1926 — is considered the 
most respected,  all- 
encompassing resource book in 
Amateur Radio today. 

ORDER YOURS NOW 
'N You'll get the best from the 
previous 57 editions PLUS all 
that's new in solid state elec-
tronics for today's ham. 

At Last Year's Prices 
Soft Cover  Clothbound 
$10.00 U.S.  $15.75 
$11.00 Canada $18.00  
$12.50 elsewhere  $18.00 \ 

We'll ship your copy POSTPAID 
as soon as it's off the press in 
November. 

Enclosed is $   for 
the 1981 HANDBOOK or charge \ 

, \ 
\ my (  VISA  Master-

Card. 
Name 

Address 

City   

State   Zip 

VISA/MC Number  

Expiration   

AMERICAN RADIO 
RELAY LEAGUE  \‘. 
225 Main Street 

Newington, CT 06111 
HRH-4 t 

SEPTEMBER SPECIALS 
TEN TEC 
580  Delta All Solid State 11-Bands   $769 
546  Omni/C Series   $999 
280  Standard Power Supply   $139 
255  Deluxe Power supply es/speaker   S149 
570  Century 21 CW 1 ransceiver   S319 

11V-GAIN 
THEDXX  6-El. Tribander   5229 
18HT  Hytower Vertical   S279 
18AVT/W8 80-10 Mtr, Vertical   S 85 
11G37SS  37-Ft. Crackup Tower   S529 
HG52SS  52-Ft. Crackup Tower   S839 
HG5DMT2  50-Ft. Crackup Tower   $659 

CUSHCRAFT 
A3  New 3-El. Tribendtr   S175 
ATB34  4-El. Tribander   S219 
ATV5  80-10 Mu. Vertical   S 85 
32-19  2 mtr. "Boomer"   S 75 
2148  2 mu. Jr. Boomer   S 59 
214F 8  2 intr. FM Jr. Boomer   S 59 
ARX2  Ringo Ranger   5 34 

Oscar Antennas and 10-15-20 meter Monobanders 
In stock — Call! 

MINI PRODUCTS 
HO-1  Mmiquad   S139 

HUSTLER 
48TV  40-10 mu. Vertical   S 79 
58TV  80-10 mtr. Vertical   S 99 

I-IF Mobile and 2 meter Mobile Antennas 
In Stock — Call! 

K LM ANTENNAS AND AMPLIFIERS 
KT34A  4 El. Tribander   S319 
KT34XA  6-El. Tribander   S479 
PA2-258  24nu. 2 W. In — 25 w. out   S 89 
PA15-800L 2-mu. 5.15 w. in — 80 w. out   5149 
PA15.160BL 2-mtr. 5.15 w.  — 160 w. out   $229 
Odle KLM Antennas and Amplifiers in stock — Call! 

ROTORS 
CDE HAM IV   $159 
CDE 72X   $229 
Alliance H073   S 99 
Hygain HDR 300   5399 

MFJ 
982  3KW Tuner with Switch   
484  Grandmaster Memory Keyes 
CWF-2 BX  CW Filter 
101  24 Hour Clock 

51/9 
  $129 

  S 29 
S 29 

BENCHER PADDLES 
Black Finish   S 39 
Deluxe Chrome Finish   S 49 

B & W COAX SWITCHES AND ANTENNAS 
376  Single Pole 5 Position w/ground   S 19 
593  Single Pole 3 position   S 17 
595  Single Pole 6 position   S 20 
370-11  80.10 mtr. Dipole (Assembled)   S 59 
370-13  40-10 mtr. Dipole (Assembled)   S 54 

ROI-IN TOWERS 
25G S38.50  45G S83.60 
FK2548  48-ft. 25G Foldover Tower   S679 
FK2558  58-Ft. 25G Foldover Tower   $759 
F K4548  48-Ft. 45G Foldover Tower   S949 
FK4558  58-Ft. 45G Foldover Tower   $1049 
HDBX40  40-Ft, Self Supporter (18 sq. It)   S259 
HD 8)(48  48-Ft. Self Supporter (18 sq. ft  )    S319 
H8X56  56-Ft. Self Supporter (10 sq. It)   S339 
Freight paid on all loldover towers — add 10% west of 
Rocky Mountain States. 

GALVANIZED STEEL TOWER HARDWARE 
3/16" EHS Guywire.  S11/100 ft. $99/1000 ft. 
1/4" EHS Guywire  S14/100 ft. $129/1000 ft. 
5/32" 7 x 7 Aircraft Cable  $10/100 
3/16" CCM cable clamps (3/16" or 5/32" cable) ....$0.30 
1/4 CCM cable clamps (1/4" cable)  $0  40 
1/4 TH Thimble (fits all sizes)  SO  25 
3/8 EE (3/8" Eye & eye turnbuckle)  S5.50 
3/8 EJ (3/8" Eye & jaw turnbuckle)  S6  00 
1/2 EE (1/2" Eye & eye turnbuckle)  $8.50 
1/2 EJ (1/2" Eye & jaw turnbuckle)  S9  OD 
6" dia. 4-ft long earth sciew anchor  $11.50 
2" dia. 10-ft long heavy duty mast  535.00 
5000 Guy insulator (5132" or 3/16" cable)  SO  85 
502 Guy insulator (1 /4" cable)  51.80 

WIRE AND CABLE 
RG213/U Milspec RG8/U  S  29/ft 
8 Cond. Standard Rotor Cable  S  18/ft 
8 Cond, Heavy Duty Rotor Cable   .36/ft. 

TEXCOM 
A DIVISION OT TEXAS COMMUNICATIONS PROCUC TS 

1108 Summit Ave., Suite 4 
Plano, Texas 75074 

Mon, Fre. 9 am. — 6 p. m. Sat 9a m —1 p m 

TELEPHONE: 1214) 423-2316 
PR ICES SUBJECT TO CI IA NG E VTITHOUT NOTICE 
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September, the month that the DX 
returns. As in past years, steadily im-
proving conditions on all bands 
should rekindle interest in pursuit of 
the Rare One. Look for 10 meters to 
show some signs of life near the end 
of the month. Seasonal static levels 
should also begin to die down, allow-
ing 80-meter signals to be heard 
above the noise again. This is the time 
to prepare for a fall and winter season 
of filling the log with DX on all bands. 

Saint Helena 
Saint Helena Island is a British 

Crown Colony located in the South 
Atlantic Ocean, about 1200 miles 
from the West Coast of Africa. It 
probably is best known as Napoleon's 
place of exile from 1815 to 1821. At 
present, it would definitely qualify as 
an exotic DX location. 
There are several hams now QRV 

from Saint Helena. One of these is 
Harold Henry, ZD7HH, a permanent 
resident of the island. Harold is 34 
years old, married, and has three chil-
dren. His occupation is Examiner of 

Accounts, Office of the Auditor, 
Government of St. Helena, and his 
hobbies, other than Amateur Radio, 
include golf and rifle marksmanship. 
He is Secretary of the Rifle Associa-
tion of Saint Helena. 
Harold uses a Yaesu FT-101B 

transceiver, and at this time does not 
have a VFO for operating split. He is 
trying to obtain one so that he may 
operate on 80 and 40 meters. He 
uses a TA-33 tribander that was do-
nated by many of the U.S. Amateurs 
whom he had worked. ZD7HH may 
be heard on all bands, and was 
worked by many on 80 meters SSB 
last winter. When you find him, QSL 
via W4FRU. 

Taiwan, 
Republic of 
China 
It almost goes without saying that 

Tim Chen, BV2A/BV2B, is one of 
the most desired QS0s in Amateur 
Radio. Tim is the only station active 

from Taiwan, and does a good job in 
providing QS0s for the Deserving 
DXer. 
At present, Tim is using a Hallicraft-

ers FPM-300 transceiver — which 
lacks a bit in CW selectivity as it has 
no CW filter — a Collins 30L1 ampli-
fier, and has a Heath HW32 as a 
backup rig. His antenna is a vertical, 
as the 203BA 20-meter monobander 
was damaged in a storm last year. 
Tim only operates 10 and 20 meters, 
CW and phone. He can be found 
most Wednesday mornings on 
14.225 MHz with the W7PHO Family 
Hour group. 
This year, Tim won the D.D. (Dot 

and Dash) Prize as the most excellent 
DXer in the world, presented annual-
ly by the DX Family Foundation in 
Japan. He will be honored with a re-
ception in Tokyo sometime this year. 

DX Family 
Foundation 
The DX Family Foundation was re-

cently formed by a group of Amateurs 
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in Japan, who have an interest in the 
progress and promotion of DXing in 
the world. The main purposes of the 
group are to provide QSL cards for 
DX Amateurs and DXpeditions, to 
provide QSL managers for DX Ama-
teurs, to issue DXF awards, and to 
publish a weekly DX Bulletin for Jap-
anese Amateurs. They also award an-
nually the "D.D. Prize" to the Ama-
teur they feel to be the most excellent 
DXer in the world. Information on the 
group and awards may be obtained 
from Yoshiano Kouzuma, JA2MTO, 
223-7 Azumada-Cho, Toyohashi, 
Aichi 440, Japan. 

Conversation 
One of the shortcomings of the ma-

jority of American Amateurs is the in-
ability to communicate with a DX sta-

tion in a language other than English. 
This sometimes can be an obstacle, in 
that some rare countries cannot be 
worked in English. Having run into 
this problem early in their ham radio 
career, Jukka Heikinheimo, OH1BR, 
and Miika Heikinheimo, OH2BAD, 
put together The Radio Amateur's 
Conversation Guide. The book pro-
vides translations of common Ama-
teur phrases in eight languages, and 
also provides a dictionary of ham 
radio terms in those languages. 
The book is more comprehensive 

than most have been in the past. 
Phrases are included for making the 
QS0, common courtesies, reports, 
name and QTH, equipment, anten-
na, weather, regulations, operating, 
signal quality, conditions, contests, 
personal QSL, address, and ending 
the QS°. 
To illustrate the diversity of the 

book, it contains such phrases as 
"Please repeat your callsign slowly 
several times," "Can you wait for a 
moment? I'll turn the antenna in your 
direction," and "Are you allowed to 
operate on the 160-meter band?" The 
phrases in this book are much more 
extensive than the usual hello, signal 
report, and goodbye type seen often 
in the past. The book is available in 
the U.S. on a non-profit basis from 
W6EUF, Wayne Gingerich, 2301 
Canehill Ave., Long Beach, Califor-
nia 90815, for $12 postpaid. 

Ethics 
We talk to many DXers around the 

country each year during our travels. 
Several topics are discussed, but one 
that sticks out most often is the subject 
of ethics. Many feel that ethics are be-

U Confused? 
There are 18 DXCC countries in 

the USSR. However, many DXers 
suffer some confusion in determining 
which prefix counts as which country. 
Here is a guide to the Russian pre-
fixes. The basic countries are: 

1. UAl through 6, 
except UA2 

2. UAl 

3. UA2 
4. UA9-UAO 

5. UB5 
6. UC2 
7. UD6 
8. UF6 
9. UG6 
10_ UH8 
11. U18 
12. UJ8 
13. UL7 
14. UM8 
15. U05 
16. UP2 
17. UQ2 
18. UR2 

The alternate pre 
countries above are: 

European 
Russian 
S.F.S.R. 

Franz Josef Land 
(The operator 
or pile-up will 
be the tip-off 
on this one) 

Kaliningradsk 
Asiatic 
R.S.F.S.R. 

Ukraine 
White R.S.S.R. 
Azerbaijan 
Georgia 
Armenia 
Turkoman 
Uzbek 
Tadzhik 
Kazakh 
Kirghiz 
Moldavia 
Lithuania 
Latvia 
Estonia 

fixes for the 18 

UK2A 
UK2B 
UK2C 
UK2E 
UK2F 
UK2G 
UK2H 
UK21 
UK20 
UK2P 
UK2Q 
UK2R 
UK6C 
UK6D 
UK6E 
UK6F 
UK6G 
UK6H 
UK6J 
UK6K 
UK6L 
UK6N 
UK60 
UK6P 
UK6Q 
UK6R 
UK6U 
UK6V 
UK6W 
UK6Z 
UK7 
UK8A 
UK8G 
UK8H 
UK81 
UK8J 
UK8K 

-=UC2 
:=UP2 
=UC2 
=UC2 
=UA2 
= UQ2 
= UQ2 
=UC2 
=UC2 
=UP2 
UQ2 
= UR2 
= UD6 
= UD6 
= UA I 
= UF6 
= UG6 
= UAL 
= UA I - 
=UD6  • - 
= UAI 1 ' 
=UAl  • 
=UF6 - 
= UAl 
= UF6 
UAl 
= UAl 
= UF6 
=UAl 
= UAl 
=UL7 
=U18 
=U18 
= UH8 
= U18 
= UJ8 
= U18 

UK2S  =UC2 
UK2T  =UR2 
UK2V  =UR2 
UK2W  =UC2 
UK2Z  =UC2 
UK3  = UA 1 
UK4  = UA I 
UK5  = UB5 
(except UK50) 

UK50  = U05 
UK6A  = UA I 
UK6B  = UA 1 
UK8R  = UJ8 
UK8S  = U18 
UK8Z  = U18 
UK9  = UA9 
UKO  = UAO 
UT5  =UB5 
UVI = UA I 
UV3  =UA1 
UV4  = UA I 
UV6  = UA I 
UV9  =UA9 
UVO  =UAO 
UW1  =UA1 
UW3  = UAl 
UW4  = UA 1 
UW6  = UA 1 
UW9  =UA9 
UWO  = UAO 
UX1  = UA1 
UX3  =UAI 
UX4  =UAl 
UX6  = UA I 
UX9  =UA9 
UX0  =UAO 
UY5  = UB5 

UK8L 
UK8M 
UK8N 
UK80 
UK8Q 

= U18 
=UM8 
=UM8 
=U18 
= U18 
UZO 

UZI 
UZ3 
UZ4 

• UZ6-
UZ9 - 

= UAO  • 

=UAl 
=UAl 
=UAl 
=uAr 
'= UA9 

Of course, there are always some 
special prefix stations. The Olympic 
prefixes used earlier in the year mere-
ly had an R in place of the Uin the 
regular callsign. There are_régular R 
callsigns for VHF stations rarely heard 
in the U.S. except on lOrneters: 
Special calls may be heard at vari-

ous times during the:year; most can 
be solved by logic. Exarriple: UOY 
was a UAOY. U2Q was a UQ2, The R 
contest calls can usua4 be . d'eter-
mined by adding a U after the last let-
ter and reading backwards. Example: 
R6F, with U added, would be 
R6F(U), read backwards to be a UF6. 
Special number prefixes are also 

used. 4K1 prefixes are used in Rus-
sian Antarctica, and 4J through 4L 
prefixes may sometimes be found 
during contests. EK, EM, EO, ER, 
EX, EZ, are also assigned, and are 
sometimes used for special occasions. 
We hope this May help in recogni: 

tion of the U calls, Thanks to K3WS 
for his help in preparation of this list. 
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Harold Henry, ZD7HH. at his station on Saint 
Helena. 

- 

Right, Bill. KA1NC, from the position where he 
passed out over 10,000 QS0s from Minami Tori-
Shima during 1978-79 Bill expects to visit other 
rare spots before his Coast Guard tour is up. 

The ever popular Tim Chen, BV2A/B, with his 
very neat station, in Taipei. 
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The ZD7HH antenna farm, a TA33, which has been 
raised to about 60 feet. The radio shack is in the small 
building just to the right of the antenna. 
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ing totally ignored in pursuit of a small 
pasteboard card. 
Most of us operate for our own feel-

ing of self-accomplishment. Self-ac-
complishment is important in all of 
one's daily life, but is doubly so in DX-
ing, where self-satisfaction is the pri-
mary reason for DXing. 
For this reason, many are not only 

surprised, but also appalled at some 
of the things heard on the bands these 
days. Call dropping in the pile-ups for 
weaker friends, help by relaying re-
ports, lists made by telephone, and 
even log information passed by tele-
phone and two meters to those who 
weren't fortunate enough to be at 
home when the DX was worked, but 
will strangely appear in the DX sta-
tion's log book. No longer does there 
seem to be any need to miss a night 
on the town to work all the rare DX. 
We wonder how anyone can main-

tain their own self-respect while being 
a party to such happenings. After all, 
most will find that their peers in their 
local area know what's going on, and 
so the only respect they have left to 
maintain is their own. 
There are more than a few DXers 

around who have enough confirma-
tions to go onto the DXCC Honor 
Roll, and yet have never submitted 
any cards. It's obvious that these peo-
ple are DXing for self-accomplish-
ment, and not just to see their card in 
a once a year listing. 
The Deserving DXer knows what's 

going on. They know who worked 
the DX and who didn't. Such hap-
penings don't bother the Deserving 
much, as their self-esteem is intact. 
The ones who will pay the price of the 
loss of their own self-respect in the 
long run will be those who can show 
you a list of their accomplishments, 
yet deep inside know they have ac-
complished nothing. Let them live 
with their own non-accomplishments. 

Cocos Island 
Cocos is a small island of about 18 

square miles located southwest of 
Costa Rica. It is part of the Costa 
Rican National Park System, and is 
normally uninhabited. 
In recent years, activity from Cocos 

seems to have been only from semi-
annual, week-long expeditions. How-
ever, recently there has been a big up-
surge in activity from Cocos. There 
were several expeditions this spring, 
and TI2CF, along with TI2XXX, 
spent ten days on the island installing 
a tower and beam antenna for use by 
future DXpeditions. 
There is an eight-man guard force 

for the National Park, and, on a trip in 
early May, TI2CF left a transceiver for 
their use. TI9PN is now active from 
the island, operated by Jose. Jose 
speaks little English, and will be most-
ly below the American phone band; 
however, he will be up occasionally to 
work a list taken by TI2CF, who also 
handles his QSLs. 

Next Month... 
Next Month, we will have some in-

formation on how to build your coun-
try count with contest QS0s. Cards, 
letters, and photographs you may 
wish to share will certainly be appreci-
ated. Correspondence may be sent to 
DX Editor, Ham Radio Horizons, 
Greenville, New Hampshire 03048. 

QSL Route 
Station 
AN8AK 
AP2AD 
A22GD 
A35JL 
A35RB 
A4XIH 
A7XE 
A7XM 
C13LSS 
CN8BL 
CR9AK 
CT2CE 
CT2DE 
CX7AAR 
C31DA 
D2AZB 
EC3AT 
EL7A 
ET3PG 

FH8CL 
FK8AU 
FK8DD 
FK8DJ 

QSL Via 
EA8AK 
K1KNQ 
SM3CXS 
K9AUB 
Direct 
G4BWP 
DK3GI 
DJ9ZB 
VE3LSS 
F3HT 
VS6AG 
AG1K 
WB3IFD 
AA1U 
ON5MG 
PY5WD 
EA3XZ 
DL2GA 
Operator Tensay 
only: Box 
6128, Addis 
Ababa 

IlKFB 
10PQ 
WB3JUK 
JH3XCU 

Station 

FKOBW 
FKOCQ 
FKOWK 
FM7AV 
FM7ITU 
FOODX 
FR7BP 
FROFLO 

GI4GPC 
GJ5DGO 
HDOMM-
H181ARU 
FiL9TN 
HL9UG 
HP1XEK 
HS1AMT 
HT1HFC 
HT9TM 
HV2V0 
H440H 

ISOMVB 
JD1AKE 
JY9LG 
JY9OD 
J3ABT 
J3ABU 
KC6HC 
KG4WM 
KP4KK/DU2 
N4ADJ/KH2 
N7KA/VP2A 
OD5NG 
0E6HZG 
0Y1R 
PT7WA 
P29DP 
P29LB 
SVOAA/9 
SVOBC/9 

S79GM 
TA2KS 
TDOG 
TI9PN 
1191E 
TJ1AA 
TU2HS 
T3AC 
T3AY 
UVOEX 
U2Q 
VK9NM 
VP1WG 
VP2EEU 
VP2VGB 

QSL Via 

DJ5CQ 
DJ5CQ 
W6EDN 
F6BFH 
F6BFH 
KlMM 
WAX 
Box 200, 
LeTampon, 
Reunion 

WA4J1L 
DJ4F0 
KlMM 
H18LC 
WA8DHK 
N4CPR 
DL1HH 
W2TK 
WOSA 
K2TV 
10GPY 
Odeh Habash, 
Box 22, 
Honiara, 
Soloman 
Islands 

WB1DQC 
JF1ACZ 
WA4DXL 
KA4LXZ 
W6RGG 
W6RGG 
KG6JHH 
KG4AN 
WA3HUP 
WB4CCT 
N6NK 
Box 2488, Beirut 
W2VMH 
W2KF 
WD4DXK 
W707 
WB2FLB 
N200 
No callsign on 
envelope. 
Shirley 
Larsen, Box 
711, APO NY 
09291 

WA4JIL 
G3SCP 
TG Bureau 
TI2CF 
TI7TE 
Direct 
DJ9HD 
W5RBO 
WB6LED 
W7PHO 
UK2GCF 
DJ5CQ 
WIND EL 
WA4ZSX 
K7SE 
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the to 
Ultimate 
IAMBIC 
PADDLE 
WRITE FOR LITERATURE 

BenCHeR,inC. 
333 W. Lake Street, Dept A 
Chicago, Illinois 60606 • (312)263-1808 

Standard  $ 42.95 
Chrome  $ 52.95 
Gold plated $150.00 

• Full range of adjustment in 
tension and contad spacing. 

• Self-adjusting nylon and steel 
needle bearingS. 

• Gold plated solid silver contact 
points. 

• Polished lucite paddles. 

• Precision-machined, chrome 
plated brass frames 

• Standard model has black, 
textured finish base; deluxe 
model is chrome plated. 

• Heavy steel base; non-skid feet. 

At selected dealers or add $2 OD 
handling. Quotation for overseas 
postage on request. 

 I 
•  •  •  •  • • • ••••• • «••• • i mmr • • •••• • • •• 

!Microcraft's New Morse-A- Word 
1 
• 

Eight character moving display. 
Built-in code practice oscillator. 
Excellent for learning Morse Code. 
Complete — no CRT or expensive 

extras needed. 
Decodes audio CW signals from your 

receiver's speaker and displays letters, 
nu mbers, punctuation and special Morse 
characters as the code is received. 

$149.95 
$169.95 
$249.95 

MORSE-A-WO RO Kit with 4 character readout   MA WK-4 

MORSE-A-WORD Kit with 8 character readout   MAW K-8 
MORSE-A-WORD wired R. tested with 8 character readout   MA WF 

Send check or money order. Use your VISA or Master Charge. Add $3.50 shipping 
and handling for continental U.S. Wisconsin residents add 4% State Sales Tax. 

Corporation  Telephone: (414) 241-8144 
P. O. Box 513HRH, Thiensville, Wisconsin 53092 

.  . ••••  •  •Mm  •  g  •  .M M•  •  •  •  •  •  «MMI • 

Radio eltorid 
ENTRAL NEW YORK'S FASTEST GROWING HAM DEALER 

['Ran 
PI DP/ 

OS 

• ea.e• 
•  • ...- 

ICON, • .17 elli• •  VAE 
IC 701  t 4D , D. 

v •ESU 
CPI) 3111CIAll 

Featuring Yaesu, Icon Drake, Ten-Tec, Swan, DenTron, Kenwood, KDK, MF), Microwave 
Module, Tempo, Astron, KLM, Hy-Gain, Mosley, Larsen, Cushcraft, Hustler, Mini Products, 
Bird, DSI, Mirage, Vibroplex, Bencher, Info-Tech, Universal Towers, Calibook, ARRL, Asiatic, 
Shure. We service everything we sell! Write or call for quote. You Won't be Disappointed. 

We are lust a few minutes off the NYS Thruway (1-90) Exit 32 

Horizons 

QSL Route 
Station  QSL Via 

VP8HA  W3HNK 
VP8Z0  Bill Berntsen, Pt. 

San Carlos, 
Falkland 
Islands, South 
Atlantic. 2 
IRC's, allow 6 
month wait 

VQ9JJ  K4NYK 
VQ9TT  KB5MZ 
VQ9WE  WA6IJZ 
VS5MM  KI M 
VS6CT  WB9WPR 
WA4BVB/KH2  WA4GLE 
WB8CSH/C6A  K8CW 
XE1RL  WD8KNT 
XT2AT  0E8HNK 
ZB2E0  K3MNW 
ZD8MH  G4DDH 
ZKICA  ZL2UW 
7E10E  ADIS 
Z.K2DX  JAIBK 
ZLIBD  ZLISZ 
ZS6DN  WALIHHG 
3D2DB  JA1BK 
3D2WR  G5RP 
3D6BP  W1OX 
4K1A  UQ2OC 
4M3AZC  YV3AZC 
5K4LRM  HK4LRM 
5WICN  ZL1AA 
5Z4GX  DF7GX 
5Z4YT  DJ5IL 
6HIMEX  XEIMEX 
6W8AR  WI34LFM 
6W8FZ  DJ7BG 
6Y5AH  W1BPM 
7X5AH  ADIS, George 

Adkins, P.O. 
Box 32735, 
Oklahoma 
City, OK 
73123 

8P6AH  WA4WTG 
8P6NW  KA9EBM 
8P6OH  W2FLO 
8Q7AW  DJ3BL 
9H3AM  G3VLX 
9J2TJ  N8JW 
9K2EW  WA3SWH 
9L1FC  WAOCAE 
9V1UH  G3VJG 

FIRH 

ONEIDA COUNTY AIRPORT TERMINAL BUILDING 
Warren  ORISKANY, NEW YORK 13424  Bob 
K2IXN  WA2NISH 

Call Toll Free: 1-800-448-7914  New York State Residents Call: 315-337-2622 or 315-337-0203 



Entries for this column must be by let-
ter or post card, only. No telephone 
requests will be accepted. All entries 
will be acknowledged when received 
and those judged to be most informa-
tive to the most Amateurs will be an-
swered in this column. No questions 
will be answered by return mail. 
Questions must relate to Amateur 
Radio. 
Readers are invited to send a card 

naming the question they feel is most 
useful in each issue. Each month's 
winner will receive a prize, and there 
will be a prize for the most popular 
question of the year. In case of two or 
more questions on the same subject, 
the one arriving here the earliest will 
be used. 
I seem to be unable to understand 

the decibel. Can you help me? — J. 
R. Watson, WD5GMF. 

No doubt you've heard about the 
origin of the term, i.e., dec = 1/10, 
thus dec + bel equals 1/10 bel (and 
a bel was an early measure of tele-
phone-line losses). You've also seen, 
I'm sure, the formula for figuring dB, 
such as 

dB = 2010g  PI/P2 

This is great stuff for engineers and 
historians, but, for many Amateurs, a 
more down-to-earth explanation will 
suffice. Try this one: 1 dB = 26 per 
cent. 
If you'll keep that in mind, you'll al-

ways know two very important things. 
First, you'll remember approximately 
how much of an increase or decrease 
1 dB represents, and, second, you'll 
also see that it must be referenced to 
something (26 per cent of what?). 
When you think about it, you cannot 
just say, "1 have a 26 per cent anten-
na." Right? Obviously, you have to 
say, "My antenna performs 26 per 
cent better than Joe's antenna," or, 
"Your signal is 26 per cent stronger 
than it was before you turned on your 
amplifier." 
Common references used in Ama-

teur circles are dB compared with a 
milliwatt or watt (for power), written 
as dBm or dBw, respectively; and 
compared with the isotropic radiator 
or a half-wave dipole (for antenna 
work), written dBi or dBd. (The iso-
tropic radiator is a hypothetical beast 
used to scare engineering students, 
but not of much use to an Amateur 
who wants to build something in his 

back yard. You can see and feel a di-
pole, so let's stick with that.) 
Here's something else: A dB can be 

either positive or negative. An in-
crease in signal strength, gain, or 
power output — as compared with 
some previously measured amount 
— would be positive, and could be 
expressed as + 12 dBm (12 decibels 
above a milliwatt) for example. A 
negative value, such as —40 dBc, 
would tell you that a signal (such as a 
harmonic) was 40 decibels below the 
main carrier of a transmitter. 
Just to show you how this works, 

let's try an example. Suppose you 
have a transmitter that puts out 100 
watts. You are using a dipole anten-
na, which will serve nicely as a refer-
ence, allowing us to express gain ref-
erenced to a dipole — dBd. 
You find an idea for a simple im-

provement to your antenna, and 
hook it up; according to the formula 
in this make-believe article, you will 
get a 1-dB improvement in signal 
strength, so let's multiply your 100 
watts by 1 dB (26 per cent): 

/00 x 1.26 -= 126, or (+1 dBd) 

Now, your buddy at the local radio 
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club hears of this, and tells you about 
a simple modification that he has 
made that gives you another 1 dB im-
provement: 

126 X 1.26 = 158.7, or (+2 dBd) 

Your transmitter is still putting out 
100 watts, but your antenna is con-
centrating it in a narrower pattern, 
and to some distant observer it ap-
pears that your signal is as strong as if 
your transmitter was putting out 158 
watts. 
You've been making sketches and 

thinking about that antenna, and sud-
denly, you see a way to improve it 
some more — maybe another dB: 

158.7 x 1.26 = 199.962, 
OT (+ 3 dBd) 

Wow! As far as that guy at the other 
end of the path is concerned, you 
have just doubled your power! 
You've gained 3 dBd, which is the 
same as doubling your signal strength 
compared with your original dipole 
antenna. (And the best part Is, your 
electric bill stays the same.) Also, this 
gain is applied to any signal you re-
ceive, so that the guy at the other énd 
of the path apparently has doubled 
his power too. 
There you have it — 1 dB equals 

approximately 26 per cent, and, dB 
must always have a reference point 
for comparison. Remember these two 
things and dB will never again be a 
mystery. 

Antenna 
performance 
Does a vertical (antenna) perform 

better on the roof, on the ground, or 
on a pole? Also, I would like the an-
swer to that age-old question, which 
does perform better, a Yagi or a 
quad? — Jody Dunn, WA2QSI. 

The only question that's more diffi-
cult to answer than your last one is, 
"Which came first, the chicken or the 
egg?" No matter how thorough an in-
vestigator is, how well equipped, or 
how clearly he writes about quads or 
Yogis, he'll immediately be shot down 
by dozens of "experts" who can pro-
vide equally impressive volumes of 
proof of the other side of the argu-

ment. We may never know — and, 
anyway, who cares, as long as either 
one will do the job to your satisfac-
tion. 
A vertical antenna should do better 

mounted high, if it is properly 
matched and has a ground plane or 
some other arrangement to make it 
radiate as intended. Obviously, it is 
impractical to mount an 80 or 40 
meter quarter-wave vertical very high 
above the ground, but for the other 
bands, getting the thing above trees, 
fences, house wiring, etc,, is bound to 
help. You can't go wrong, however, if 
you follow the manufacturer's instruc-
tions. They know best what it takes to 
make their product play. 

Antenna 
measurements 
I recently purchased a noise bridge 

to use in adjusting some antennas I 
am building. I need to use a piece of 
feedline between the antenna and the 
bridge, but do not understand how 
this works. Is there a formula I can use 
to know when the antenna is resonant 
at the other end of a transmission 
line? — John Merlyn, WD5FZD. 

You can convert the readings at the 
end of a length of line (if you know 
the length) by use of a Smith chart 
and a little math. The use of Smith 
charts was explained in the March, 
1978, issue of ham radio (back issue 
or photocopy, $2). 
However, there's a simpler way if 

you don't mind taking the antenna 
down and connecting a substitute 
transmission line for the measure-
ments. Simply make the line an elec-
trical half-wave long. This, too, can 
be done with the noise bridge, and 
the simple procedure is explained in 
"Use A Noise Bridge," by K6NY in 
November,  1978, Ham Radio 
Horizons. 

Lightning 
protection 
I live in a rural area, and my anten-

na is the highest structure on the 
property (it is a three-element beam 
on a tripod on the roof). I have at-

tached a lightning arrestor to the an-
tenna, and run a ground wire to a 
nearby lightning rod, which is ground-
ed through a normal lightning-protec-
tion system ground. Is this safe? — 
Paula Franke, WB9TBU. 

When it comes to lightning, safety 
can only be comparative. As they say 
about the Atomic Bomb, the only 
protection is "don't be there." How-
ever, your approach is probably as 
good as you can make it under the 
circumstances. I assume that the light-
ning arrestor is in the coaxial cable 
from the antenna to your rig — at 
least that's where it should be. The tri-
pod should be connected to the light-
ning-rod system with cable just as 
heavy as the ground wire in the rest of 
the lightning-protection installation, 
and by as short and direct a route as 
possible. Another tip: the purpose of 
the sharp points on lightning rods is to 
bleed off a charge before it can 
build up to the "flash point" which in-
duces a lightning bolt. Put a sharp 
point on the top of the mast support-
ing your antenna. Let it stick up a 
couple of feet. This will provide an 
additional discharge point in the pro-
tection system. You'll get plenty of 
"rain static" in your receiver (which 
should be a clue to disconnect every-
thing and wait a while), but the 
chances of a lightning strike will be 
reduced. 
For more information on grounding 

and lightning protection, see the arti-
cle in this issue by WIHEO. 

Broadband CW 
I have read that, in CW, the faster 

the code is sent, the greater the band-
width is occupied. Why is this? — 
John Ciciarelli, WB3DDM. 

It's not anything you'll have to 
worry about for the majority of Ama-
teur Radio contacts using Morse 
code. If you progress to the point 
where you are conversing at 100 
words per minute or so, then the 
other guy might have to back off on 
his receiver selectivity a bit. The rea-
son for the increased bandwidth has 
to do with the rapid transition that oc-
curs when you turn a signal on, and 
again when you turn it off. A nice, 
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Fig. 1. In a sine wave, A, only one frequency is represented. As the wave becomes distorted, B, "ghost" harmonics (H1) are simu-
lated in the corners. An extreme case is represented by a square wave, C, where there are several harmonic waveforms (H1, H2, H3) 
represented in the corners. (Only three are shown here for clarity; in theory, a perfectly square waveform produces an infinite number 
of harmonics.) 

SINE WAVE 

o 
o 

N3 

SQUARE WAVE 

smooth sine wave is theoretically 
pure, and only one frequency is rep-
resented in its wave form. However, 
as the wave becomes distorted, cer-
tain portions of it begin to appear the 
same as a waveform of a different fre-
quency superimposed on the original, 
see Fig. 1. The extreme case is when 
the waveform is squared off — as in a 
CW "dit" — with very sharp corners. 
The voltage rises very rapidly to its full 
value, then stops abruptly. This sud-
den transition from rising to steady-
state appears the same as some "har-
monic" waveform would, if it were 
superimposed on that "corner" of the 
pulse. The same thing happens in re-
verse when the key is opened — a 
steady-state condition ends and an al-
most instantaneous drop takes place. 
The more often you perform this 

on/off function, the more of these 
"ghost" harmonics are generated, 
and it requires more bandwidth to 
pass them. If you don't pass them, the 
holes between the pulses, and the 
corners of the pulses, become blurred 
and hard to follow. Try it on some 
high-speed CW down at the low end 
of an Extra-class segment. Tune in a 
signal that is really zipping along — 
but do so with your receiver set to re-
ceive SSB. Next, switch to your 

DISTORTED SINE WAVE 

MORSE CODE "DIT" 

o 
"SOFTENED" OIT 

o 

sharpest CW position. Notice how 
much harder it is to hear the charac-
ters (you don't have to read the code, 
just listen for the individual dits and 
dahs). If your filter is sharp enough, 
say 100 to 200 Hz wide, it will prob-
ably "ring" and you'll not be able to 
distinguish a dot from a dash. 
Incidentally, this sharp "corner" on 

CW signals is great for creating key 
clicks in nearby receivers. The cure is 
to put a resistance/capacitance filter 
in the keying circuit to round-off those 
corners, creating a smoother transi-
tion and no clicks, Fig. 1E. 

interference 
On 15 and 40 meters, foreign-sta-

tion audio and other interference 
completely dominates the bands at 
-times. How come? — Dan Simmons, 
KA4MDI. 

There could be many reasons for 
this interference, the chief one being 
that perhaps the stations are there le-
gally (this is permitted in some parts of 
the world), and propagation condi-
tions make their signals far stronger 
than any ham signals. After all, many 
foreign broadcast stations run hun-
dreds of kW, and use antennas with 

A CW character, at D, can produce a 
square waveform with plenty of harmon-
ic content which takes up spectrum and 
creates key clicks. The cure is to "soften" 
the corners, E, even though this will re-
duce the maximum speed at which you 
can send. This will not bother most of us, 
however, since you'll have to go at near-
ly 100 wpm to note the difference. 

plenty of gain. A 1-kW ham cannot 
compete with that. 
Also, such strong signals can over-

load your receiver front-end to the 
point where it just cannot handle 
them. Many receivers suffer from that 
problem, especially some of the solid-
state models. The interfering signal 
does not have to be in the band to 
cause this problem, either. A broad-
cast station that puts a large fraction of 
a volt into your receiver front-end can 
create "duplicates" of itself by mixing 
with other nearby signals. 
If the problem is caused by out-of-

band stations, a sharp (high- Q) 
tuned-circuit between the antenna 
and your receiver will help by re-
ducing the strength of the broadcast-
er. Also, using an antenna that is 
much shorter than usual for the band 
(on your receiver only) will help by re-
ducing the voltage produced by 
strong out-of-band stations. 
However, if the stations are legally 

operating in the band (and several 
dozen do so on 40 meters), there is 
nothing you can do about it except try 
to work hams when the band is dead 
toward Europe, or make sure your 
antenna is not broadside to that part 
of the world. 

HRH 
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atT1T-me 
Rob Schneider, N6MR 

Delta QS0 Party 

The 11th Annual Delta QS0 Party, 
sponsored by the ARRL Delta Divi-
sion, will be on the air from 1800Z 
September 27 to 2400Z September 
28. Amateurs within the Delta Divi-
sion (Arkansas, Louisiana, Mississip-
pi, and Tennessee) will attempt to 
contact as many stations as possible 
both inside and outside of the divi-
sion. Stations outside of the Delta 
Division will try to work as many divi-
sion stations as possible during the 
contest period. 
Operation will be on all bands, both 

CW and phone. Stations may be 
worked on each band/mode. Port-
ables and mobiles may be reworked 
on the same band/mode if they 
change counties. 
Various awards are available to sta-

tions inside and outside the Delta Di-
vision: 

Delta Achievement Award — A certif-
icate to all Amateurs contacting five 
different stations in each of the four 
Delta Division states. 

Section Award (Delta Division) — 
Certificates to the three highest-scor-
ing stations in each state within the 
division. 

Section Award (Outside division) — 
A certificate to the high-scoring sta-
tions in each ARRL section and 
country. 

Plaques — A plaque will be awarded 
to the high-scoring station both inside 
and outside of the Delta Division. 
Plaques will also be awarded to the 
high-scoring portable and mobile sta-
tions within the division. A club 
plaque will be awarded to the high-
scoring Delta Division multi-operator 
club station. All plaques are spon-
sored by the Lafayette, Louisiana, 
ARC. 

The contest exchange will consist of 
QSO number, RST, and QTH (ARRL 

HRH 

section for non-Delta Division, county 
and state for Delta Division). 
The most active frequencies should 

be: Novice — 3725, 7125, 21125, 
28125; CW — 3550, 7050, 14050, 
21050, 28050; SSB — 3990, 8290, 
14290, 21390, 28590. 
To calculate a final score, multiply 

number of QS0s times the number of 
Delta Division counties worked (316 
maximum). Delta Division stations 
multiply QS0s times ARRL sections 
worked (75 maximum). DX contacts 
are allowed, but do not count as mul-
tipliers. 
To be eligible for awards, logs must 

show date/time, station worked, ex-
change, band, mode, and multiplier. 
Logs should be postmarked no later 
than October 21, and addressed to 
Malcolm P. Keown, W5XX, 213 
Moonmist, Vicksburg, Mississippi 
39180. Logs will be returned if 
requested. 

City of Champions Certificates 

A "city of Champions" sports certif-

icate is offered by the North Hills 
Amateur Radio Club of Pittsburgh, 
Pennsylvania, in honor of the Pitts-
burgh Pirates' World Series victory 
and the Pittsburgh Steelers' Super 
Bowl victory in 1979. All amateurs 
are eligible to receive the award; the 
only requirement being contacts with 
members of the North Hills club. 
Total number of contacts required 

is nine, broken down as follows: 
Western Pennsylvania ARRL section 
— five contacts; continental U.S.A. 
(other than West. PA) — three con-
tacts; DX (including Alaska and 
Hawaii) — one contact. Log entries 
should show time, date, band, call, 
ARRL section, and signal report. 
To apply for the City of Champions 

award, send log entries along with an 
81/2 x 12 SASE (22 cents postage) 
before December 31 to: NHARC — 
City of Champions, c/o WA3W0X, 
4197 Timberlane Drive, Allison Park, 
Pennsylvania 15101. 

' Penn,ylvania 

Given in Recognition of Outstanding Achievement 
in Support of Professional Sports in 19 

Presented to Amateur Radio Station 

By the North Hills Amateur %oho Club of Pittsburgh 
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Dear Horizons: 
I have read with much interest your 

article on DX in the past few issues. 
I've been an Amateur for just over a 
year now, and am really caught up in 
the DX chase. 1 upgraded to General 
two months after receiving my Novice 
ticket, and it didn't take long to start 
trying for new countries. As a Novice, 
1 worked several DX countries — 
YKs, ZLs, KH6, SM, and DLs. Since 
becoming a General, 1 have worked 
112 countries, and have received 
QSLs from 65 of them. I plan to have 
DXCC within a few months. Please 
don't get me wrong, I'm not bragging; 
anyone can do this with determina-
tion. My equipment is not anything 
special. The rig, a Yaesu FT-101EE, 
was used when I bought it, and my 
first antennas were dipoles. I made a 
Yagi for 10 meters out of parts from a 
fallen CB antenna for practically noth-
ing, and bought a used rotator for 
$25. The Yagi worked like magic, 
with approximately 90 watts to it; I 
consistently received 59 + signal re-
ports from Europe and South Ameri-
ca, and 55 to 59 from Japan and 
Africa. I've got WAS, WAC, WAUSA, 
and CCA (from 73). 
There are many ideas that I have 

that should help new DXers (since I 
am new and know they work), and 
here are a few of them: 

1. Listen, listen, listen. I know it has 
been said before, but this point can-
not be overemphasized. Find a 
country you need and wait for him 
to finish his QS0. Then either call 
him if he is making casual contacts, 
or just give your call If he is working 
stations fast. If you don't hear him 
reply within four or five seconds, 
give your call again — most of the 
time once just isn't enough. It may 

take a while, but you will get him. 

2. Propagation charts are good 
guide lines, but not Gospel, I 
worked 5NODOG at approximately 
2300Z on ten meters, when the 
band should have been dead going 
in that direction, and we had a 
QS0 that lasted a good while, with 
good signals both ways. So, listen 
around — the band may be open to 
places that seem impossible. 

3. Try to make or buy a Yagi for 10 
meters. This is not expensive, even 
if you have to buy one for 11 
meters and trim it down. This is the 
single most important feature that 
has helped me with DX. They can't 
work if you can't be heard by them. 
With a beam, you can work almost 
everything you hear. I say almost 
because some of the DX stations 
have such pileups you just won't be 
able to make it. Don't give up 
though, try a few times. If you get 
no results, write down the frequen-
cy and check back every fifteen 
minutes or so; conditions may 
make your signal the strongest on 
the band. 

4. If the fast DX type contacts scare 
you off, listen to a DX contest for a 
while. Pay attention to the ex-
change, and if you don't under-
stand it, look in QST, CQ, or 73 for 
what exchange is to be given in the 
contest. Then, dive in! Be sure to 
give both your call and the DX sta-
tion's call during the exchange. 
QSLs are nice; pink slips aren't. 

5. If, after working several coun-
tries, you find yourself at a stand-
still, don't give up. listen for DX, 
or someone talking about DX, for 
clues of when rare countries will be 
on. It is a lot easier to get them be-
fore the pileup gets too big. 

6. Once you make the contact, it is 
good practice to thank the DX 
operator and say 73, but be quick 
about it. Don't waste his time with 
name or QTH unless he requests it 
or gives you his. Amateurs in the 
United States are common as an 
old shoe and he is not going to get 
excited about working you. 

7. If the DX station is working U.S. 
stations by call areas, don't give 
your call if he is not asking for your 
area. This only adds to the QRM. 

All-in-all, DX takes patience, confi-
dence, and skill, so develop these 

three traits and DXCC will be yours. 
I'm sure that everyone has his own 

ideas about working DX, many of 
which have done much better than 1, 
but these basic ideas worked for me. 

Ken Sturgill, KA4HEP 

Dear Horizons: 
Our condolences for Jim's passing. 

All of us in Amateur Radio will miss 
him deeply. He was one of the great-
est contributors to the art. His ability 
to chronicle important advances in 
radio technology was unsurpassed. 
Jim was a good and respected friend 
of ours. 

George Badger, W6TC 
Bill Orr, W6SAI 

Bob Sutherland, W6P0 
EIMAC, San Carlos, CA 

Dear Horizons: 
It was with a deep sense of loss that 

I received the notice of Jim's death. 
Over the years I had met Jim many 
times at ARRL and other functions. 
He was an excellent engineer, a true 
friend to the Amateur, and, above all, 
always a gentleman. He will be missed 
by all of us. 
My deepest sympathy to his family, 

and to all the staff. His spot can be 
filled but he can never be replaced. 

George A. Diehl, W2IHA 
Vice Director, ABRI Hudson Div. 

Dear Horizons: 
As a new subscriber to your maga-

zine, and a new ham as well, I want to 
let you know that I enjoy the articles 
in your magazine — such as the fol-
lowing: 

"The Anglo-American Connec-
tion" (January, 1980) 
"Hamming in Hong Kong" (Jan-
uary, 1980) 
"Lifelines to Antarctica" (February, 
1980) 
"The Fourth Time's the Charm" 
(May, 1980) 

I also enjoy the editorials and the 
"Newsline" feature. I fall into the 
same philosophy as Ramon Amoros, 
KA4HBI, who wrote in your letters 
segment of the February, 1980, issue: 
"Keep your magazine educational as 
it is, don't let it become an electronics 
engineering magazine." 

Glen Henderson, KA4BMT 
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KLM SSV 80-40-15 
Antenna 
The SSV 80-40-15 is the latest 

addition to KLM's unique new series 
of vertical, multi-band antennas, and, 
in the KLM tradition, features broad-
band response on 80, 40, and 15 
meters. The SSV is freestanding, with 
the lower half made up of three elec-
trically active tripod legs. Excellent 
DX is possible because the configura-
tion of the legs contributes to a low 
angle of radiation on each band. Two 
of the legs are hinged at the base, al-
lowing the SSV to be easily raised by 
two men. Only modest base prepara-
tions are needed. The upper half of 
the SSV is a single telescoping-whip 
section. It is quite flexible, and sur-
vives high winds by laying over to re-
duce its own wind-load. Although the 
SSV stretches over 60 feet above 
ground, no guying is necessary. 
Overall weight is only 88 lbs. Feed 
impedance is 50 ohms. 
A full 1/4-wave resonance is possi-

ble on 80 meters through the use of 
one tripod leg and the upper whip 
section. The adjustable tip allows the 
SSV to be tuned from below 3.5 MHz 
to 6.5 MHz, in 300-kHz steps at 1.5:1 
VSWR or better. 
The 40-meter resonance is quite 

broad, thanks to the effective diame-
ter of the base section (two of the tri-
pod legs). Wide-range tuning is possi-
ble from 6.5 MHz on up. Perform-
ance on 40 meters appears better 
than a standard, ground-mounted, 
1/4-wave vertical because shock ex-
citation of the 80 meter section im-
proves the radiation pattern. 
Performance of the 3/4-wave, 15-

meter section is also improved by 

shock excitation of the 80-meter sec-
tion. The VSWR curve is very broad, 
with little change from band edge to 
band edge. 
Performance approaching that of a 

full 1/4-wave vertical is also possible 
on 160 meters simply by adding in-
ductance at the base of the antenna. 
Experimental uses for the SSV 

abound. A wide-spectrum VSWR plot 
shows three more naturally occurring 
resonances that fall very close to the 
three new high frequency bands 
authorized at WARC-79 (10, 18, and 

24 MHz) and are usable with slight 
retuning. 
High-quality materials are used 

throughout the SSV. All aluminum 
tubing is drawn, seamless, 6063-
T832 alloy. Tough fiberglass insula-
tors are used to insulate the SSV from 
ground and insulate the resonant sec-
tions. Base-mounting anchor-plates 
are supplied. 
Price of the SSV 80-40-15 is 

$399.95. For more information, con-
tact KLM Electronics, Inc., P.O. Box 
816, Morgan Hill, California 95037. 
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Bird Milliwattineter 
This new broad-band Terma line ® 

RD Milliwattmeter terminates and 
measures the output of low-power 
signal sources directly, without the 
use of charts. A front-panel range-
switch selects one of three ranges, 
0-200 mW, 800 mW and 3 watts, 
without the need to transfer detector 
crystals. The wide frequency range of 
the model 6257 accommodates com-
munications measurements, all the 
way from 100 kHz Maritime Mobile/ 
Maritime Radio Navigation to one 
gigahertz Aeronautical Radio Naviga-
tion, and all services in between. 
The unit is designed to measure 

output of broad-band oscillators, sig-
nal generators, hand-held transceiv-
ers, or any low-powered device. Used 
in conjuction with compact Bird Ten-
ulines Attenuators, the Milliwatt-
meter's maximum full-scale range can 
be expanded to 25 or 100 watts. Each 
of the three ranges can be calibrated 
on the field for tighter accuracy at a 
specific frequency. 
The wattmeter's diode detector also 

serves as a demodulator of a-m trans-
mission envelopes. The demodulated 
(audio) signal is available at a front-
panel miniature phone jack to feed 
into high impedance display or analy-
sis instrumentation. VSWR of model 
6257 is below 1.1 to 512 MHz, and 
less than 1.15 to 1000 MHz, in 50-
ohm coaxial systems. 
Model 6257 price is $265, from 

Bird Electronic Corporation, 30303 
Aurora Road, Cleveland (Solon), 
Ohio 44139. 

6-Meter Interfilter 
Unadilla/Reyco introduces a new 

filter in their Amateur Radio product 
line. The 6-meter "Interfilter" is rated 
for full Amateur power over the pass-
band of 50 to 52 MHz. Passband 
specifications are loss of 1 dB or less 
and 1.4:1 or less SWR. Filter rejection 
is 65 dB minimum on TV channel 3 
through 13. The unit is weather 
sealed and lifetime guaranteed. Sug-
gested retail price is $69.95. Una-
dilla/Reyco, 6743 Kinne St., E, Syra-
cuse, New York 13057. 

World Time Calculator 
Ever since man has been keeping 

time, there has been confusion about 
whose tick-tock is truly ticking. World 
Standard Time is the accepted time 
keeping method today. But, is it really 
Standard? Theoretically, the world is 
divided into twenty-four equal time 
zones. Rarely do these zones ever fol-
low a straight line. They are modified 
by geographic and political considera-
tions. Two countries can lie in the 
same time zone and yet follow a dif-
ferent hour. As much as three hours 
difference exists between some neigh-
boring countries. Available timepieces 
do not take this fact into considera-
tion. UTC conversion tables assume 
countries in the same time zone ob-
serve the same hour, when some-
times they do not. 
End of confusion — The World 

Time Calculator, with a turn of the 
dial, instantly and accurately shows 
the correct world time. Unlike other 
timepieces or tables, no mental arith-
metic is necessary. 
It's a simple matter to find world 

time by setting your local hour. Auto-
matically, time throughout the world 
falls into place. When you know the 
time in another country and want to 
know your local time, set that hour 
then read yours. The World Time 
Calculator is universal and can be 
used anywhere. The face of the in-
strument is a detailed polar map, 
showing over 200 locations. Each 
zone is drawn to show exact time 
boundaries. Variations from Standard 
Time are clearly marked. 
Priced at only $2.95 from Van 

Gorden Engineering, P.O. Box 
21305, S. Euclid, Ohio 44121. 
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•  PRODUCT 
SHOWCASE 

Kantronics 
Signal Enforcer TM 
A frequency-agile, dual audio filter 

that will reduce or eliminate signal in-
terference to any one of five common 
modes has just been introduced by 
Kantronics. To provide ultimate ver-
satility in a single accessory, the Sig-
nal Enforcer uses two independently 
tunable filters to team up on signal in-
terference to CW (continuous-wave), 
single sideband, a-m, radioteletype, 
and ASCII computer transmissions. 
The Signal Enforcer's two state-of-

the-art filters have both notch and 
peak capabilities. That means they 
can be used either to reduce signals 
on all but a selected frequency (peak-
ing), or to eliminate signals on a se-
lected frequency where interference is 
present (notching). Because they are 
independently tunable, one filter can 
notch out an interfering signal or 
noise source while the other filter 
peaks up the signal being copied. 
The filters can be operated in series 

on separate frequencies to notch and 
peak, or they can be teamed to make 
a super-peak or super-notch filter. In 
series, the filters can even be used to 
notch two frequencies at once. Series 
operation of the Signal Enforcer is 
called cascading. The filters can also 
be used in parallel to peak two fre-
quencies at once. 
In cascade mode, for example, one 

filter can be used to peak a weak CW 
signal while the other Is used to notch 
out a nearby foreign broadcast sta-
tion. Also in cascade mode, the Sig-
nal Enforcer can act as a doubly po-
tent single filter to peak or notch indi-
vidual frequencies. Operated in the 
parallel mode, the two filters can be 
used to peak the mark and space sig-
nals used in RTTY and ASCII trans-
missions. 
Because the Signal Enforcer is an 

audio filter, it can be hooked in-line 
with the audio output of a receiver, so 

that no connections inside the receiv-
er are necessary. It can be used in-line 
with the receiver speaker, head-
phones output, or other audio out-
puts from the receiver. The Signal En-
forcer will drive up to 2 watts through 
an 8-ohm speaker. The audio output 
is adjusted through a volume control. 
Each Signal Enforcer filter has its 

own "tuning-eye" indicator, peak/ 
notch switch, bandwidth control and 
frequency control. The tuning eyes 
are LED indicators that make tuning 
fast and simple. Each tuning eye has 
its own very narrow filter. When one 
of the Signal Enforcer filters is tuned 
to the heart of a signal, its tuning eye 
will blink simultaneously with the sig-
nal's audio output. Under crowded-
band conditions, it is very difficult to 
tune signals without the aid of tuning 
eyes. The Signal Enforcer is the only 
filter that offers that essential feature 
on both filters. 
The high quality of the filters allows 

the bandwidth to remain constant, 
once it has been set by the operator, 
regardless of the frequency tuned to. 
The filters are continuously variable in 
bandwidth from less than 30 Hz to 
over 1000 Hz. Their audio-frequency 

range runs from less than 150 Hz to 
over 3000 Hz. 
Ultimate serviceability has been de-

signed into the Signal Enforcer. If 
service or repair is needed, the modu-
lar design will allow for nearly imme-
diate replacement and turn-around. 
All internal boards, components and 
craftsmanship are of the highest 
quality. 
The Signal Enforcer has its own in-

ternal power supply and can be run 
from 115 Vac at 60 Hz, 220 Vac at 
50 Hz, or from an external 12 to 18 
Vdc power source. 
The Signal Enforcer is in a tan, 

cream and brown enclosure about 
21/2  by 8 by 6 inches. It comes with 
operator's manual and all necessary 
connectors used on the unit. 
The list price of the Signal Enforcer 

is $189.95. It is protected by a f ull-
year warranty and can be purchased 
from Kantronics, or from many of the 
over 40 Kantronics authorized dealer-
ships in the United States, Canada, 
West Germany, the Netherlands, and 
Argentina. 
Please send direct inquiries to Kan-

tronics, Inc., 1202 E. 23rd Street, 
Lawrence, Kansas 66044. 

Portable Soldering Iron 

A handy, portable soldering iron 
that connects to an automobile, boat, 
or any other 12-volt battery source, 
has been introduced by M.M. New-
man Corporation of Marblehead, 
Massachusetts. 
The Antex MLX 12 is a battery-

operated soldering iron that quickly 
connects to any 12 volt source. Con-
suming minimal power, the light-
weight, easy-to-handle iron heats up 
to 800°F in less than 2 minutes. 
Fifteen-foot-long leads with alligator 
clips make a quick, simple connec-
tion. 

Consuming only 2 amperes at 
12V, the Antex MLX 12 volt solder-
ing iron uses replaceable, iron-plated 
tips that slide directly over the heating 
element for efficient power usage. 
Weighing 11/4  oz., the 8 inch non-
charring plastic handle remains cool 
at maximum temperatures. A handy 
carrying case is included. 
The Antex MLX 12 volt soldering 

iron is priced at $19.95 (retail), and 
packaged in a pegmount display. Lit-
erature is available on request. For 
more information contact: M.M. 
Newman Corporation, C. F. Loutrel, 
Jr., Marketing, 7 Hawkes Street, 
Marblehead, Massachusetts 01945. 
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B & W Balun 
Barker & Williamson, Inc., an-

nounces a new product for the Radio 
Amateur, the Model BC-1 Balun. 

Specifications: 

Impedance 

Frequency 
Power 
Connector 

Size 

50 ohms unbalanced to 
50 ohms balanced 
1.8-30 MHz 
2.5 kW-5 kW PEP 
SO-239; mates with stan-
dard PL-259 
21/4 inch diameter; 71/2 
Inches long 

el, 

For additional information contact 
Mr. Elmer Bush or Martin T. Zegel, 
Jr., at Barker & Williamson, Inc., 10 
Canal Street, Bristol, Pennsylvania 
19007. 

New Ten-Tec "Delta" 
Transceiver First With 
All 9 HF Bands 
The company that prides itself on 

offering many famous "firsts" has 
done it again by being first to offer a 
new transceiver with nine high fre-
quency bands including three new 
bands granted to the Amateur Service 
during the recent World Administra-
tive Radio Conference (WARC) held 
in Geneva, Switzerland. 
The new Ten-Tec "Delta," in keep-

ing with its name, offers a transceiver 
for the changing times. Covering 160 
through 10 meters, the Delta has the 
present 6 high frequency bands, plus 
the new 10, 18, and 24.5 MHz bands. 
It's ready to go on all bands except for 
crystals 18 and 24.5 MHz segments 
(available when the bands open for 
use). 
Total high frequency band cover-

age isn't all Delta has. The wholly new 
design features a new, low-noise, 
double-conversion receiver with 0.3 
itV sensitivity, 85 dB or better dynam-
ic range, plus switchable 20 dB atten-
uator, standard 8-pole monolithic 
SSB filter with 2.4-kHz bandwidth, 
optional 200 Hz and 500 Hz, 6-pole 
CW filters, plus standard, 4-stage, 

active audio filter, built-in variable 
notch filter, offset tuning, new hang 
AGC for smoother operation, optional 
noise blanker, WWV reception, and 
new digital readout featuring six 0.3 
inch red LEDs. 
Totally solid-state, the Delta bene-

fits from Ten-Tec's pioneering in such 
high-power, high frequency final am-
plifiers. Power input is 200 watts on 
all bands, including 10 meters (with 
50-ohm load), 100 per cent duty 
cycle up to 20 minutes maximum 
key-down time, QSK instant break-in, 
adjustable-threshold ALC and drive 
with LED indicator, adjustable side-
tone level and pitch, vernier tuning, 
super-stable WO, low-distortion 
audio, and super new styling with 
.̀panelized" grouping of controls, 
smaller, go-anywhere size (4-3/4 x 
11-3/8 x 15 inches) and a very 
handsome black and bronze color 
styling with 2-piece aluminum case 
and tilt-up bail. 
Priced at just $849, the new Ten-

Tec "Delta" offers more features, 
more coverage, and more value than 
any other transceiver now available. 
For further information, see your 

dealer, or write Ten-Tec, Inc., High-
way 411 East, Sevierville, Tennessee 
37862. 

Russell Industries 
Digi-10 H/U 
This new 10-channel, hand-held 

pocket scanner gives instant access to 
police, fire, weather and other spe-
cial-interest broadcasts on high vhf 
and uhf bands. 
Digi-10 H/U exhibits the following 

features: 

10 channels with a scan rate of 15 
channels per second. 

LED display readout. 

Manual/automatic pushbutton 
stepping from channel to channel. 

Over-passing switches to lock out 
unwarranted monitoring. 

One-second delay switch to hold 
desired channel position. 

Rechargeable Ni/Cd batteries and 
an ac battery charger. 

Unit weight 8.8 ounces; size 2-3/4 
x 5-5/8 x 1-1/4 inches. 

For more information, contact 
Russell Industries, Inc., 3069 Lawson 
Boulevard, Oceanside, New York 
11572. 
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RATES Regular classified is available 
to commercial advertisers at 50c per word; 
and to non-commercial advenlsers at 154 
per word. Display classified (1 Inch deep x 
21/4 inches wide) is $85, or at the 12x rate is 
$50. All Ad Scan payable in advance. No 
cash discounts or agency commissions 
allowed. 
HAM FESTS Sponsored by non-profit 

organizations receive one free regular 
classified ad (subject to our editing). 
Repeat insertions of harnfest ads pay the 
standard rate. 
COPY No special layout or arrange-

ments available Material should be 
typewritten or clearly printed (not all 
capitals) and must include full name and 
address. We reserve the right lo reject 
unsuitable copy. HORIZONS cannot check 
each advertiser and thus cannot be held 
responsible for claims made. Liability for 
correctness of material limited to cor-
rected ad In next available Issue. 

DEADLINE 15th of third preceding 
month. 
SEND MATERIAL TO: Ad Scan, 

Ham Radio Horizons, Greenville, N. H. 
03048. 

ICOM INTERNATIONAL USER'S CLUB. Details 
SASE Pohorence, 9600 Kickapoo Pass, Streets. 
boro, Ohio 44240. 

C8 TO 10 METER CONVERSIONS. SSB/AM1CW. 
Let a specialist convert your rig, or buy one com-
plete. Write Conversion Engineering, Box 183, 
Sandwich, Massachusetts 02563. 

DRAKE TWINS T4)(8 & R4B with matching 
speaker and AC Power Supply. In excellent con. 
dition. Includes manuals and connecting 
cables. WB2EUK, 716-768-6979. 

LEARN CODE THE EASY W6PHA WAY1 Former 
USAF Code Champ gives unique, simple system 
allowing all ages to learn quickly. Booklet, $3.00 
ppd. Free information with each order offering 
discounts on Globaiman hand keys, code prac-
tice oscillators, electronic keyers. Will corres-
pond with booklet purchasers. Global America, 
P.O. Box 31:18RH, El Toro, California 92630. 

HAMS FOR CHRIST — Reach other hams with a 
Gospel Tract sure to please. Clyde Stanfield, 
WA6HEG, 1245 Sandra Ct., Upland, Calif. 91786. 

MAKE CODE EASY! Supplement your code pro-
gram with a self-Improvement hypnosis cas-
sette. Tape 03, Learning the Code; Tape 04, 
Breaking the Speed Barrier. Send $10.95 each to 
The John Wolf Self Hypnosis Center, P.O. Box 
497, Hayden Lake, Idaho 83835. 
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WANTED TO BUY: Reasonably priced Century 
21 transceiver. Write Jim Howell, KA4EBW, 
Route 9, Box 251, Salisbury, NC 28144. Also, 
have novice gear to sell, send SASE. 

FREE Ham Radio Insider Newsletter! Send large 
SASE: W5YI, Box 010101-H, Dallas, Texas 75207. 

OSLs & RUBBER STAMPS — All Top Quality 
Merchandise! QSLs: Glossy Inks and Cardstock. 
Rubber Stamps: Report Forms, Call Letter, 
Address. Card Samples and Stamp Information 
50e. Ebbed Graphics 5H, Box 70, Westerville, 
Ohio 43081. 

QSLs SECOND TO NONE. Same day service. 
Samples 50 cents. Include your call for free 
decal. Ray, K7HLR, Box 331, Clearfield, UT 
84015. 

MAGAZINE SAMPLES! For a free list of over 135 
magazines offering a sample copy, send a 
stamped, addressed envelope to: Publishers Ex-
change, P.O. Box 1368, Dept. 26A, Plainfield, NJ 
07061. 

QSL INSURANCE. No more ORL DX operators, 
managers, or bureaus. New product called 
"Confirmation Mailer" Is your best guarantee in 
Amateur Radio of receiving a fast direct reply. 
$5.50 brings you 30 Poll cies I Bob Zittnan, 
K9UJA, P.O. Box 94973, Schaumburg, IL 60193. 

CISLs with class! Unbeatable quality, reason-
able price. Samples: 50e refundable. QSLs Un-
limited, 1472 SW 13th Street, Boca Raton, FL 
33432. 

DX — YOU BET! The DX Bulletin — Best weekly 
DX info in the world — send for FREE sample 
copy. The DX Bulletin, 306 Vernon Avenue, 
Vernon, Connecticut 06068. 

STOP LOOKING for a good deal on amateur 
radio equipment — you've found It here — at 
your amateur radio headquarters in the heart of 
the Midwest. Now more than ever where you buy 
is as Important as what you buyi We are factory. 
authorized dealers for Kenwood, Drake, Yaesu, 
Collins, Wilson, Ten-Tec, Atlas, ICOM, DenTron, 
MF.), Tempo, Regency, Hy-Gain, Mosley, Alpha, 
Cushcraft, Swan and many more. Write or call us 
today for our low quote and try our personal and 
friendly Hoosier service. HOOSIER ELECTRON-
ICS, P.O. Box 2001, Terre Haute, Indiana 47802. 
(812) 238.1456. 

ELECTRONIC BARGAINS, CLOSEOUTS, SUR-
PLUS! Parts, equipment, stereo, industrial, 
educational. Amazing values! Fascinating items 
unavailable in stores or catalogs anywhere. 
Unusual FREE catalog. ETC0-059, Box 762, 
Plattsburgh, N.Y. 12901. 

CB TO 10 METER PROFESSIONALS — Your rig 
or buy ours — AM/SSB/CW. Certified Communi-
cations, 4138 So. Ferris, Fremont, Michigan 
49412; (616) 924-4561. 

LINEAR AMPLIFIER PLANBOOK II: 92 pages, 
$11.95. Code training course, 3 record set with 
book, 30 lessons from 2 to 22 wpm, $8.00. From 
CB to Ham beginner, 144 pages, $4.75. Modifica-
tion kits, crystals, and more in our catalog — 
$1.00 — refundable, sent free with purchase. A. 
P. Systems, P.O. Box 488, Milford, PA 18337. 

"CADILLAC" of Celia — FAST 100-$9.95 — Our 
Design. Send $1.00 for samples — Refundable. 
MAC s SHACK, P.O. Box 43175, Seven Points, 
Texas 75143. 

304TL, 4CX1500, 6L6 metal, 7F7, etc. tubes 
wanted for cash or trade. Ted, W2KUW, 10 
Schuyler Avenue, No. Arlington, NJ 07032. (201) 
998-4246 or (800) 526-1270. 

HAMS: Try the new Ad Scan! Non-commercial 
ads only 15e per word. Commercial ads, as be-
fore, are 50e per word. Payment with ad, please. 

TOP SECRET Registry of U.S. Government Fre-
quencies 25 to 470 MHz by K2AES. Unique book 
lists 3,800 + freqs. of FCC, FBI, Border Patrol, 
Immigration, Treasury, ATF, NASA, FAA, mili-
tary, etc. Only book of its kind! $4.95 ppd. CAB 
Research, Box 56-HR, Commack, NY 11725. 

DISTINCTIVE OSL's — Largest selection, low-
est prices, top quality photo and completely 
customized cards. Make your QSL's truly unique 
at the same cost as a standard card, and get a 
better return rate! Free samples, catalogue. 
Stamps appreciated. Stu Goodman, K2PRZ 
Print, P.O. Box 412, Rocky Point, N.Y. 11778, 
(516)744-6260. 

WANT TO TRADE for good CW ham gear ($150 
value), fifty piece service for eight, Rogers 
Oneida silverpiate silverware, rose design, in 
good condition, purchased in 1951. Jim Howell, 
KA4EBW, Route 9, Box 251, Salisbury, NC 
28144. 704-633-9183. 

HAM RADIO REPAIR, alignment. Hassle-free 
from anywhere via UPS. Expert, prompt, reason-
able. Modern lab. "Grid" Gridley, W4GJO, Route 
2, Box 138B, Rising Fawn, GA 30738. 

REWIND JUNK TRANSFORMERS — for any 
voltage I Manual shows how. $3.00. Guaranteed. 
Harrit, Box 495HR, Great Neck, N.Y. 11022. 

SCANNERS, CRYSTALS at low Wholesale 
Prices! Wholesale to Everybody! Prompt Serv-
ice! Send stamped envelope! Alfords, Box 339-
Al, Middlesex, N.C. 27557. 

THE MOR•GAIN HD DIPOLES are the most ad-
vanced, highest performance multi-band HF 
dipole antennas available. Patented design pro-
vides length one-half of conventional dipoles. 
50 ohm feed on all bands, no tuner or baiun re-
quired. Can be installed as Inverted VEE. 
Thousands in use worldwide. 22 models avail-
able including two models engineered for op-
timum performance for the novice bands. The 
Mot-Gain HD dipoles N/T series are the only 
commercial antennas specifically designed to 
meet the operational requirements of the novice 
license. Our 1-year warranty is backed by nearly 
20 years of HID dipole production experience. 
Write or call today for our 5.page brochure. (913) 
682-3142. Mor-Gain, P.O. Box 329N, Leaven-
worth, KS 66048. 

MOBILE IGNITION SHIELDING provides more 
range, no noise. Literature. Estes Engineering, 
930 Marine Drive, Port Angeles, Wash. 98362. 

—  
OSL's — No stock designs! Your art or ours; 
photos; originals. 50c for samples, details 
refundable). Certified Communications, 4138 S. 
Ferris, Fremont, MI 49412. 

COMING EVENTS 
PENNSYLVANIA: Butler County ARA's Ham-
lest, Sunday, September 7, 9 AM to 4 PM, Butler 
Farm Show Grounds at Roe Airport, Butler. Ad-
mission: $1.00 donation Includes small prizes 
drawn every 30 minutes until 4 PM. Under 12 
free. Free outside flea market, indoors $3.00 per 
8 ft. table space. Refreshments. Mobile check-In 
(W3UDX) 96/36 and 52 simplex. Directions: 
84/24, 90/30 Fleptr. Mobile prize awarded. Fly-In 
(Butler Farm Show Airport) 80 + 100 Av. gas. 
Fly-in prize awarded. Great prizes. For Info rma-
tion: Dan Metrick, WA3GDS, 130 Rieger Rd., 
Butler, PA 16001. (412)283-1719. 
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e 1980 
HANDBOOK 
PRICES SLASHED 

TO 
NE W LO W 

Special 
1980 
Edition 
Close Out 
Offer 

Full of exciting new features for the 

80's, NO W is the time to order 

your copy of the 1980 ARRI. 

"RADIO A MATEUR'S HAND-

BOOK." Internationally recognized 

and universally consulted, every 

Amateur should have the latest edi-

tion. The new HANDBOOK covers 

virtually all of the state-of-the-art 

developments in electronics theory 

and design. Novices will find it to 

be arr indispensable study guide, 

while the more advanced Amateur 

will enjoy building the many new 

projects. 

0 Order AR-HB80 
Softbound $6.95  N E : 

ID Order AR-BB80 
Hardbound $13.75 

Please add $1.00 for shipping 

HAM RADIO'S 
BOOKSTORE 

GREENVILLE, N. H. 
(800) 258-5353 

BOUND 
VOLUMES 

1977 & 1978 
ham radio  Reg,.. ›4 ‹ 

1977 & 1978 
HORIZONS  Reg... < 

JUST S 22.95 
SAVE $2.001 

Please add SI .00 for shipping 

HAM RADIO'S BOOKSTORE 
GREENVILLE, NH 03048 

RADIO EXPO "80" — Lake County Fair 
Grounds, At. 45 & 120. September 6 and 7, Ad-
vance tickets $2.00, $3.00 at gate. Write Radio 
Expo Tickets, P.O. Box 1532, Evanston, II. 60204. 
Exhibitor Information call 1312) BST-EXPO. 

SOUTH CAROLINA: The York County Amateur 
Radio Society's 29th annual Hamfest, October 5, 
Joslin Park, Rock H111. BBC) dinner refresh-
ments_ For Information and registration: 
YCARS, P.O. Box 4141CRS, Rock Hill, SC 29730. 

NEW YORK: LIMARC sponsors ARRL Hamfair 
'80, September 21, Islip Speedway, Long Island, 
Exit 43, Southern State Parkway, 1 block south 
to entrance. No reservations needed. Admis-
sion: $2_00; exhibitors $3.00. Refreshments. 
Heavy rain date September 28. Many awards all 
day. For information: call evenings — Sid Wolin, 
K2LJH, 516-379-2861, Nick Belimann, KA2CAO, 
516-223-1076 or Hank Wener, WB2ALW, 516-484-
4322. 

NEW JERSEY — Gloucester County A.R.C. 
Hamfest, Sunday, August 24, 1980, 8 AM to 3 PM 
at Gloucester County College, Tanyard Road, 
Sewell. Tailgaters set up at 7 AM, indoor and 
outdoor spaces available. Food and prizes. 
Tickets $2 advance, $2.50 at door. Dealers and 
taligaters $5. Talk-in on 146.52 simplex and 
147.781.18. Info and tickets: Bob Grimmer, 
KN2OWO, 229 William Avenue, Barrington, N.J. 
08007. 

FLORIDA: Five Flags ARA Ham-A-Rama, Sun-
day, August 31, 1980, from 8 AM to 4 PM at the 
Pensacola Municipal Auditorium. Admission $1, 
swap tables $5 each. Write FFARA, P.O. Box 
17343, Pensacola, Florida 32522. 

WEST VIRGINIA: Bluefield Hamfest '80, 9 AM to 
4 PM, Sunday, August 24th at the Bluefield 
Armory — Civic Center, one mile north on US 52. 
Food, prizes, dealers, flea market, taligaters, 
forums, demonstrations, entertainment. Admis-
sion $2 advance, $3 gate, children under 12 free; 
admission includes prize ticket. Talk-in on 
147.891.49, and 146.521.52 simplex. SASE to 
Bluefield Hamfest '80, 2113 Hemlock Hill, Blue-
field, WV 24701. 

ILLINOIS: Peoria Area Amateur Radio Club's 
Superfest '80, September 20 and 21, Exposition 
Gardens, W. Northmoor Rd., Peoria. Admission: 
$/00 advance; $3.00 door. Forums, Amateur and 
computer displays, flea market, ladies' pro-
grams, kids' activities, Full camping facilities. 
Saturday night informal smorgasbord, Heritage 
House, 8209 N. Mt. Hawley Rd. Talk In 16-76, 
VV9UVI. For information and reservations: Super-
fast '80, 5808 N. Andover Ct., Peoria, IL 61615. 
(309) 692-8763. 

PENNSYLVANIA: Skyview Radio's annual swap 
and shop, September 21, 12:00 to 4:00 PM, Sokol 
Camp, Lower Burrell. Registration: $1.00 per 
Ham, XYL's, YL's and children free. Check-in on 
04-64. For Information: SASE to Jim Jackson, 
K3VRU, RD 01, Box 7A, Apollo, PA 15613. 

OHIO: Heart of Ohio's Ham Fiesta, October 29, 
Marion County Fairground's Coliseum, Marion, 
Ohio. Flea Market, prizes, XYL drawing. Talk-in 
on 147.90/.30 and 146.52 simplex. Dealer space 
available. For more Info: Paul Kilzer, W8GAX, 
393 Pole Ln. Rd., Marion, OH 43302. 

MICHIGAN: Blossomland Hamfest, Sunday, 
October 5, 1980 from 8:00 A.M. to 3:30 P.M. at 
the new Lake Michigan College Convention 
Center, one mile off 1-94 exit 30 near Benton Har-
bor. Flea market, film tour of Heathkil factory, 
demos, SSTV lecture, ORP, Brasspounders Con-
test, XYL program. Prepaid tickets $2 each, $3 at 
door. YLs. XYLs, and harmonics under age 16 
FREE. Tables $3 each. Talk-in 146.22/.82. Tickets 
and info SASE to Matt Beha, N8BPI, 3752 Lane 
Count, St. Joseph, Michigan 49085. 

MISSISSIPPI: The Mississippi Coast Amateur 
Radio Association's 4th annual Ham-Swap Fest, 
Saturday and Sunday, October 4 and 5, Interna-
tional Plaza, Biloxi. Free admission. Special Sat-
urday prize drawing. Saturday night shrimp boil. 
Main prizes Sunday afternoon. Flea market. 
Prizes for YL's, XYL's and Harmonics. Talk-1n on 
148.13/.73 and .52 simplex. For information: Bob 
Wyatt, WB5VCI, Chairman, Box 114, Whispering 
Pines Drive, Wave land, MS 39576. 

TOWERS 
by ALUMA 

HIGHEST OUALITY 

ALUMINU M & STEEL 
50 Ft. Aluminum. 
Crank-Up 
Model U GH 

Il * TELESCOPING 
(CRANK UPI 

II * GUYED (STACK-UP) 

* TILT-OVER M ODELS 

4Cr Steal 
Creak-Up 

Model SHO-41) 

Easy to install. Low Prices. 
Crank-ups to 100 ft. 

EXCELLENT FOR 
HAM COA1MUNKATIONS 

SPECIAL 
Four Section SO FL 

Van Mounted Crank-Up 
Aluma Tower 

Oca, 36  types aluminum 
and steel towers made— 
specials designed and 

made—write for deeds 

ALU MA TO WER C O. 
Box 2806 I*, 

VERO BEACH. FLA. 32 %0 
PHONE (3051 567-3423 

TELEX 80- 3405 
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ERH LOCATOR 
TO HELP YOU FIND YOUR LOCAL AMATEUR RADIO DEALER 

Arizona 
POWER COMMUNICATIONS CORP. 
6012 N. 27th AVENUE 
PHOENIX, AZ 85017 
602-242-6030 or 242-8990 
Arizona's #1 "liam" Store, Ken. 
wood, Yaesu, Icom, and more. 

California 
JUN'S ELECTRONICS 
11656 W. PICO BLVD. 
LOS ANGELES, CA 90064 
213-477-1824 Trades 
714-463-1886 San Diego 
The Home of the One Year Warranty 
— Parts at Cost — Full Service. 

SHAVER RADIO, INC. 
1378 S. BASCOM AVE. 
SAN JOSE, CA 95128 
408-998-1103 
Atlas, Kenwood, Yaesu, KDK, Icom, 
Tempo, Wilson, Ten-Tec, VHF 
Engineering. 

TELE-COM 
15460 UNION AVENUE 
SAN JOSE, CA 95124 
408-377-4479 

Connecticut 

HATRY ELECTRONICS 
500 LEDYARD ST. (SOUTH) 
HARTFORD, CT 06114 
203-527-1881 
Connecticut's Oldest Ham 
Radio Dealer. 

THOMAS COMMUNICATIONS 
95 KITTS LANE 
NEWINGTON, CT 06111 
203-667-0811 
Authorized dealer for Kenwood, 
Yaesu, Drake, loom, etc. - CALL US. 

Delaware 

DELAWARE AMATEUR SUPPLY 
71 MEADOW ROAD 
NEW CASTLE, DE 19720 
302-328-7728 
Icom, Ten-Tec, Swan, DenTron, 
Tempo, Azden, Yaesu and more. 
One mile off 1-95, no sates tax. 

Florida 

AGL ELECTRONICS, INC. 
1898 DREW STREET 
CLEARWATER, FL 33515 
813-461-HAMS 
West Coast's Only Full Service 
Amateur Radio Store 

AMATEUR RADIO CENTER, INC. 
2805 N.E. 2ND AVENUE 
MIAMI, FL 33137 
305-573-8383 
The Place For Great Dependable 
Names in Ham Radio 

RAY'S AMATEUR RADIO 
1590 US HWY. 19 SOUTH 
CLEARWATER, FL 33516 
813-535-1416 
Sales and Service. Your Complete 
Amateur Radio Store. 

SUNRISE AMATEUR RADIO 
1351 STATE RD. 84 
FT. LAUDERDALE, FL 33315 
(305) 761-7676 
"Best Prices in Country. 
Try Us — We'll prove it." 

Illinois 

AUREUS ELECTRONICS INC. 
1415 N. EAGLE STREET 
NAPERVILLE, IL 60540 
312-420-8629 
"Amateur Excellence" 

ERICKSON COMMUNICATIONS, INC. 
5456 NORTH MILWAUKEE AVE. 
CHICAGO, IL 60630 
312-631-5181 
Outside Illinois 800-621-5802 
Hours 9:30-5:30 Mon., Tues., Wed., 
Fri.; 9:30-9:00 Thurs.; 9:00-3:00 Sat. 

KLAUS RADIO, INC. 
8400 NO. PIONEER PARKWAY 
PEORIA, IL 61614 
309-691-4840 
Let Us Quote Your Amateur Needs. 

Kansas 

ASSOCIATED RADIO COMM 
8012 CONSER 
OVERLAND PARK, KS 66204 
913-381-5900 
America's No. 1 Real Amateur Radio 
Store. Trade • Sell • Buy. 

Maryland 

THE COMM CENTER, INC. 
LAUREL PLAZA RT. 198 
LAUREL, MD 20810 
800-638-4486 
Kenwood, Drake, Icom, Ten-Tec, 
Tempo, DenTron, Swan 
& Apple Computers. 

Massachusetts 

TEL-COM, INC. 
675 GREAT RD., RT. 119 
LITTLETON, MA 01460 
617-486-3040 
The Ham Store of New England 
You Can Rely On. 

Minnesota 

PAL ELECTRONICS INC. 
3452 FREMONT AVE. NO. 
MINNEAPOLIS, MN 55412 
612-521-4662 
Midwest's Fastest Growing Ham 
Store. Where Service Counts. 

New Hampshire 

EVANS RADIO, INC. 
BOX 893, RT. 3A BOW JUNCTION 
CONCORD, NH 03301 
603-224-9961 
Icom, DenTron, Yaesu, Drake. 
We service what we sell. 

New Jersey 

RADIOS UNLIMITED 
P. 0. BOX 347 
1760 EASTON AVENUE 
SOMERSET, NJ 08873 
201-469-4599 
New Jersey's Fastest 
Growing Ham Store. 
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ERH LOCATOR 
Continued 

ROUTE ELECTRONICS 46 
225 ROUTE 46 WEST 
TOTOWA, NJ 07512 
201-256-8555 
Drake, Swan, DenTron, Cushcraft, 
Hy-Gain, Hustler, Larsen and more. 

WITTIE ELECTRONICS 
384 LAKEVIEW AVE. 
CLIFTON, NJ 07011 
201-772-2222 
Same location for 62 years. 
Full-line authorized Drake dealer. 

New Mexico 
PECOS VALLEY AMATEUR 
RADIO SUPPLY 

112 WEST FIRST STREET 
ROSWELL, NM 88201 
505-623-7388 
Now stocking Ten-Tec, Lunar, 'corn, 
Morsematic, Bencher, Tempo, 
Hy-Gain, Avanti and more at low, 
low prices. Call for quote. 

New York 
GRAND CENTRAL RADIO 
124 EAST 44 STREET 
NEW YORK, NY 10017 
212-599-2630 
Drake, Kenwood, Yaesu, Atlas, 
Ten-Tec, Midland, Hy-Gain, 
Mosley in stock. 

HAM-BONE RADIO 
(Div. Stereo Repair Shop) 

3206 ERIE BOULEVARD EAST, 
SYRACUSE, NY 13214 
315-446-2266 
We Deal, We Trade, 
We Discount, We Please! 
2-Way Service Shop on Premises! 

HARRISON RADIO CORP. 
20 SMITH STREET 
FARMINGDALE, NY 11735 
516-293-7990 
"Ham Headquarters USAI" 
since 1925. 
Call ton free 800-645-9187. 

RADIO WORLD 
ONEIDA COUNTY AIRPORT 
TERMINAL BLDG. 
ORISKANY, NY 13424 
800-448-7914 
315-337-2622  NY 
315-337-0203 J Res. 
New & Used Harm Equipment. See 
Warren K2IXN or Bob WA2MSH 

Ohio 

UNIVERSAL AMATEUR RADIO, INC. 
1280 AIDA DRIVE 
COLUMBUS (REYNOLDSBURG) 
OH 43068 

614-8664267 
Complete Amateur Radio Sales and 
Service. All major brands - spacious 
store - near 1-270. 

Pennsylvania 

HAMTRONICS, DIV. OF 
TREVOSE ELECT. 

4033 BROWNSVILLE RD. 
TREVOSE, PA 19047 
215-357-1400 
Same Location for 
More Than 30 Years. 

LaRUE ELECTRONICS 
1112 GRANDVIEW STREET 
SCRANTON, PENNSYLVANIA 18509 
717-343-2124 
ICOM, Bird, Cushcraft, CDE, 
Ham-Keys, VHF Engineering, 
Antenna Specialists. 

SPECIALTY COMMUNICATIONS 
2523 PEACH STREET 
ERIE, PA 16502 
814455-7674 
Service, Parts, & Experience 
For Your Atlas Radio. 

Dealers: 
You should be 
here too! Contact 
HORIZONS today 
for complete details. 
TOLL  *n0 _258 _5353  
FREE %no 

Bind 'em 
and 

Find 'em 
Keep those valuable issues of both Ham Radio 
and HORIZONS like new. Prevent smears, tears 
and dog ears. Bind 'em together and enjoy for 
years to come. You'll be happy you did! 

*  *  * 

HAM RADIO BINDERS 
Beautiful buckram binders complete with date 
labels. Available in our new large size to ac-
commodate HAM RADIO'S helty issues. 
EIHR-BDL  Each Just $6.95 

3 for $17.95 

HAM RADIO MAGAZINE FILES 
Your collection of HAM RADIO Magazines is a 
valuable resource. Here's a brand new, inex-
pensive way to store them. These sturdy card-
board magazine files keep them clean, neat 
and up front where you can use them for quick 
and easy reference. 
DHR-HRMF $1.95 each 

3 for $4.95 

HAM RADIO HORIZONS BINDERS 
Handsome washable binders complete with 
date labels. 
DHR-HREIL Each Just $6.95 

3 for $17.95 

HORIZONS MAGAZINE FILES 
Your collection of Ham Radio HORIZONS is a 
valuable resource. Here's a brand new, inex-
pensive way to store them. These sturdy card-
board magazine files keep them clean, neat 
and up front where you can use them for quick 
and easy reference. 
DHR-HRHF $1.95 each 

3 for $4.95 

ORDER TODAY 
Ham Radio's Bookstore 
GREENVILLE, NEW HAMPSHIRE 03048 

OR CALL TOLL FREE 
1 (800) 258-5353 

— --- ----
BINDERS  FILES 

CHR-90L $6.95 ea.  CHR-HRMF $1.95 ea. 
CHR-HROL 31$17.95  CHR-11111IF 3/$4.95 

CICASH  CCHARGE  CMC  CVISA 
Exp.   

Card Number   

Name   

Address   

City   

State  Zip   
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FREE! 
RADIO AMATEURS 

WORLD ATLAS 
with purchase of famous 

CALLBOOK 

MAP LIBRARY! 

• 3 different maps In 4 colors ,.•„, 

7̀'  e •-20-1 page, lui color A2les, 

;ion°  r r '  :  , it -

• 7,  f 
•  • 

-tfA" 4 

'net/ 

Here's an offer you can't refuse! You 
receive three, Information-packed, Ama-
teur Callbook maps, folded, plus the 
World Atlas for only $4.50 plus $1.50 
shipping and handling. If purchased 
separately, total value of map/atlas offer 
would be $7.50 plus shipping. You save 
$3.00 and get these invaluable radio 
amateur aids! 
1. Prefix Map of the World, folded. 
World-wide prefixes. Shows 40-zone 
map on one side, 90-zone map on the 
other. Size 40" x 28" 

2. Map of North America, folded. 
Includes Central America and Carib-
bean to the Equator. Shows call 
areas, zone boundaries, prefixes, etc. 
Size 30" x 25" 

3. Great Circle Chart of World, folded 
Centered on 40 °N, 100° W. Shows 
cities, latitude, longitude, great circle 
bearings and more! Size 30" x 25" 

Plus special FREE bonus! 
The Callbook's own Radio Amateur 
World Atlas, FREE with the purchase of 
the 3 maps. Contains eleven full color 
maps of the world, looking at things from 
the radio amateurs point of view. 

Callbook Map Library 
Shipping 

$4.50 
1.50 

Total $6.00 

Pegasus 
3" high 
le tt ers 

Special Offer! 
Amateur Radio 
Emblem Patch 

only $2.50 prepaid 
on blue held, red lettering. 3" wide x 
Great on jackets and caps Sorry, no call 

ORDER TODAY! 

Omer I, Dm your favorite electroncs nearer or *reel from Ire 
publisher All direct orders add $1 50 tor shipping Illinois 
residents add 5% Sales lax 

RADIO AMATEUR I I 

calling:301c INC. 

sWen. 
Dept EN 
925 Sherwood Drive 
Lake Bluff, III. 60044 

DX 
FORECASTER 

Last-minute propagation 

The first half of the month is ex-
pected to be uneventful, with a gener-
ally quiet magnetic field and stable 
ionosphere. You may expect a minor 
disturbance, perhaps a flare, between 
the 12th and the 15th; another minor 
disturbance around the 19th, on the 
23rd, and again between the 26th 
and 28th. In general, the period be-
tween the 23rd and 30th is likely to be 
unsettled, with an occasionally active 
geomagnetic field. 
September is traditionally the sec-

ond-best DX season of the year, tak-
ing a back seat only to March. With 
only slightly declining sunspot num-
bers and solar flux levels, DX this 
month will be very good indeed, and 
the MUF is expected to exceed 28 
MHz on many days of the month — 
climbing at times to 60 MHz! 
The fall equinox occurs on the 

22nd, full moon on the 24th, and per-
igee on the 25th. 

Band-by-band outlook 

Ten and fifteen meters will be open 
most days from shortly after sunrise to 
at least sunset, and well beyond on 
most of the days. Look for long-haul 
DX into the southern hemisphere, 
meaning South America, Australasia, 
and Africa, on many days of the 
month. The band will provide peak 
signal strength during the afternoon 
hours. Short skip will occur during the 
daytime on both bands. 

Twenty meters is expected to contin-
ue its sensational ways, opening at 
sunrise and continuing to provide 
activity until long after dark. In some 
areas, It will be open around the 
clock. Peak signal strengths will occur 
several hours after sunrise, and again 
during the late afternoon and early 
evening hours. Short skip will occur 
both during daylight and evening 
hours, so expect a mix of "local" and 
DX stations at these times. 

Forty meters is the night-time DX 
band in all parts of the world, with 
openings from shortly after sunset to 
shortly after sunrise to most parts of 
the world. In general, work eastward 
during evening hours, and westward 
during morning hours. Transequatori-
al openings should provide peak sig-
nal strength between midnight and 
sunrise. Short skip will prevail during 
daylight and evening hours, and 
thunderstorm static will be much re-
duced so you can expect a workout 
on this band — even with a modest 
antenna and low power. 

Eighty meters will provide DX open-
ings on many days between sunset 
and sunrise, and short skip will also 
provide good local contacts out to 
about 2000 miles (3500 km) in the 
evening. You can look for good 
openings to South Africa, Australasia, 
and South America, as well on many 
days. Storm-related interference will 
be acceptable on most days and 
nights. 

One-sixty meters begins to look good 
again for DX after sunset, through the 
darkness hours, and into the sunrise 
period. Static will be bothersome at 
times, but generally acceptable. 

Gray-line DX 

At the equinox, when conditions in 
the ionosphere at latitudes north and 
south of the equator share much in 
common, you ought to keep your 
ears open around the times of dawn 
and sunset, and point your antennas 
north and south at such times. Over-
the-pole DX will be common, and sta-
tions along the terminator will provide 
extremely strong and clear signals. 
Much north-south path enhancement 
can be expected, with enjoyment 
for all. 
An asterisk (') in the chart means 

to look for openings on the next 
higher frequency band. 

HRH 
 • 
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NOTE: ' Means look al next higher band for possible opening. 
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STOP IF 
SPILLOVE 
You may be losing up to half the available 
output from your vertical gain antenna 
because of RF spillover. The amazing 
AEA lsopole with unique decoupling 
design, virtually eliminates RF spillover 
and can hélp you multiply your power 
in all directions on the horizon relative 
to an ideal half-wave dipole, or end-fed 
non-decoupled "gain" antennas. 

Get the Facts. 
We'll send you a design for an RF 
spillover tester and a copy of our 
booklet: Facts about Proper VHF 
Vertical Antenna Design simply for 
contacting Advanced Electronic 
Applications, Inc., RO. Box 2160, 
Lynnwood, WA 98036. Call 
206/775-7373. 

AEABrings you the 
Breakthrough! 

ANTENNA BOOKS by Bill Orr, W6SAI 
ALL ABOUT CUBICAL QUAD ANTENNAS 
The cubical quad antenna is considered by many to be the best DX 
antenna because of its simple, lightweight design and high per-
formance. In Bill Orr's latest edition of this well known book. you'll find 
quad designs for everything horn the single element to the multi-
element monster quad, plus a new, higher gain expanded quad (X-0) 
design. There's a wealth of supplementary data on construction, 
feeding, tuning, and mounting quad antennas. It's the most com-
prehensive single edition on the cubical quad available. 112 pages. 
01977, 
DRP-00  Softbound $4.75 

THE RADIO AMATEUR ANTENNA HANDBOOK 
by William I. Orr, W6SAI and Stuart Cowan, W2LX 

It you are pondering what new antennas to put up, we recommend you 
read this very popular book. It contains lots of well illustrated construc-
tion projects tor vertical. long wire, and HF/VHF beam antennas. But. 
you'll also get information not usually found in antenna books. There is 
an honest judgment of antenna gain ligures, information on the best 
and worst antenna locations and heights, a long look at the quad vs. 
the yagi antenna. information on ba'uns and how to use them, and 
some new Information on the increasingly popular Sloper and Delta 
Loop antennas. The text is based on proven data plus practical, on-the-
air experience, We don't expect you'll agree with everything Orr and 
Cowan have to say, but we are convinced that The Radio Amateur 
Antenna Handbook will make a valuable and often consulted addition to 
any Ham's library. 190 pages. e1978. 
CRP-AH Softbound $6.95 

BEAM ANTENNA HANDBOOK 
Here's recommended reading tor anyone thinking about putting up a 
yogi beam thS year It answers a lot of commonly asked questions like: 
What is the best element spacing? Can different yogi antennas be 
stacked without losing performance? Do moroband burns outperform 
tribanders? Lots of construction projects, diagrams, and photos make 
reading a pleasurable and informative experience. 19B pages. 01977. 
EIRP-BA  Softbound $5.95 

Please add S1.00 lo cover shipping and handling. 

HAM RADIO'S BOOKSTORE 
GREENVILLE, N. II. 03048 

Kitty's 
September 
Suggestions 

Come to BARRY'S for your 
YAESU transceiver. 

The outstanding FT-707 or 
consider the FT-107 or the 
NEW 9-Band FT-101ZD 

We are now shipping 
the COLLINS KWM-380 

See the SANTEC HT-1200 
System from Encomm at Barry's. 

BARRY'S HAS TUBES - 
LOTS OF TUBES!!! 

Our lines include: 
AEA  DRAKE 
ALLIANCE  ETO 
ANTENNA  EIMAC 
SPECIALISTS  ENCOMM 

ASTRON  E-Z WAY 
B & W  HUSTLER 
BIRD  HY-GAIN 
COLLINS  ICOM 
COMMUNICATIONS KDK 
SPECIALISTS  KLM 

CUSHCRAFT  KANTRONICS 
DSI  MFJ 
DENTRON  MIRAGE 

MOSLEY 
MURCH 
ROBOT 
ROHN 
SHURE 
STANDARD 
SWAN 
TEMPO 
TRI-EX 
YAESU 
VHF ENGINEERING 
AND MORE... 

BUSINESSMEN: Ask about BARRY'S line 
of business-band equipment. We've got it! 

Amateur Radio License Classes: 
Wednesday & Thursday: 7-9 pm 
Saturday 10 am-Noon 

The Export Experts Invite Overseas orders 

• AQUI SE I 
I HABLA 
ESPAÑOL.• 

— We Ship Worldwide 

BARRY ELECTRONICS 
512 BROADWAY, NEW YORK, N.Y. 10012 

TELEPHONE (212) 925-7000 

More details? Ad Check page 78. September 1980  FRH 77 



LABOR DAZE 

AD CHECK 
... for literature, in a hurry - we'll 
rush your name to the companies 
whose names you check. 

Place your check mark in the space between 
name and number. Example: HRH L. 150. 

AR Tech.  687  MFJ  082 

A. E. A. _677  Madison  431 

Aluma  589  Microcraft  774 

ARRL  780  Microwave 
Filter  637 

Barker  015 
Convention • 

Barry * 
Newman _  853 

Bencher  629 
Palomar Eng. 

Bird  018 
RSE Ham 

Curtis Electro 034  Shack  607 

Cushcraft •  Callbook  100 

DenTron  Constructor * 
Radio _  259 

Radio World • 
Digitrex _  823 

Russell 
E T. O. *  Ind.  854 

Hal  057  S-F A. R. S. _ 640 

HFIB  150  Shure  771 

Hy-Gain/  Telex! 
Telex  693  Hy-Gain  693 

Icom •  Ten-Tec ' 

Kantronlcs •  Texas Towers ' 

Kenwood •  Unadilla/ 
Reyco _  637 

KLM _  073 
Van Gorden _  737 

Larsen  078 

'Please contact this advertiser directly. 

Unlit 15 inquiries per request. 

SEPTEMBER 1980 

Please use before October 31, 1980 

Tear off and mail to 
HAM RADIO HORIZONS - "Ad Check" 
Greenville, N. H. 03048 

NAME   

CALI   

STREET   

CITY   

STATE  ZIP   

ALPHA 76, 374, 78 in Stock   Cali 
Cushcraft "boomer"   69.95 
OMNI-J2 Meter Antenna   39.95 
Bird 43 and sl ugs, UPS paid in USA stock 
Microwave Modules, Less 10% off list 

stock 
Telrex TB5EM, in stock   425.00 
Telrex TB6EM   540.00 
Complete Line Monobanders.... stock 
New Telrex TB5ES, 2KW 
Pep version   315.00 

Robot 800 Keyboard   699.00 
Bencher Paddles, Standard .... 39.95 
Bencher Paddles, Chrome   49.95 
Vibroplex Paddles and bugs   stock 
Lunar 6M-2M-220 In-line Preamps stock 
Janet OSA-5   41.95 
HAM-X Tailtwister Rotor   239.00 
HAM-4 Rotor   169.00 
Cetron or GE 572B   32.00/ea 
GE, AMPEREX, Raytheon 6146B . 9.95 
Motorola HEP170   0.29 
Mallory 2.5A/1000 PIV Epoxy diode 0.19 
Sprague 100MFD1450VDC Cap   2.00 
Aerovox 1000PF/500VFeedthruCap1.95 
Adel Nibbling Tool   8.45 
Technical books: Ameco, ARRL, Sams, 
TAB, Rider, Radio Pub., Callbook, 
Cowan, WRTVH, etc   Call 

New Belden 9405 (2#16) (6418) 8 wire 
Rotor cable, heavy duty for 
long runs   0.38/ft 

8.4488 wire Rotor Cable   0.24/f t 
9888 Double Shield RG8 Foam  0.56/ft 
8214 RG8 Foam   0.32/ft 
8237 RG8 Regular   0.28/ft 
8267 RG213   0.36/ft 
9251 RG8 A/U   0.42/ft 
Belden #8000 14GA 
Stranded Antenna wire   0.10/ft. 

Amphenol SlIverplate PL259 (831SP) 
1.00 

Micro RG-8U 52 OHM, KW   0.19/ft. 

Need a schematic& 
We've go ('em - $2.00 

ICOM IC 2A HANDHELD 
W/TTP, battery pack, Rubber Duck 
and charger $229.00 

Looking for antique par(s) 
Write specific need to W5GJ. 

THIS MONTH'S SPECIALS: 

New IC720, AC - Call 
New ICOM, IC251A - 2M $599.00 
IC551 D - 6M-100W $599.00 

IC551 $399.00 

Kenwood TS-180S/DFC - SSB 
Call for quote 

Bearcat 250, 220   299.00 
Bearcat 300   399.00 

MASTER CHARGE • VISA 

All prices fob Houston except where 
Indicated. Prices subject to change 
without notice, all items guaranteed. 
Some Items subject prior sale. Texas 
residents add 6% tax. Please add 
postage estimate. $1.00 minimum. 

11 o 1 
Electronics Supply, Inc. 
1508 McKinney  Houston, Texas 77002 

713/658-0268 

AD INDEX 
A R Technical Products  79 

Advanced Electronic Applications  77 

Aluma Tower Company  71 

American Radio Relay League  55 

Barry Electronics  77 

Bancher, Inc.  60,80 

Curtis Electro Devices  79 

Cushcraft Corporation  10 

DenTron Radio Co., Inc.  1 

Digitrex Electronics  80 

Ehrhorn Technological Operations  79 

Hal Communications Corp.  Cover Ill 

Ham Radio's Bookstore  8, 40, 41, 50, 70, 77, 80 

Hy-Gain/Telex Communications Corp.  35, 37, 39 

loom America, Inc.  7 

Kant ronlcs  32 

Trio•Kenwood Communications, Inc.  Cover IV 

Larsen Antennas  45 

MFJ Enterprises  3 

Madison Electronics Supply  51,78 

Microcratt Corporation  60 

Microwave Filter, Inc.  79 

New England AFIRL Convention (Roxboro)  9 

Palomar Engineers  28 

RSE Ham Shack  73 

Radio Amateur Callbook  74 

Radio & Electronics Constructor  71 

Radio World  60 

S-F Amateur Radio Services  80 

snure Brothers Inc.  4 

Telex/Hy-Gain Communications Corp.  35, 37, 39 

Ten•Tec  Cover II 

Texas Towers  55 

Van Gorden Engineering  51 

Foreign Subscription Agents 
for Ham Radio HORIZONS 
Ham Rat, Suelda 
F Bast 

'..'79C'A r i2  rer Neustadt 
Amato& 

Harm Rae, Belgium 
Sterecnousa 
Brustaleefleartweg 478 
9.9218 Gant 
Belgium 

Haas Reins Canada 
Bos 401 GaderIch 
Ontario, Canada N 7A 4G7 

Hart Patio Loo m 
Elos 444 
5-114 04 Upolarede Vasty 
Sweden 

Ham Palle France 
SU Electronéc 
Mtgs. Ave des Clarions 
89300 Auxerre 
Prance 

Hem Pad. o Germany 
Kate UeDer 
%Olen 2454 
01852 Lorarach 

Gentuny 

Hem Pat o %Deno 
PAHL Ect tonics 
Poetbos 88 
Ht..2204 Dell! 
Hagan. 

sun Rode Daly 
G Vulpetto 
PO 50'37 
1.22063 Gann, 
n• 

1111116 450 Sall2 e tend 
Karl, Wooer 
Poet' acrt 2454 
0.1050 Lowrie, 
Weal 0.-many 

Harn Radio UK 
P 0 Box SI Hams. 
Middlesex HA3 6115 
England 

Holland Radio 
143 Greentvey 
Green•Ide. Jonanneetneg 
Repubne el Saute, Africa 
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HAMS - call for our 
free catalog PC-80 

DEALERS - join over 400 
dealers world-wide. Call 
us today for no-risk deal. 

HAMFEST MANAGERS - 
UNADILLA cooperates! 
Call us. 

US - TOLL-FREE 1-80D-448-1666 
NY/Hawaii/Alaska/Canada - 
COLLECT  1-315-437-3953 
TWX 710-541-Ó493 

Ask for Hugh Gunnison, WA2ZOT, 
or Bonnie, or Emily. 

i l le) %  1 

j• ea.  , le  t  '  

FULL POWER - QUALITY 

HAM ANTENNA ACCESSORJES 
at your dealer 

o 
the Big Signal 
W2AU 
Balun 

LONDON: 
VICTORIA: 
CONCEPCION: 
BUENOS AIRES: 
COL. ANAHUAC: 
HELSINKI: 

For over 20 years, the choice 
of Hams, Armed Forces and 
Commercial Communications - world-wide. 

‘1211/T at “, ",..• Ile , " I 

5-Band 
Antenna 
Kit 

UNADIUA / REYCO Division Microwave Filter Co., Inc., E. Syracuse, NY 

e 
our CW 
Easily 

Model D70 
MORSE TUTOR 
• Produces random five character groups: 
all letton, all figures, or mixed. 

• Calibrated variable speed (6/4 to 27 words 
per minutel and variable delay (up to 3 
seconds) between letters for optimun 
learning efficiency. 

• Internal loudspeaker, plus Personal "'-
piece for private listening. And pocket 
SI M 

• Bat tery operated therefore always ready 
for use. Current drain is very low for 
long battery life. 
• Eleven IC, CMOS circuit for long inlet — 
nal battery life. 
• Built-in tone oscillator for sending prac-
tice (key required. 

$15 
95  inckding Pre 1' a id 9  snipping ar Full Insurance 

•  Ocala, Inquiries Invited 
Made in England • 90 Day Warranty 

\else Mastercharge Accepted 
lExclusive Importers el DATONG FL•I's1 

Technical Dadeartd 
Products r„‘.„.„c. 
Corp. 
Box 82 

Birmingham, Michigan 48012 
Telephone 3131644-5898 

Seven* new 
finger talkers 

from CURTIS 
* EK-480; C-MUS Deluxe Kayer   S134.95 
• (K-480M; Above plus apeadmetor ...........149.95 
* 1480; InstructoMate   124.95 
* M-480; MomoryMate   124.95 
*  InstrucialtlamoryMate   179.95 
* KB-480; Mersa KeyboardMato   199.95 
* K84800; Morse Keyboard   349.95 
8044: Keyar-On-A-Chlp IRePlaele 80431   14.95 
Apr 75 HR. Feb 75 PST. Radio Mdbk 75, MAL Ildbk 77-79 

8044-3: IC, PCB. Socket Manual   2495 
80444: Semi-Kit   54.95 
8045; Morse Keyboard-On-A-Chip IC   59.95 
80454: IC, PCB, FIFO. Sockets. Manual   89.95 
8045-2; Semi-Kit   159.95 
8046: instructokeyer-On-A-Chlp IC   
8046-1; Semi-Kit   
8047; Meuse° Memory-On-A-Chlp IC   
8047-1: IC. PCB. RAM. Sockets, Manual   

iidd 91.75 on above Inc Postage and bandlin01 
IK-440A; Instruclokeyer liAar '76 OSTI .....  224.95 

Curtis Electra Devices, Inc. 
Dept II  14151 424 7223 
114i 4093. Illounbln View. CA 54648 

49.95 
7995 
39.95 
69.95 

13057 

AMCOMM 01 804 1166 
Scalar 725 9677 
Telecom Trans Chile 25471 
Multi-Radio 773-1266 
Radiac 2-50-32-40 
Erikoismediat (90) 611258 

the Old reliable 
W2VS Traps 

to-Pass Filter 2000W 
-Quad Parts 
-Baluns / Traps 
'Insulators 
.Wire & Cable 
-Connectors 

NEWCOMER OR OLD PRO ... 

AL MA. POWER 
IS YOUR KEY TO A 

BIG SIGNAL 
ALPHA/VOMAX  can  • 
boost the "talk power"  M g; 
of any rig up to ten 
times or more. The new 
SBP-4 spilt band speech 
processor uses the only 
system more effective • 
than ri clipping — AND 
distortion ls extremely 
low so your voice sounds natural. Under 
tough conditions VOMAX can help as much 
as most Mears. Combine VOMAX with a 
good linear and WOW! It's simple to Install 
and operate with any dg. 

ALPHA 374A Is a heavy-duty "rock crusher 
. . a full kilowatt (24-KW PEP), No Time 
Limit, all band, NO TUNE UP desk top linear 
amplifier. It's a no-compromise ALPHA with 
a TWO YEAR FACTORY WARRANTY. 

Other superb ALPHA s include the"Ultimate 
LINEAR" ALPHA 77Dx and the new ALPHA 
78, which combines NO-TUNE-UP maxi-
mum legal power, No Time Limit, and high 
speed (vacuum relay) CW break-in. Call or 
write your dealer or ETO direct for illustrated 
literature on all ALPHA products. 

EHRHORN TECHNOLOGICAL 
OPERATIONS. INC. 

P.O. BOX 708. CANON CITY, CO 81212 
(303) 275-1613 

More details? Ad Check page 78. September 1980  FRH 79 



• /5 mV Senutnnly 

BepaieR1 

the 
Ultimate 
1:1 BALUN 

Available at selected 
dealers, add $2.00 
postage and handling 
in U.S.A. 
WRITE FOR LITERATURE 

• Lets your antenna radiate —not your coax 

• Helps fight TVI —no ferrite core to saturate or 
reradiate 

• Rated 5 KW peak—accepts substantial mis-
match at legal limit 

• DC grounded—helps protect against lightning 

• Silver plated hook-up braid; Custom molded case 

• Amphenole connector; Rubber ring to stop water 
leakage 

Model ZA-1 

Model ZA-2 
3.5-30 mHz  $15.95 
optimized 14-30 mHz 
includes hardware for 
2" boom  $17.95 

BencHeunc. 
333 West Lake Street, Dept A 
Chicago, Illinois 60606 (312)263-1808 

• • • at last • . • 
your shack organized! 

A beautiful piece of furniture — your XYL will love it! 

Radio equipment 
net included 

Also Available .. 
Floor Space: 51" Wide by 30" Deep 

$192.50 

4384 KEYSTONE AVENUE • CULVER 

$16450 S-F RADIO DESK 
Deluxe - Ready to Assemble 
Designed with angled rear shelf for your 
viewing comfort and ease of operation. 
FINISHES: Walnut or Teak Stain. 
Floor Space: 39" Wide by 30" Deep 

Additional Information on Request.  • 
Checks, Money Orders, BankAmerIcard 

and Master Charge Accepted 
F.O.B. Culver City .(In Cant. Add 6% Sales Tax.) 
__DEALER INOUIRIES INVITED __ 

Sí Amateur Radio fervicei 
CITY. CALIF. 90230 — PHONE (213) 8374870 

Digitrex Electronics 
P4.19 WIdeband Preamplifier 

only 

• 2 to 200 61/42 Benders:lint 3.413 Fentst 
• 19 dB Goo& 
• SO Ohms Input  Output Impedance 
• Tarty PC Board Sue17/8— 1.518 I 
• Absolutely No TunIng Required 
• Extremely Stable 
• Orates only 20IAA•12VCIC 
• Great Wily lo Increase Sensitivity 

$89 le  et Recemerrs. Counters. etc. .   Qt • Fully Assembled and Tested 
. so smeem etameen  • Instructions Prom:led. Full Warranty 

Portable GOO MHz •1 600 SIIHr 1,1,,ner 
Frequency Counter. 1 Kits re Inn II/ Fip.adur,ce. 

•Asiembled eel retied 
•Fun I I,,,,, Ill.,.anty 

I, •s.r., 51 A 2*,—.61›. 1..  H 
•141\10 Wimp Airliesho  SS 95 

$69.95  
C OD Ord... Wetter.. 

Dlgitres Electronics 
4412 fpe  arum' Cte 

It.,chnsm 480/3 313 661 9247 

Air  4111r  / 

\ CODE got you stumped? 
RELAX and worry not! Learn Interna-
tional Morse Code the EASY, Rus 
Farnsworth way, No books, no gim-
micks. just listen & learn. Using the 
word method, based on modern psy-
chological techniques, you can zoom 
past 13 w.p.m. in less than half the 
time! Available In cassettes @ $10.95 
and LP records at $9.95 — you get 
over two hours of Instruction! 

EPSILON RECORDS 
P.O. Box 626 

San Jacinto, CA 92383 

Operate Legally Without 
An FCC License in 
the 160-190 kHz Bind 

LOW & MEDIUM FREQUENCY RADIO 
SCRAPBOOK (3rd Edition) 

by Ken Cornell, W2IMB 
Here's your chance to get on the air and have some 
legal license-tee excitement in the 160-190 kHz 
range. Explore the enticing world el the low frequen-
cies and uncover some new lunl Complete details on 
assembling homebrew to work these frequencies 
plus lull into on FCC rules and regu'ations. A bock 
you just can't afford to miss. 110 pages. ©1977. 
OHR-LF  Softbound $6.95 

ADDENDUM '77/'78 
for the Low & Medium Frequency 
Radio Scrapbook 

by Ken Cornell, W2IMB 
Even more goodies from the 160-190 kHz region, 
Addendum '77/78 is designed to complement The 
Low & Medium Frequency Radio Scrapbook. The 
technical data is excellent and will provide you "low-
lets" even more information, applications, and tech-
niques tor these enticing frequencies. Latest revised 
FCC rules governing the non-licensed communica-
tion bands. 68 pages. ©1977. 
HR-LFA  Softbound S3.95 

Be a LOWFER 
Join the tun and get on 

160-190 kHz 

Send your order today or call 

TOLL FREE 
1 (800) 258-5353 
Clip & Mall Today! 

OHR-LF  $6.95 

CHR-LFA  $3.95 

Plus shipping  $1.00 

Total enclosed 

C3Charge  D MC  DVISA 

Expiration   

Card Number   

Name   

Address 

City   

State   Zip   

Ham Radio's Bookstore 
GREENVILLE, NEW HAMPSHIRE 03048 

80 FRH September 1980 More details? Ad Check page 78. 



We've Been Taking Notes. 

Combining your ideas with some of our own, we've come up with what has to be 
the most advanced and convenient terminal available. These are some of the 
conveniences you can now enjoy by putting the DS3100 ASR in your RTTY and 
CW station: 

ASR Operation (Compose your transmission WHILE receiving) 

• 150-line Receiver Buffer 
• 50-line Transmit Buffer 
• Split Screen to Show Buffers 
• Internal Real-Time Clock 
• 10 Programmable Messages 
• Automatic Answer-Back (WRU) 

• Morse, Baudot. or ASCII Operation 
• RTFY and CW Identification 
• Full 128-Character ASCII 
• 110-9600 baud ASCII 
• 60-130 WPM Baudot 
• 1-175 WPM Morse 

Write or call for the DS3100 ASR specifications and see how YOU 
have helped design the new standard in amateur radio terminals. 

5 I I HAL COMMUNICATIONS CORP. Box 365 
Urbana, Illinois 61801 
217-367-7373 

For our European Customers Contact: 
Richter & Co.. Hannover 
I E.C. Interelco. Bissone 
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